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UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHAMPTON 
ABSTRACT 
FACULTY OF ENGINEERING AND THE ENVIRONMENT 
Civil Engineering 
Thesis for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy 
INVESTIGATION INTO IMAGE TECHNOLOGY OF TIMBER FOR THE ASSESSMENT 
OF STRUCTURAL PERFORMANCE OF FRESH-CUT OAK TREE JOINTS (QUERCUS 
ROBUR L.)  
By Eve Alaina Walkden 
The Institution of Civil Engineers in their first Royal Charter quoted ‗Civil 
Engineering is the art of directing the great sources of power in nature for the 
use and convenience of mankind‘.  
Looking at the fundamental design and stability of the tree branch connection 
(‗Global Joint‘) response to loading through biomimicry can inspire designs 
using infrastructure materials. This project develops the process of strain 
monitoring image technology on timber to analyse the mechanical behaviour of 
the fibres internal to a Global Joint. 
The Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) is applied to images taken during British 
Standard structural tension tests of batten samples of timber (‗Components‘) 
taken from an Oak tree Global Joint. A detailed process is described by which 
results from the PIV were extrapolated and the interpretation techniques used 
on the resulting contour plots. The resulting contour plot shows the impending 
failure of the Component as the tension is applied during the test. The 
sequential images taken during the test allow the strain values to be evaluated. 
This means the interaction of the visible timber surface fibres during testing 
can be analysed without the need for strain gauges or alterations to the 
Component.  
ii 
 
The Components are structurally analysed individually and then reformed back 
to present the natural structural design of the Global Joint. The PIV strain 
results from the tension tested Components are combined with the peak stress 
values to find the structural performance of the interior of the Global Joint. 
This re-formation enables the analysis of the natural structural design 
facilitating the review of the internal workings. 
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     Introduction – The Wonder of Trees 
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1.  Introduction – The Wonder of Trees 
The places people live and work in are not merely a series of buildings and 
infrastructures, they influence their well-being. It is important for design to 
positively influence a person‘s life; this can be achieved through 
‗atmospherics‘. By creating positive influence in all aspects of design, the well-
being of people in their habitat improves.  
1.1  Green Infrastructure 
Some of the ideas of sustainability and wellbeing have been entangled into a 
new term ‗Green Infrastructure‘. Green Infrastructure is a concept that 
combines the need for the natural environment with the needs of the built 
environment and aims to create a balance between the two. Thus the natural 
environment given through landscapes or technology such as green roofs 
(shown in Figure 1), creates a positive and sustainable built environment. The 
landscapes give the positive well-being required for the people who use the 
built environment, creating a balanced cycle of; sustainability, wellbeing, and 
habitat.  
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FIGURE 1:  A ROOF GARDEN, AN EXAMPLE OF GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE, IMAGE FROM PUSH 
(2010) 
1.1.1  Sustainability 
The sustainable requirements of design are a strong focus to current 
development legislation but few people have a true knowledge or definition of 
the meaning. As defined and directed in the United Nations Brundtland 
Commission (1987) Report, sustainability ‗meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs‘.  
Trees are a sustainable solution to climate change and the different species of 
trees provide varying carbon intake required to reduce current climate effects. 
Trees are seen as a sustainable resource as they can be replanted, managed 
and have a multiuse. An influx of tree planting proves they are recognised as a     Introduction – The Wonder of Trees 
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positive influence on the urban environment. The cooling property the tree 
provides creates a natural and economic solution to the urban heat-island 
effect in big cities. The ability of a tree to transpire allows excess heat and air 
pollutants to be absorbed. The measurement of the economic benefit of trees 
has been introduced through i-Tree (1999), a tool which assesses and 
manages urban forests. An example of the economic value of trees can be seen 
in Figure 2. 
 
FIGURE 2:  EXTRACT FROM I-TREE (1999) OF AN ECONOMIC EVALUATION CASE STUDY OF 
CHICAGO'S URBAN FOREST BY NOWAK ET AL (2009) 
The dried product of a tree is timber. Timber in itself is a strong and durable 
material and has been used for centuries as a material for shelter. When well 
built and maintained, timber structured buildings can be reliably durable. In 
comparison to modern materials timber is deemed a weaker material though in 
some instances found by Greer et al (2009), the specific strength of timber is  
  4 
similar to that of steel. The extent of timber use can only be accepted for the 
infrastructure feats that it has achieved. For example a 13 storey Sutyagin 
House in Arkhangelsk, and the planned 16-17 storey building Barents House 
Kirkenes, Norway or Skellefteå, a four storey municipal building in Sweden with 
car park, or the oldest wooden building Hōryū Gakumonji temple founded in 
Japan in 607 AD. 
1.1.2  Well-being 
Gilchrist (2011) found trees are a notable benefit to wellbeing. Trees are good 
for wellbeing as they naturally reduce temperature. Padgham (1975) found 
green to be an easy natural colour to the human eye and Dwyer et al (1994) 
found trees to produce feelings of familiarity. Ulrich (1984) considers the tree 
to increase the recovery time of patients in hospitals and as such this research 
has encouraged the provision for NHS gardens in the United Kingdom.  
1.1.3  Trees/Timber 
An interesting similarity about the current vogue discussions about 
sustainability and wellbeing is how natural material and nature is a common 
theme. The ideas of trees in landscapes and timber in the built environment, 
which are in essence the same material, are a universal topic. It is worth noting 
it is imprudent to say trees/timber are always a sustainable choice. It is often 
assumed in discussions because the material is timber it automatically makes a 
project sustainable. This cannot be true. As it is the process by which timber is 
grown, acquired and the native relationship of the timber to the environment 
in which it is used that govern its sustainable credentials. If timber/trees are 
not grown for future use then it cannot be deemed sustainable practice.     Introduction – The Wonder of Trees 
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Overuse of this ‗sustainable‘ resource will ultimately be of detriment to the 
recovery of climate change. 
Trees have covered a solution to three points raised so far, sustainability, 
wellbeing, and structural solutions. This natural product seems to be a vital 
part of life and is humble about its need to be in the natural world. The tree 
provides numerous resources often overlooked through familiarity and the 
ambition to make better technologies. However, itself as one organism 
produces so many benefits. The tree is not perfect, as most organisms, it is 
susceptible to disease and becoming a hazard through weakness or defective 
growth. It is surprising these common life issues seem to dominate the minds 
of tree owners and decision makers, rather than the trees‘ many benefits. 
1.2  Biomimicry 
The Biomimicry Institute (2010) describes biomimicry ‗studies nature's best 
ideas and then imitates these designs and processes to solve human 
problems‘. Fratzl (2007) indicates imitating solutions from 3.8 billion years of 
development in nature, is becoming popular in finding solutions to problems 
in the built and technological environment. Using biomimicry means organic 
design/architecture can influence better designs to suit wellbeing and 
sustainability. 
1.2.1  Concept 
One famous example of successful Biomimicry, shown by Ask Nature (2011), 
was Crystal Palace in London (seen in Figure 3). The design of the large glass 
panel support mimicked the ribs and struts of the giant water lily. If a tree is 
akin to a structure, or even a form of air-conditioning, then it is possible by  
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investigating the tree biology and structure innovative solutions can be 
developed in new designs and could help in the reinforcement/reinvention of 
old designs. With trees being vital in the world and their characteristics being 
similar to that of stationary man-made structure, it is possible this frequently 
overlooked structure could be used in terms of biomimicry. 
 
FIGURE 3:  EXAMPLE OF BIOMIMICRY USED IN CRYSTAL PALACE - FROM ASKNATURE (2011) 
CASE STUDY 
1.2.2  Mattheck‘s work 
The structural knowledge gained through use of cut timber is not necessarily 
what is true for trees. For instance, knots in timber lower the grade, reducing 
the stress it can take. This isn‘t true in a tree. Mattheck and Burkhardt (1990) 
finite element analysed von Mises stresses in tree knots and found the ‗axiom 
of uniform stress‘ is inherent in tree design. The axiom of uniform stress 
means the localised stresses that might be expected in a material are reduced 
by natural growth adaptation. The natural ability of nature to prevent weak 
spots but limit superfluous material leads to optimal growth. Such optimal 
growth is seen in the base of the tree. This has been adapted to a modelled I-
beam (seen in Figure 4). From this research biomimicry principles have led to a 
computer-aided optimised method which can be run on other structural     Introduction – The Wonder of Trees 
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elements to enhance their design. Mattheck is known for his work on tree 
mechanics and computational predictions of tree formations using finite 
element methods.  This has helped in the hazard assessment of trees, 
particularly important in litigation issues, considering the planting of trees in 
urban areas to reduce the heat island effect and the need for healthy, strong 
trees as natural building resources. 
 
FIGURE 4:  MATTHECK (2007)'S BIOMIMICRY EXAMPLE USING TREES OPTIMUM DESIGN TO 
IMPROVE I-BEAM WELD DESIGN (EXTRACT FROM SECRET DESIGN RULES OF NATURE) 
1.3  Aims and Objectives 
Trees are needed. They have lots of potential uses and can be learnt from. This 
research focuses on tree branch ‗Global Joints‘ (intersection between a tree‘s 
primary and secondary growths), where there is seen to be a deficit in previous 
research (later discussed in Chapter 3). This project and thesis aims to explore 
the potential of trees in Civil Engineering by investigating the fundamental 
stress-strain behaviour and will indicate the tree‘s usability within the Civil 
Engineering world. This research shows structural tests that have been 
conducted and the development of existing technology.This may lead to  
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further research of tree structure. There is also the idea of using this research 
to help influence the building of structure around, on or in trees.  
The aims of the proposed research are:  
  Supply key information on how the tree joint interacts structurally. 
  Expand current technology by conducting analysis of tree joint strength 
results to stimulate better structural understanding. 
  Apply existing strain image measurement technology in timber  
  Provide  innovative  inspiration  in  tackling  construction  connections, 
through biomimicry of the tree joint 
The objectives for this research are:   
  Develop Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) methods to measure strain in 
timber 
  Load test components of tree global joints while using PIV techniques 
  Combine components from global joints to develop knowledge of the 
strength characteristics and behaviour.  
The project develops a model of a tree global joint that will enable 
understanding of its strength. This understanding could also be used to inspire 
further developments in structural material and structural connections. 
Therefore the deliverables are:  
  Guidance of joint failure mechanisms  
  Guidance on the methodologies required to create testing procedures 
for this research.  
  Development of PIV as a resource for testing strain in timber     Introduction – The Wonder of Trees 
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1.4 Chapter Review 
This research covers many industry disciplines. Some of the points touched 
upon in this introduction will be further developed and explained in this thesis. 
The structure of the remaining chapters is as follows:  
Chapter 2- Tree to Timber - Biology and Structure 
An introduction to relevant aspects of tree biology, structure through adaptive 
growth, and structural behaviour through mechanical properties will be 
outlined. This basic tree biology covers the growth through tropism balance 
and the apical dominance that is thought to be the start of branch growth. This 
includes the generally accepted view of branch growth by Arborists and the 
process of making trees into timber through drying. From this an overview of 
basic timber and tree behaviour will be introduced. 
Chapter 3 – Review of Previous Research 
This chapter will show an overview of previous authors‘ research and 
understanding into tree structural performance, global joint structure and 
fundamental timber tests. It touches on the natural loading on trees by wind, 
ice and snow and the natural damping response of the tree. It examines the 
various works conducted in arboricultural and timber research and 
demonstrates the lack of knowledge and definition in the failure of global 
joints.  The literature review of tree global joint tests found there is limited 
research. A more specific review of the global joint strength is conducted as it 
is known the tree is likely to shed branches during stormy conditions, or 
experience restricted growing due to a changing environment. Changing 
environments are likely in urban built areas and thereby the failure of the  
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global joint can impact more on litigation. The review highlights the lack of 
tests and common understanding of global joint strength. 
Chapter 4 – Research Progression and Application 
The methods summarise the progression of the thoughts arisen from the 
literature review. The scope of the outlined research and load test procedure 
fulfils the understanding of basic global joint structure. The research shows 
the potential to affect multiple industries and engineering problems.  
Chapter 5 – Development of Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) on Timber 
An existing PIV code is developed so it tracks the timber strain through a 
series of images. The work includes trialling the possible methodologies of 
achieving quality images and the development of Matlab® code to track the 
strain during load testing. The various methodologies trialled are improved as 
the test set-up implications are accounted for. The PIV code develops to 
successfully run sequential analysis of the multiple images taken during timber 
tensile testing. 
Chapter 6 - Component Tension Testing 
Test works are conducted on battens in order to determine the internal 
structural workings of the global joint. The test includes splitting the joint into 
battens (components) and tensile loading these samples to British Standard 
procedures in order to convert timber properties to possible tree strength 
structural properties. These battens also use a novel technique of Particle 
Image Velocimetry (PIV) on timber to determine the strain of the tested 
samples as individual components and as a reformed cross-section through 
the global joint.     Introduction – The Wonder of Trees 
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Chapter 7– Conclusion 
The overall combination of all test works and modelling have been reviewed. 
Predictors of failure and an overall interpretation of failures have been 
analysed for success. The chapter indicates future possibilities of this work and 
how this research can continue to provide a greater substantial understanding 
of global joints in trees. 
                                    Background of Tree to Timber - Biology and Structure 
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2.  Background of Tree to Timber - Biology and 
Structure 
This research is primarily stimulated by the issue of tree joint strength. In the 
following chapters it will be shown how this need for research has arisen. To 
obtain an understanding of the tree‘s structural properties, its growth process 
and its ability to react to the environment needs to be understood. A thorough 
and sound understanding of the creation of the tree will be explained so there 
are no general misconceptions. This background will be a key to further 
developments and explanations of more complex material that will be 
encountered later in the thesis. The explanation will outline the general 
biological growth, environmental compromises and mechanical support 
structure that develop in the tree and then timber.  
2.1  Main Growth 
According to Mattheck (1998), there are three growth stimulants in a tree 
(Figure 5):   
  Geotropism encourages outward growth  
o  negative geotropism is used by the stem and branches to grow 
straight 
o  positive geotropism encourages root growth in the ground.  
  Phototropism makes the branches and stem grow towards the light in 
order to create maximum photosynthesis opportunities.   
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  Apical dominance is the encouragement of the branches to grow by 
encouraging lesser principal growth to move away from the primary 
dominant growth.  The tree uses a favoured growth of the upper side of 
the branch called ‗epinasty,‘ i.e. material grows more on the upper side 
of the branch to push the lesser growth away from the adjacent 
growths. 
 
FIGURE 5:  GROWTH STIMULANTS WITHIN TREE GROWTH 
2.2  Tropism Balance 
Trees grow toward the light. The leaves soak up light energy and allow carbon 
dioxide to ‗dissolve‘ in through microscopic pores called ‗stomata‘. The energy 
combines carbon dioxide with the water transported through the ‗xylem‘ 
vessels (present in the inside cambium layer, the centre core strengthening 
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Dominance 
 
Phototropism 
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Geotropism                                    Background of Tree to Timber - Biology and Structure 
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part of the stem, see Figure 6). This ring development initiates in spring when 
a new ‗xylem‘ layer is formed to transport the water up the tree to start 
growth. This is a thick layer which continues into the Summer/Autumn 
‗phloem‘ layer which tends to be a thin dark line used for the transport of 
storage material. To add to the complexity of the structure, medullary rays join 
the ‗xylem‘ and ‗phloem‘ layers, enabling the storage of food and transport of 
water and nutrients laterally between the layers should an obstruction occur. 
As the tree grows outward the bark stretches and develops cracks which give a 
gnarled appearance. 
 
FIGURE 6:  GROWTH FUNCTION ANALOGY OF THE TREE 
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2.3  Apical Dominance 
The trees‘ primary growth is upward towards light. This is done by meristem 
cells which have no specialized function, but to multiply below the tip of the 
growing stem or Apical Meristem. After multiplication, the cells adapt into the 
required cells, such as xylem and phloem. Nodes are created periodically as 
the Apical Meristem cells divide (similar to cambial cells in Figure 6). Here 
leaves or flowers propagate. The node contains an axillary meristem at the 
intersection of the leaf and the stem which can create branches. Generally the 
axillary meristem is inactive as the Apical Meristem produces a hormone 
inhibiter that prevents primary growth elsewhere in the plant, giving the 
growing tip Apical Dominance. This is only stopped when the tip is removed or 
hindered and the hormone is no longer inhibited when the battle for Apical 
dominance of the nodes begins. 
2.4  Branch Development 
A branch can develop for a number of factors. The main need is for food 
achieved by increasing light capture. These factors determine whether the 
growth of a branch is necessary on the tree. According to Shigo (1985), the 
branch develops tissue earlier in the growing season than the stem. The 
branch tissue is at a direct angle to the stem grain, showing a decisive 
development action. As the branch develops, the top edge between the branch 
and stem creates a hole, known as a notch, due to the branch developing from 
the lower stem. This hole needs packing and the branch needs stabilising so a 
collar is formed around the notch creating the branch (see 6b and 6c of Figure 
7). The collar is the stem tissue wrapping around the fibres of the branch, 
progressively enveloping the branch structurally every season to secure it in                                    Background of Tree to Timber - Biology and Structure 
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place. The weakness of the hole at the topside of the branch connection, 
commonly known as the ‗crotch‘ (formed of packing tissue), can explain the 
tendency for the branch to shear in this area under load. The collar formed is 
an important component of the tree‘s rot and disease prevention system. If the 
branch is no longer required, the collar thickens restricting the growth of the 
branch so when the branch does eventually fall, a small hole is sealed quickly 
by the tree therefore preventing disease, infestation and rot. 
 
FIGURE 7:  EXTRACT FROM SHIGO (1985) SHOWING MODEL OF BRANCH ATTACHMENT 
2.5  Loading and Adaptation of Trees 
Predominant loading in trees is caused by its self-weight and weather 
loadings, such as wind and snow. The self-weight (dead load) of a tree is 
6a 
6b  6c  
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dependent on additional branches, twigs and leaves. The live loading can affect 
the tree in different ways depending on its environment. For instance, a tree in 
an open field will have large branches, whereas a tree in a forest would be 
slender with top-heavy branches. The branches creates live load settlement 
areas, however the branches are flexible enough to create aerodynamic forms 
to reduce surface load when needed. 
Tree adaptation has been shown to overcome the most difficult of challenges. 
Mattheck (1991) has devoted a large proportion of his work to tree adaptation 
and found trees will bind together (similar to the idea in Figure 8, where the 
bark encloses around the bullet) in order to find enough light. Not only this, at 
each challenge, the tree‘s instinct to survive means it will continue to reduce 
its notch stresses in order to keep strong.  
 
FIGURE 8:  ADAPTATION OF TREE DURING GROWTH ) EXTRACTS FROM MATTHECK (1991) 
TREES – THE MECHANICAL DESIGN)                                    Background of Tree to Timber - Biology and Structure 
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The tree creates a structural material ‗built for life‘ and thereby sustainable. 
Nature in its complexity has already invented the art of finite element analysis 
through trial and error of its evolutionary adaptation. The irregular cross-
section of such trees throughout their structure will enable them to optimise to 
their environment. Mattheck (1993) found the safety factor of a tree has been 
predicted through field studies at 4.5 in the stem, yet only 4 in the branches 
(based on safety factor = failure load/service load). The discrepancy between 
these values seems to be appropriate, allowing the tree to lose branches in 
preference to the trunk if necessary, encouraging later growth and reducing 
further damage to its dominant light absorption position.  
2.6  Mechanical Properties of Timber 
Different tree species have diverse mechanical properties but generally have 
high tensile strengths compared to compression. The structure of a tree is 
pre-stressed due to its adaption to the natural environment. The orientation of 
the fibres plays a part in the strength of the timber, with perpendicular to the 
grain being weaker than parallel to the grain when force is applied. Due to this 
timber is considered as an anisotropic material. Wood samples tend to fail by 
crack propagation in tension through fibre pull-out mechanism. The cellulose 
fibres (microfibrils found in the xylem vessels) are strong and wood has a high 
specific strength due its relatively low density. Timber is a reasonably stiff 
composite viscoelastic material. It is the microfibrils in the wood 
stretching/compressing during loading that provide the majority of the 
mechanical strength of the cell wall. Timber shows some viscoelastic behaviour 
which prevents excessive deformations on vibration loading, as a result of the 
lignin matrix, made of elastic (instant response) and viscous (slow response) 
regions. This combination creates creep and this movement reduces the stress  
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incurred on the wood. This is shown on loading and unloading of a timber 
specimen where the load curves do not correspond. 
2.7  Moisture Effects on Mechanical Properties 
Moisture content will affect the strength of the timber (dried tree sections). 
Increasing water content lowers the strength and stiffness of timber. The 
moisture content of a living tree can be up to 200% of the dry mass. Timber 
used in construction tends to have 20-25% moisture content. The strength and 
stiffness of timber relies on the extra toughening of the helical winding of the 
cellulose microfibrils. The moisture within the timber causes the cell walls to 
expand, this softens the cell wall. Hydrogen bonds in the cellulose can break 
and form with the water, as this is a stronger more favourable bond. This 
untangles the fibres allowing them to stretch further. The separation causes 
fewer cellulose microfibrils per unit area, making the cell wall easier to buckle 
and reducing the timber‘s strength.  
Vafai and Farshad (1979) showed the modulus of elasticity of the tree varied 
depending on the moisture content: high moisture would give a low modulus 
of elasticity. Mencuccini et al (1997) discovered there was a significant positive 
relationship between Young‘s Modulus and wood specific conductivity of 
hydraulic content. The growth of the tree accommodated simultaneously 
mechanical and hydraulic needs. The increase in photosynthetic rate is 
normally due to more foliage, which requires larger support and nutrient 
uptake. The variability in Young‘s Modulus value could be increased by the 
reduction of inclination angle of the microfibrils. Cannell and Morgan (1987) 
tested branches to find the Young‘s Modulus of living sections. Their work 
involved cutting sections of tree and load testing them. The sections were                                    Background of Tree to Timber - Biology and Structure 
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found to have lower values of Young‘s modulus than the trunk dependant on 
the moisture content. The strength of the tree can only be theorised without 
further load tests.  
As moisture content is a key factor in structural property testing, a brief 
research project was conducted by the author, which can be seen in Appendix 
1. This concluded wrapping a fresh-cut sample in cling film gave the best 
moisture retainment in cut timber.  
2.8  Summary of Biology and Structure 
Trees grow and adapt their shape and structural form in order to maintain 
maximum food production, while adapting to the imposed loads that result 
from this need.  This is a fine balance, as the overproduction of material in the 
tree can be costly to its dominance within its environment. In general, tests on 
tree structure are conducted using cut samples, with timber being taken from 
the main trunk of the tree. By testing only parts or samples of the tree the 
interaction of the entire tree may not be represented. Taking into account the 
moisture content within the tree seems to impact the strength of the tree, with 
lower levels causing greater strength and reduced elasticity. Moisture content 
retainment during sampling was of concern during any proposed tree tests.  
 
 
   Review of Research in Tree Loading and Branch Breakage 
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3.  Review of Research in Tree Loading and 
Branch Breakage  
Trees, so far, have emerged as a solution to well-being and sustainability due 
to having interesting shapes, structural forms and behaviours. This chapter will 
review the work of previous authors who investigated the structural behaviour 
of trees under loading. The chapter concludes with the current work that is 
developing in the structural timber industry. The review leads to a conclusion 
on the need to further investigate branch attachment known as ‗global joint‘.  
3.1  Whole Tree Behaviour 
Recently, the application of engineering and biology has combined to improve 
understanding of the true potential of trees. The research work is progressive 
and theoretical due to the complex nature of the material, limited technology 
and combined knowledge in either discipline but has enduring theories from 
the late 1800‘s. In this section, an overview of some of the international work 
in tree stability and structural analysis is shown. In particular, aspects of tree 
superstructure behaviour in response to load actions will be looked at as this is 
the main concern to the public‘s visible perception of trees and tree failures in 
urban areas and can cause major court case disputes. To reiterate a previous 
point the main loads, excluding self-weight, that affect the tree structure are 
the live loads incurred through weather effects such as wind loading. These are 
the main cause of instability in the tree outside of disease risks. However, this 
is not to discount the instability caused through tree root failure, which will be 
touched on.   
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Trees are natural structures which are maintained and cared for by skilled 
arboricultural workers. Trees can be seen either as a crop or as an aesthetic 
feature. This means there is considerable biological research on the health and 
yield of trees in forests and in open sites. The Bendtsen (1978) literature 
review looked at the differences in properties of wood in natural and 'man-
made' forests, to improve the intensive forestry industry. It notes juvenile wood 
has lower mechanical property values than mature wood. Wood mechanical 
properties are not uniform but change as the rings age. In making 'man-made' 
intensively grown forests, proportions of juvenile wood are higher than a 
natural forest due to quick growth. This means current practices will need to 
account for greater juvenile wood proportions. 
3.1.1  Internal Canopy Wind Loading 
Mattheck and Bethge (2000) created a simple method to estimate the wind 
load experienced by a tree, which was developed to find the bending moment 
in a global joint, to help dimension mechanical aids for trees. The research 
assumes wind load to act mainly in the crown of the tree. When the wind acts 
on the crown branches, they turn away from the wind to reduce the surface 
area presented, see Figure 9. As the tree develops branches, different drag 
coefficients are formed due to the changing cross-sectional area.  
   Review of Research in Tree Loading and Branch Breakage 
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FIGURE 9:  SKETCH COMPARISON OF TREE CROWN REDUCING SURFACE AREA AS WIND 
LOADING OCCURS RESULTING IN BRANCH BREAKAGE FAILURE (WINDTHROW) 
Blackburn et al (1988) found windthrow (a result of breakage failure) is too 
complex to ever calculate critical windspeeds, though an estimation of dynamic 
load factor could be taken. The statement came after displacement controlled 
tests were conducted with a winch attached to the trunk at 70% of the tree 
height (where the centre of mass was assumed). A Tirfor winch was used to 
conduct;  
1.  a  static  test  to  find  the  deflection  curve,  weight  distribution,  and 
maximum turning moments  
2.  a  dynamic  test  in  which  the  tree  was  alternately  pulled  and  released 
while being monitored by attached accelerometers.  
The research concludes some of the winch methods were inaccurate, such as 
measuring the displacement with accelerometers. It concluded the internal 
gusts within the canopy made the calculation difficult.  
Baker (1997) used a Laser Doppler Interferometer to obtain the power 
spectrum of tree velocity under wind loading. Data on natural frequency is 
measured using a laser-based technique where a suitable point of reference 
was targeted on the tree. The method proved to be useful to find natural  
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frequency and showed preliminary results in line with previous research. 
Hassinen et al (1998) developed a new prism-based technique to monitor the 
movement of trees which was found to be successful and portable. This 
technique was tested in the lab and compared to the common accelerometer 
measurements. The new technique was developed from marksmanship 
technology and is based on transmitters and receivers. More recently James et 
al (2013) has developed an inclinometer with GPS technology which can record 
the movement of the tree during stormy conditons. 
3.1.2  Common Tree Stem Failure 
Papesch et al (1997) established incidence of stem breakage increased where 
soils are deeper as this allows greater root development. Their experiments 
winched the trees horizontally and analysed results to determine a relationship 
exists between maximum resistive bending moment of the tree and measures 
of size such as height, diameter at breast height (DBH) and stem volume. 
Uprooting failure was heard in the roots via audible 'popping' as the load 
increased rapidly with increased stem deflection.  
Pong (1956) discovered the breakage point occured at the DBH point on 
hardwood trees, here the stress was lower than his calculated prediction of 
maximum stress. The report was commissioned to find the loading for and 
damage extent on broken and uprooted trees, to give probablistic predictions 
of future wind damage. The methods conducted were winch tests of 24 trees 
of which there were 6 species. The test samples selected were straight 
undefected trees from the Pisgah National Forest, North California in the 
summer of 1952. Once broken, strategic cuts were made in the stem to 
investigate the failure characteristics. The data was then used in calculations   Review of Research in Tree Loading and Branch Breakage 
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which applied Young‘s Modulus for greenwood. The variabilty of specimens is 
admitted to give slight changes in calculation answers. During testing, steady 
drops in force occurred before failure. All specimens tested failed with equal 
failures of stem breakage and uprooting occurring at similar loads, see Figure 
10. 
 
FIGURE 10:  TREE FAILURE TYPES:  STEM BREAKAGE AND UPROOTING 
Fons and Pong (1957) furthered winch tests to prove uprooting tended to 
occur on poor sites (rocky soil) and stem breakage on good sites. The tests 
were conducted to predict tree breakage characteristics after nuclear 
explosions by looking at the energy necessary to cause breakage or uprooting 
and the extent of damage. The report sets out preliminary measurements 
required before winching,  winching technique and shows the use of the ring 
dynometer for load measurement. Some failures occurred at knot clusters, 
although uprooting and breakage happened at the same order of load 
magnitude. 
3.1.3  Live Load in Tree Branches 
Cannell and Morgan (1989) showed bending moment failure was found to be 
linearly related to the cube diameter at midpoint of the branch when the 
branches were subjected to snow/ice load. Heavy snow load was measured by  
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removing snow off the lower branches of pine trees and weighing it. Ice was 
measured by melting the ice off tree samples. Sample lengths of branch or 
stem sections were cut from trees to find the bending moment at failure by 
loading them as a simply supported beam. Theoretical bending moments 
applied at the base of branches, before and after snow/ice, were calculated 
using a computer program that assumes the branches and laterals (secondary 
growths, see Figure 11) were horizontal. An increase in diameter increases the 
bending moment at the base of the branch but the moment is well below the 
visible failure. Deflections of branches with no laterals exceed 15% of their 
overall length before failure and with laterals 4% deflection is achieved. The 
tapering of the branch investigated previously by Morgan and Cannell (1987) 
showed many small laterals from a branch at a steeper angle to the horizontal 
are more stable within the tree structure. The centre of mass of these 
combined laterals is brought more in-line with the base support of the 
cantilever, allowing the loading direction to be closer to the centre of mass of 
the stem.  
The author conducted similar test work, shown in Appendix 3 where it was 
found problems with sample stability and cut meant overall behaviour of the 
tree branch cannot be truly ascertained without a more intensive test set-up 
and measurement technique.  Although the researchers have looked into the 
structural performance of the tree branch, no tests have yet categorically 
concluded the global joint structural performance mechanics, a connection of 
the branch (secondary growth) to the stem/trunk (primary growth).  
   Review of Research in Tree Loading and Branch Breakage 
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FIGURE 11:  TREE BRANCH WITH NO LATERALS ACHIEVES 15% DEFLECTION (LEFT), BRANCH 
WITH TWO LATERALS ACHIEVES 4% DEFLECTION (RIGHT) 
3.2  Whole Tree Internal Structure and Performance 
The fibres within the tree provide its structural support. These fibres are small 
components in a greater structure and any changes within them could change 
the structural performance of the tree. The following elaborates on research of 
internal components of the tree previously touched on in Chapter 2. 
3.2.1  Medullary Rays Under Load 
Burgert et al (1999) showed medullary rays orientated their direction to be 
parallel to the applied load under longterm live testing (Figure 12: ) and were 
proved to provide some structural strength as well as the storage and 
transport functions previously known about. The investigation applied a radial 
stress to live trees followed by tangential strength tests on disks cut from the 
trees, to find the evidence of a strength function of rays.   
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FIGURE 12:  INDICATIVE SKETCH OF MEDULLARY RAY CHANGE IN ORIENTATION (SEEN IN RED) 
DUE TO APPLIED RADIAL LOADING 
Reiterer et al (2001) investigated  influence of nanostructure in the crystalline 
cellulose molecules (found in the cell wall) on tensile strength. This showed 
small microfibril angles had smooth surfaces indicating brittle fracture and 
large microfibril angles torn leaving jagged surfaces. Deformation parallel and 
perpendicular to tensile load applied parallel to the grain was shown by X-ray 
scattering techniques.  
Burgert and Eckstein (2001) found tensile strengths of rays are larger than the 
axial tensile strength of non-ray wood. Tensile tests performed on isolated 
wood rays in Beech showed their contribution to radial strength. Larger 
numbers of rays were found to give a higher radial modulus of elasticity. 
Reiterer et al (2002) discovered rays were found to be underestimated in the 
mechanical influence on the tree. An investigation compares transverse 
behaviour of rays in Oak and Ash. The saturated samples were tensile tested in 
the transverse direction (radial strength - ray parallel to force). The tests 
showed the trees had distinctly different properties of radial and tangential 
strength due to large numbers of radial rays contributing to mechanical 
strength.   Review of Research in Tree Loading and Branch Breakage 
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3.2.2  Spiral Grain 
Spiral grain is one case of adaption where the tree fibres will rotate forming a 
helix-type structure that stands strong against the prevailing wind direction 
(Figure 13). The spiral is caused by the tangential fibres (directioned normal to 
fibres running up the stem) forming a helix about the stem. Skatter and Kucera 
(1997) found this uniform spiral grain is produced to increase the tree‘s 
torsional strength. The cause of spiral grain according to Kubler (1991) is the 
root ball having a dry side, hence the spiral supplies a uniform distribution of 
nutrients from the root to the rest of the tree. In either argument, the spiral 
grain helps the strength response of the tree allowing it to bend and twist 
more, therefore offering less wind resistance and reducing the likelihood of 
overloading which leads to breaking. In asymmetrical cases, torsion applied in 
the opposite direction to the spiral may cause failure (effectively untwisting the 
spiral). The shear from torsion is in the same direction as the bending stress 
which causes critical stress on the tension side in bending and causes the 
spiral to open as it untwists. Calculations of the maximum shear stress can be 
made by superimposing bending and torsional stresses. 
 
FIGURE 13:  TREE SPIRAL GRAIN CAUSED BY PREVAILING WIND (EXTRACT FROM MATTHECK 
(1994)'S THE BODY LANGUAGE OF TREES)  
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3.2.3  Optimization 
Environmental changes cause optimization seen during the plant‘s life. This 
leads to different designs which represents a multiple solution to a complex 
individual problem. Farnsworth and Niklas (1995) implied plant structure 
optimization is limited by genetics and environment resources. Genetics uses 
evolution to adapt to a long term changing environment, and means the 
adaptive growth (required for optimization) is a balance between genetics and 
individual environments.  
Mattheck and Burkhardt (1990) and Mattheck (1990) found an easy method of  
predicting the 2D or 3D structural morphology of the tree based on the 
plausible assumption of self optimised biological structures. This copies the 
ideals of tree growth in a computer simulation to reduce notch stresses 
(concentrated stress points) and provide lightweight fatigue resistant 
construction. This was achieved by showing the load history of the tree to have 
been recorded in the outermost ring which adapts to external loading. Using 
this idea, a Finite Element Model (FEM) was utilised to produce a reasonable 
adaptive design proposal for an existing tree under loading. The FEM 
reproduces the creation of outer rings with smaller Young's Modulus than the 
core of the tree. This outer surface layer is simulated as elastic to allow the 
surface to swell. The surface is converted to a thermal model in order to allow 
the swelling to occur without inclusion into the existing core. The thermal 
model equates to the constant von Mises stress based program which runs 
until notch stress reduces or the design constraints prohibit further dimension 
changes. The initial parameters of the program are limited to personal 
judgement as the tree cross section cannot be seen without harming the tree 
or intensive measured observation. Albrecht et al (1995) carried out finite   Review of Research in Tree Loading and Branch Breakage 
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element models on three trees and calculated internal lateral tensile stresses 
which were then measured in the actual tree using cored samples. A 
fractometer was used to measure the strength of lateral core sample wood, 
finding lateral strength increases where the FEM predicted. This concludes the 
idea the tree reacts to high stress by a growth reaction. 
3.2.4  Predictions of Structural Properties of Trees 
The ability of a tree to optimise its design can be shown through some of the 
morphologies found in tree design. Koizumi and Hirai (2006) evaluated the 
irregular shape of the tree cross-section by finding the section modulus using 
binary images. This type of analysis does require the felling of the tree to 
evaluate the true cross-sectional section modulus. Once analysed, the effect of 
the section modulus was shown to be critical to the wind response of the tree.  
Tests of tree strength have been conducted using harvested samples. Cannell 
and Morgan (1987) tested branches to estimate the Young‘s Modulus of living 
sections. It was proposed the bark does not contribute to the structural 
strength but cannot be ignored as a characteristic of living trees. Young‘s 
Modulus in live trees is smaller than in green sawn timber from mature trees 
and variation in results could be accounted for by the specific gravity and 
moisture content in the sample. Young‘s Modulus decreases with increased 
moisture content over the previous notional fibre saturation point. 
Investigations of the Young‘s Modulus along the grain (parallel) in fresh living 
sections of tree have limitations such as the wood not being homogenous and 
therefore only approximately elastic. When testing to timber standards, clear 
span specimens were difficult to find and therefore shear strains also were 
accounted for. The samples were assumed to have a uniform taper.  The  
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Modulus of Elasticity was measured by a bending test and the shear deflection 
was accounted for so that a ‗true‘ Young‘s Modulus could be derived by 
assuming E/G=17. 
Vafai et al (1979) showed high moisture content would give a low Modulus of 
Elasticity. To validate this, five living Chenar trees in Iran were tested on the 
tension and compression side of the stem and simple beam theory used to 
analyse the results. An outline method used to find the Modulus of Elasticity in 
living uncut trees onsite is given and is aimed to correlate the structural 
properties in trees. The method uses a hydraulic jack to apply a concentrated 
load to living trees and measures the bending strain with electrical strain 
gauges. Results were then correlated with linear elastic cantilever beam theory. 
The stress-strain relationship gives a good positive correlation enabling the 
modulus of elasticity to be found. The inherent moisture relation results came 
from live loading on the tree stem showing the tension and compression 
modulus of elasticity and hence the bimodularity of the tree. The tests were 
limited in sample size and had discrepancies with the comparative data. 
Bruechert et al (2000) used observations to verify a prescribed model of 
mechanical performance. The Flexural stiffness (EI) is mainly altered due to 
stem dimensions affecting second moment of area, I. Bending strength is 
based on morphological characteristics. EI varies more than Young‘s Modulus 
among stands observed. Self-loading in tested tree stems indicated safety 
factors were unsafe against buckling. EI of the stem decreases with increasing 
stem height due to the stem getting younger and more flexible the higher from 
the base. There is a lower Modulus of Elasticity toward the pith. The research 
does admit interaction of wood or global behaviour can be lost by creating 
smaller samples.   Review of Research in Tree Loading and Branch Breakage 
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3.2.5  Summary of Whole Tree Research  
Reames (2005) has shown structures can be cultivated from trees. This idea 
was expanded on by Terreform (2008), who used the idea to create a 
theoretical living house. The structural capability of the tree is a relatively 
diverse and an unusually complex research area. Not only does a tree support 
its own weight, it copes with live loading imposed by weather conditions. The 
structural ability of the tree adapts to change with the varying layers of 
material, moisture content and the environmental effects. Analysis and new 
technologies have been researched to standardise this complex organism. 
More recently, Mattheck has been looking into the mechanical design of trees 
and finding ways to investigate the structural behaviour of the tree. Further 
understanding of the mechanical response could create more feasible 
maintenance programs for managed trees.  
Computer Tomography (CT) scanning or electron microscopy are the most 
common methods for analysing fracture failures in timber, exampled by 
Reiterer et al (2001). This can only be achieved in a laboratory. Since 
progressive failures can really only be analysed at specified points in time 
during a test, this type of technique, although useful for theoretical 
confirmation, is impractical and expensive to apply industrially for the 
maintenance of trees. 
Previous research on trees and timber has been conducted and this work has 
been used to develop British Standards and government reports. This instructs 
on ways of testing and grading cut timber, seasoning it to suitable standards 
for use and provides codes of practice for preservation and management. The 
Lonsdale (1999) report, for instance, looks into the pre-requisite symptoms of 
tree hazards and advises how to undertake remedial action. The Mattheck  
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(1998) report on the natural design of trees is so far the only one found by the 
author to be a known guidance on the structural design of trees. In Mattheck‘s 
work a finite element model has been created based on the plausibility of self-
optimised biological structures which have the ability to reduce notch stresses 
and provide a lightweight fatigue resistant structure. Further test work 
conducted by the author, shown in Appendix 2 and Appendix 3, has given 
some preliminary ideas as to the complex nature of branch testing. The 
irregular nature of the tree influences the load response. These lessons in 
testing persuade the test methodology of future experiments. 
3.3  Tree Global Joint Research 
Research results and acknowledged methodologies exist for understanding the 
tree‘s global response to its environment (as discussed in the previous 
sections). Wind load causes uprooting of trees or breakage of stems, it is the 
environment and type of tree that determines its fate. , there is a phenomenon 
in trees that is limited in structural knowledge which is global joint behaviour. 
Branches have caused serious injury and economic loss to the urban 
environment and sometimes they are known just to fall off trees in what is 
called ‗summer branch drop‘ (Harris (1983)). The attachment of a branch to the 
primary growth has already been discussed in section 2.4, however the 
strength of this connection termed a ‗global joint‘, could be deemed a flexible 
fixed end and is still not truly understood. If the tree is taken as nature‘s 
largest cantilever, there must be some merit in understanding how the global 
joint supports its multitude of cantilever branches.  
Any previous work on structural branch connections has been international, 
diverse and limited. As such, a comprehensive study is required to give a basis   Review of Research in Tree Loading and Branch Breakage 
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for future research and commercial work. An outline will be given from the 
currently recognised research and expanded in conjunction with later chapters. 
Although according to Mattheck and Kubler (1997) a tree adapts to its 
environment to prevent any hazards, like any other living organism it‘s 
susceptible to severe conditions. With branches observed failing close to the 
junction of the primary growth, investigation into the failure of the global joint 
is paramount. This review shows work has previously been undertaken and 
aims to be a concise source of reference for future work on the structural 
properties of tree branches. 
To the author‘s knowledge there are only a few other scientists who have 
published in the tree global joint connection area. Shigo (1985) developed a 
fundamental knowledge on branch attachment that is an accepted model used 
around the world. Cannell and Morgan (1989) found branches with lots of 
short secondary branches reduced the need for support material, compared to 
a branch with fewer but longer secondary branches. Müller (2006) found 
homogeneity of strain was present in the cut tree joint under loading. Finch 
(1997) highlights the safety risks of experimenting on tree branches during his 
investigation of natural pollarding. Kane (2007) and Kane et al (2008) tried to 
estimate the branch strength through test works and have estimated equations 
for branch strength. Slater (2011) is currently developing understanding of 
included forks, and has recently disputed some of Shigo‘s previous works. 
Lonsdale (1999) alluded a tree often prefers to shed parts of itself (if possible) 
in preference to complete failure. This is where the hazard of trees can become 
problematic. Trees respond to wind by damping the load through their 
structure (in essence out of phase branch movements) as investigated by James 
(2010), though it only does this up to a point. At ultimate load, the tree starts  
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to fail and this can happen in heavy wind conditions, or if the tree is affected 
by disease. Moore and Maguire (2004) have derived equations to find the 
effects of natural frequency and damping ratios of trees when loaded. Normally 
the tree sheds its load to reduce the effect of excessive wind or disease by 
dropping a branch. This is particularly problematic in urban areas where large 
branches have the potential to land on people or property.  
3.3.1  Branch Attachment 
Mattheck (1998) expanded on the work of the biologist, Shigo (1985) who 
showed the branch development at a decisive angle to the primary growth. As 
previously explained in Section 2.4, a hole or ‗notch‘ is created at the top edge 
of the branch join due to the base development providing the link to the tree 
system. Internationally there is a disjointed collaborative effort to research this 
area of tree biomechanics and therefore there is no internationally recognised 
benchmark for testing.   
Further investigations into grain orientation in branches have been done by 
Kramer and Borkowski (2004) indicating the morphological implications of 
branch creation affect the hydraulic transportation performance through the 
xylem. Müller et al (2006) demonstrated the internal branch/stem interaction 
showed a homogenity of strain distribution achieved by natural shape 
optimisation, material properties and fibre orientation. The strain field was 
measured using 3D Electronic Speckle Pattern Interferometry (EPSI) during the 
loading of a loaded half global joint (i.e. a global joint cut vertically to provide 
matching halves) and an identical cast polyester model (Figure 14).  
Comparisons of the strain fields showed the cast model had localised 
increased strain intensities compared to a near uniform strain in the harvested   Review of Research in Tree Loading and Branch Breakage 
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tree joint. The levels of sophistication within the joint system suggests tree 
material property cannot be treated homogeneuously.  
  
FIGURE 14:  HOMOGENEOUS STRAIN DISTRIBUTION IN A LOADED GLOBAL JOINT COMPARED 
TO UNHOMOGENEOUS STRAIN DISTRIBUTION OF UNIFORM MATERIAL OF SHAPE IDENTICAL 
CAST POLYESTER MODEL(EXTRACT FROM MÜLLER ET AL (2006) INVESTIGATION) 
The healthy branch usually breaks in one of two ways either socket tear out at 
the collar (Figure 15a) or as branch fracture near the connection (Figure 15b). 
In the author‘s previous study (shown in Appendix 4) the socket tear out 
failure appears to be more frequently observed to the laboratory set-up, with 
the branch failure heading toward the pith of initial growth. In this failure, 
described by Shigo (1985), the fibres fail in tension on the upper crotch 
surface and by the compression on the lower surface.  
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FIGURE 15:  BRANCH FAILURE (A) SOCKET TEAR OUT (B) BRANCH FRACTURE 
The most accepted argument of branch attachment at present is that of Shigo 
(1985), whose biological investigation showed how branches attach to stems 
and the resulting conduction effects. The investigation found the piths of the 
stem and branch did not meet, proving branches do not initiate from the 
centre of the stem and the branch's vascular vessels and rays are shown to be 
at right angles to those of the stem. On loading, the ‗crotch‘ connection broke 
forming visible cracks in the cambium. This suggested the branch tissue forms 
the initial collar at the base of the branch/stem connection and the stem tissue 
then surrounds it in the late season creating a 'ball and socket'  shown in 
Figure 16a. 
This work has recently been disputed by Slater and Harbinson (2010) who 
question the orientation of the vessels. The division of fork and branch they 
state to be artificial, meaning there is a cross–over of continuum in the flow of 
vessels. Their hypothesis states a dense xylem zone is created in the upper 
part of the attachment as a spur on breakage (seen in Figure 16b), not merely 
as a zone of packing tissue as previously stated by Shigo.    Review of Research in Tree Loading and Branch Breakage 
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FIGURE 16:  BRANCH FAILURES SHOWING ATTACHMENT STYLE; (A) SHIGO'S BALL AND 
SOCKET FAILURE SHOWING NO CONNECTION OF THE CROTCH, (B) SLATER'S CLEVER CLIP 
FAILURES  SHOWING CONNECTION FIBRES EMANATING INTO UPPER CROTCH (SHOWN IN RED)  
Slater (2011) alluded to awareness of lack in research and literature on branch 
strength and is continuing to work on creating a better model of branch fork 
attachments. Timber properties are well investigated on clear (no knots etc.) 
specimens, but in global joint investigations the specimens are likely to have 
changing grain direction and some defects such as knots. These features are 
currently under investigation by Slater (2011) who is using X-ray Computer 
Tomography scanning procedures to determine the wood density and grain 
orientation of the xylem in the forkwood and stemwood. Slater has so far 
found there are:  
 ―less than half the number of vessels present and approximately 20% 
more cell wall material within its [the forkwood] volume than the 
adjacent stemwood‖. 
This research is being further developed through global joint testing to find 
the effect of internal structure on the strength of the fork and any inclusions at 
the University of Manchester, UK. 
(B) 
(A)  
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3.3.2  Cantilever Effect of Branches 
Morgan and Cannell (1987) modelled the cantilever of the tree branch 
mathematically by means of smaller divisional elements so the varying tapers 
and loads on branches can be incorporated into Engineers Bending Theory. The 
Engineers Bending Theory formulae will only work if the shear force, bending 
moment, angle, deflection and loading conditions are known and if the 
cantilever is divided into enough elements so as to have deflection and angle 
differences between them that are negligible. As previously discussed, Morgan 
and Cannell (1988) state when the Centre of Mass of a branch is directed 
towards the bottom of the branch base (toward the joint, see Figure 17), this 
reduces the material required to support itself. This is achieved when the 
lateral growth (side shoots on the branch) are closer to the branch base. Lots 
of short laterals require less support material (implying smaller basal diameter) 
than a couple of long laterals. In addition, the larger the angle from the 
horizontal, the less basal support material is required on that lateral. Cannell 
and Morgan (1988) showed large material investment is made in new shoots 
and it could be argued branch wood evolves approximately optimally. A 
computer program based on calculations from the previous Morgan and 
Cannell (1988) shows this adaptation. 
 
   Review of Research in Tree Loading and Branch Breakage 
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FIGURE 17:  TREE JOINT SHOWING THE BRANCH'S CENTRE OF MASS IS DIRECTED TOWARDS 
THE BASE OF THE CONNECTION 
3.3.3  Morphological Branch Design 
A popular notion is branch patterns have evolved on trees to optimise 
photosynthesis. However, an optimal mechanical design model has been 
researched by McMahon and Kronauer (1976) who investigated the length and 
mid-diameter of each link (between twigs) of living standalone trees and 
adapting them to the concept of order numbers used in the Strahler system. 
The examination of morphological data from several tree species resulted in 
three doubly-tapered power-law models for branching structures which imply 
different design principles. The elastically similar model provides the best fit 
for all species tested. This means what is true for the branch is true for the 
whole tree (in proportion). 
3.3.4  Global Joint Strength Tests 
The term ‗Global Joint‘ used in this project refers to the entire cut connection 
of the branch (secondary growth) and the stem (primary growth), so as to have 
three cut ends (as seen previously in Figure 17).  The investigations by Kane et  
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al (2008) used harvested tree joint samples to determine breaking 
characteristics. This categorised three failure types:   
  flat surface – stem splits longitudinally in half 
  embedded branch – wood associated with the branch separated from 
the stem, leaving groove in the stem 
  ball and socket – branch pulls out of stem.  
The test involved pulling apart the joint using the upper growths, and found 
the morphological measurement of branch diameter and branch length 
attachment at the main stem were predictable measures for breaking strength. 
The results do not however show conclusive predictability and suggest that 
other variables are required for better prediction. However the calculations can 
be used for preliminary investigations. 
3.3.5  Live Joint Tests 
A ‗Live Joint‘ is similar to a Global Joint, however in this project it is termed 
differently as it is not cut from the tree but is tested in situ. Miller (1959) 
observed as the crotch angle (see Figure 18) decreased the percentage of 
branches breaking at the crotch increased, but it did not make them weaker. It 
was further found there was a greater correlation between branch size than 
crotch angle and that narrow angles would fail by bark inclusion, which 
disproved MacDaniels (1923) previously accepted theory.    Review of Research in Tree Loading and Branch Breakage 
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FIGURE 18:  CROTCH ANGLE (SHOWN IN RED) OF GLOBAL JOINT 
Gilman (2003) highlights previous investigations show the force required to 
break the branch joint decreased as aspect ratio (ratio between primary and 
secondary growth sizes) gets closer to one. Gilman investigates the strength 
and aspect ratio using small diameter branches of red maple (Acer Rubrum L.). 
It was found there was no relationship between angle of branch attachment 
and strength. Instead the branch attachment correlated with aspect ratio and 
branch diameter, meaning the larger branches require more force to break 
provided they are small compared to stem. However the exception was co-
dominant stems (forks) that were easier to pull apart. Gilman does conclude 
these small specimens were like ‗pulling a screw from a piece of wood‘ and 
therefore suggests the maturity and limited growth of the branch may have 
affected the results. 
Lilly and Syndor (1995) found no correlation to specific gravity or crotch angle 
of bending stress during winch tests of live trees. Finch (1997) researched the 
winching of branches which were in danger of shedding in public areas. This 
involved the need to weaken the limb by cutting into the stem in order to get  
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the winch to pull off the branch to produce a natural looking fracture. The 
experiments gave a mix of results depending on the conditions of the tree and 
also highlighted awareness for the health and safety implications of these 
tests.  
Kane (2007) investigated branch strength in Bradford Pear, culminating in 
calculated equations for stress. The investigation on live tree branch winching 
concluded that neither taper, angle of attachment or wood properties 
influenced the stress in the joint but the aspect ratio did. Further investigations 
into the harvested joint morphology and breaking strength by Kane et al 
(2008) categorised three socket tear out failures mentioned earlier.    
   
   
   
Again they found breaking stress was best predicted by aspect ratio rather 
than the ratio of inside-bark branch diameter to width of attachment, i.e. the 
closer the aspect ratio the more similar diameters the lower the stress. Even 
though these ratios showed correlation they are still not accurate predictors of 
wood strength. 
3.3.6  Summary of Tree Joint Research 
The attachment of the tree joint has only recently come under scrutiny but the 
discrepancies in research results are likely to do with species and the 
adaptation of the tree joint as development occurs. In situ structural testing of 
the tree joint could help to clear up these discrepancies. However, this type of 
test is highly hazardous. Onsite live testing has shown uprooting or stem   Review of Research in Tree Loading and Branch Breakage 
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breakage of the tree could occur and therefore extensive precautions must be 
taken. Instead tests tend to be conducted on cut joints, but these tend to 
review theories and have not demonstrated exact ways in which to calculate 
the failure load of the joint. However, it has been suggested the joint‘s 
complex design has a homogeneous strain on a 2D vertical cross-section 
through its centreline. Reassessment of tree joint strength from a structural 
prospective could help to clear up the contentions in theoretical and previously 
tested ideas. The author has already successfully investigated the possibilities 
of testing the tree joint in a structural laboratory as seen in Appendix 4. This is 
used as a base for further investigation. 
3.4  Fundamental Timber Testing Technology 
The research review so far has only looked at the tree as a living structural 
organism. To understand the research context of this project it is prudent to 
verify its place within the greater timber/tree industry. A brief overview of 
standards and current research themes of cut timber will follow and this will 
help to further guide the testing and technologies involved in timber research. 
3.4.1  Current Testing Standards 
There are generations of timber research related to the construction industry 
which have been transferred into standard codes of practice. Mechanical 
properties obtained have been set within the British Standard convention such 
as BS5268. BS5820 gives a brief overview of the requirement of testing, with BS 
EN 408 giving the standards of testing and presentation of results. With these 
standards there are model sample sizes and grading requirements to 
determine the type of timber under testing. The grading is a function of the 
defects in the timber specimen that may otherwise cause structural defects in  
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cut timber under loading. Standards are updated regularly and some research 
has been conducted under preceding standards that have similar procedures. 
Lavers (1967) refers to BS373 when explaining the procedure for timber 
testing. Timber structures have been extensively investigated under 
engineering research commissions by such institutes as TRADA technology 
which has led to timber standards and codes of practice all over the world. 
However, some old techniques, knowledge and technologies of the timber 
industry have been lost in time. 
3.4.2  Current Research in Timber Technology 
It can be seen from the establishment of British Standards the fundamentals of 
timber in construction are known. This leaves timber research to follow trends 
such as sustainability and composite design.  
Vukotic et al (2010) researched the embodied energy of timber compared with 
steel, with blockwork infill design for a school sports hall and drama studio. 
This showed for a timber construction option a slightly lower value to that of 
steel, 2.47GJ/m² and 2.50GJ/m² retrospectively. However, when the total 
embodied energy and carbon emissions of construction materials were 
examined, the timber design accounted for 79% and a 178.5kg CO2/m² 
compared to steel‘s 88% and 254.8kg CO2/m². The work consequently 
concluded timber structures were a better option for whole building life cycle. 
Glulam is a composite material of timber and involves layers of timber being 
stacked and glued together. This technique and material is not new to 
structures however, the exploitation of its usability has not been fully achieved. 
Frese et al (2012) demonstrates this when testing the compressive strength of 
spruce glulam, a fundamental idea that suggests low moisture content glulams   Review of Research in Tree Loading and Branch Breakage 
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should be considered in current standards for compression values.  It is 
possible to create a composite material that is comprised of only timber. 
O‘Loinsigh et al (2012) found a way of using dowels in layers of timber instead 
of glue like a glulam beam. This type of wood-only construction could improve 
the fire resistance of composite timber structures while creating greater 
stiffness than un-joined layers of timber. 
Composite construction in timber can be efficacious as presented by Adam and 
Milner (2012) where three round log stringers were used with a plywood deck. 
This bridge deck design showed a potential to develop high strength and 
stiffness due to the composite action under load testing. Multi-material 
composites such as concrete with timber have been shown by Dias et al (2011) 
to have potential for bridges. The timber and concrete work together 
combining their strengths in tension and compression to form a timber beam 
supported concrete deck. The full scale testing of this model demonstrated it 
to be a viable option of timber bridges due to high stiffness and efficient 
transverse load distribution. 
3.4.3  Image technology in Timber 
Timber is used as a component within composite material design. In some 
cases as described by Godara et al (2008), wood fibres are used to 
mechanically interlock with maleinated polypropylene. This influences the 
micromechanical behaviour, helping the material to deform further without 
breaking. Godara et al (2009) used Digital Image Correlation (DIC) to find the 
structural integrity of a composite material reinforced by natural wood fibres. 
Although the test did not solely use wood, the idea of using a 
photogrammetric technique to find strain at a micromechanical level is shown  
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to be successful. The localised strains within the composite material were 
qualitatively analysed and strain mapped. The results showed the strain of the 
material was affected by the percentage of the wood fibre reinforcement, the 
optimum percentage of the composite material being around 75%. 
Choi et al (1991) proved an early version of image analysis technique would be 
an ideal method in investigating the dimensional stability of wood and paper. 
The work showed how digital image correlation could show the strain over two 
video images of wood/paper under load tests. These images were taken with a 
microscope with the wood/paper surface painted, a limitation was the overall 
distribution of strain through a tested sample.  
Calculations of stress concentrations in timber using fracture mechanics 
principles can be problematic depending on the points picked in the sample. 
Franke et al (2007) developed a strain analysis technique using 
Photogrammetry. Measuring marks were applied to a timber sample under load 
testing to determine the changed coordinates through a series of images. The 
measured area of the sample was kept small to give clarity of progressive 
deformations. The results of the investigation showed values of strain close to 
that of the theoretical calculation, showing that FEM could successfully 
evaluate load bearing performance of timber. 
Traditional wooden structures need to be maintained for architectural heritage. 
The techniques needed to analyse the structural integrity must be non-
destructive, accurate and minimise manual-labour cost. Cameras or laser-
beams can be used to measure the geometry of a structural object avoiding the 
need for physical contact and access.  In order to create a 3D geometric model, 
Armesto et al (2009) photographed an old timber roof from different positions 
with each position being expressed to a common perspective centre. These   Review of Research in Tree Loading and Branch Breakage 
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images were then brought together to form a 3D model suitable for FEM and 
hence give more data point certainties for structural integrity analysis under 
loading. 
3.4.4  Summary of Testing Timber 
Timber is considered a sustainable material for use in construction. There are 
abundant studies into timber that have led to this complex material having its 
own industry tested standards and codes. This means current timber research 
tends to embrace new frontiers of research such as the ideas of carbon 
footprints and composites. It is with composites real material efficiency is 
shown and timber due to its fibrous nature and tensile strength can be easily 
combined with other materials to form new material designs. This leads to new 
possibilities in construction with timber. To add to the techniques of 
measuring timber image techniques are gathering more momentum within 
research and it has started to show possibilities of strain measure within 
composites. 
3.5  Overall Review Conclusion 
Living trees or cut timbers are a complex fibrous material under which this 
research is proposed. Current standards show its use with concrete, soil, and 
steel, using the latest technologies. This research therefore concentrates on 
the fundamental stress-strain behaviour using new technology but applied to 
trees and freshly cut timber. As can be seen, there is limited research in the 
field of tree joint strength and no affirmed predictable way of finding tree joint 
strength. Filling this gap in knowledge is the target for this research project.   
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Work into the strength of tree joints is ongoing and growth deviation 
manifestations such as inclusions are part of this complex investigation. Oak is 
the most recognised hardwood species within the UK, which the author intends 
to investigate further as there is an availability and native species near to the 
University of Southampton. Even though the works of Slater appears to 
coincide with the author‘s investigation, and may even overlap in areas, it is 
important to note that the primary aim of Slater (2011) is to investigate tree 
forks and not branches. Although these are similar growths, it is more likely a 
fork will develop an inclusion and the outward growths may both be primary, 
whereas the author intends to look at branches with definitive primary and 
secondary growths. The author has conducted work on branch strength before 
which can be seen in Appendix 4. This has given grounding to the nature of 
the structure and testing problems that may be encountered in any 
methodology undertaken in the future. 
     Research Progression and Application 
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4.  Research Progression and Application 
This chapter gives a brief summary of methods considered plausible to analyse 
the tree joint strength. It also gives an overview of the possible applications of 
this work. Of particular interest to this project is the orientation and 
arrangement of fibres in tree design during loading. This could be the answer 
to creating more effective, economical and sustainable designs in structural 
materials. By looking at the load response of trees, it may be possible to 
develop understanding of the mechanics of this natural material which could 
influence the maintenance programmes of trees.  
4.1  Methodology 
A joint in a tree is a supporting component of a large cantilever that manages 
to respond to extreme loads to prevent failure. When considering the extent 
the branch reaches out with its limited ‗fixed‘ end span, the achievements of 
the tree structure can really be admired. The design of this area is intriguing to 
any Engineer. In order to understand the ability of this natural structure, the 
tree joint will be looked at as cut internal components and further modelled as 
a whole global joint cut from the tree. Using these divisions will help to find a 
true understanding of the cut global joint design through strategic testing. 
Using this method allows for further work to improve the predictive indicators 
of the global joint failure and better designs in structural materials. 
4.1.1  Component Method 
By looking at the internal design of the tree joint, it will be possible to assess 
the interaction of reaction wood within green untreated wood and the  
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interaction of ring spacing as the branch attaches to the primary growth. Using 
British Standard engineering tests for timber material, it will be possible to 
evaluate the components by known and practiced procedures and find an 
effective comparison between green and standardised structural green wood. 
In addition with the samples being taken from the cross-section of the branch 
and stem, an idea of the seasonal ring variants and failure mechanisms can be 
found, on which a model can be formed. The results from the components will 
be recombined to form a global joint to show overall interaction. Therefore the 
model will show an idea of the internal working of a cut green section of global 
joint based on experimental evidence which followed developed standard 
experimental practises. 
4.1.2  Particle Image Velocimetry Method 
To understand the deformation of the timber component during testing it 
would be better to gain an overall picture of movement in the fibres, as 
opposed to just singular numeric values of strain or displacement. 
Investigating strain in timber is difficult due to its multi-fibrous composition, 
developing stress concentration points and moisture changes that affect its 
strength and robustness. Electrical strain gauges could be compromised by 
moisture moving on the surface of fresh cut timber as indicated in Appendix 5 
tests and machine measured strain could be compromised by surface fibres 
tearing under pressure. A fundamental investigation using PIV will be 
conducted on timber. This should address the issue of trying to measure strain 
of the timber during testing.     Research Progression and Application 
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4.2  Potential Applications of Research 
The testing stages described allow for development of a previous model that 
has been adapted and changed to suit new findings. In this development, each 
stage generates its own model that forms a basis of understanding the tree 
load response in each test. 
Having found test models that emulate the principles of tree design, the 
findings can be used to adapt international methods of material design and 
sustainability initiatives and material usage efficiency. These tests are at an 
early stage of development and are a base for future international test works. 
However, the works provide possibilities for many areas of sustainable building 
resources and urban cooling. 
4.2.1  Tree Maintenance Development 
Tree Houses-Permaculture or Living Architecture 
In evaluating the strength of a tree joint it is possible to start assessing the 
types of structure that could be created in the tree(s) that would allow for both 
recreation and aesthetics and be safe and stable areas to retreat to in wild 
environments. Trees used to be the habitat of our ancient human ancestor. 
They provided shelter and safety from the wild environment and in some 
under-developed parts of the world this is still true.  
Urban planning and maintenance 
Better understanding of joint strength and behaviour can aid the use of trees in 
combating urban cooling by adding load response information to the 
maintenance toolkit for management of healthy growth and where necessary 
preventative maintenance reducing potential litigation. Urban cooling is an  
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issue for many towns and cities all over the world. The heat and emission of 
the buildings and people in such a confined space add to the lack of 
sustainability and the cost to the world‘s climate. A popular solution to this 
issue is to plant trees in parks and along roadsides of urban areas, using the 
tree‘s transpiration process to reduce heat accumulation. However, the culture 
of urban society means if the tree is to fail in an urban area, there could be a 
possible economical loss. Consequently, this means investment in maintenance 
programmes to ensure public and property safety has to be made. It is 
common the branch will fail in preference to the whole tree, so having an idea 
of the loading a tree branch could take will help in assessing whether remedial 
action is required.  
Building Resources 
Education in tree maintenance and management will be a useful investment for 
the global future. This will reduce the need for artificial building resources. 
Sustainability comes at a price between the balance of economic demand and 
exhaustive resources. Balance is only found through the social view of viability 
and economic impact. Through better tree management, forests and 
sustainable cities can start to become a viable concept across the globe. 
4.2.2  Further Timber Use 
Addition to green timber knowledge 
The component testing will provide further data on green timber, giving 
further knowledge on how ring adaptation and ‗imperfection‘ affects the 
grading strength. The effect of loading can be assessed and give an idea on     Research Progression and Application 
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how loading affects the properties of sections of untreated green timber in 
aerated conditions. 
Using joints in structural application 
Through the proposed testing of joints, an idea of their strength could lead to 
finding a structural use for joints and branches which are currently seen as 
waste zones in the felled tree. This would add to the sustainable credentials of 
the managed forest and further influence the argument to use as much of the 
natural resource and reduce wastage. There is a possibility to even use the 
joints as connection points in structural carpentry. 
4.2.3  Future Technology 
Biomimicry - Using the knowledge of material design to adapt design 
By developing a model of the fibre and structural arrangement of the tree it 
would be possible to improve structural and material design. The alignment 
and arrangement of the tree fibres could influence a more economical and 
sustainable design in new materials. By creating materials that have optimum 
properties, a sustainable structural enhancement can be achieved. By creating 
new structural connections and components which apply nature‘s design, 
implementation of a lasting and sustainable design can be initiated. 
PIV Technology in Timber 
Developing existing test techniques to determine the strain effects on timber 
can only lead to more options and accurate representation of the behaviour of 
timber under loading. Not only this, if repeatable, it could lead to the 
development of monitoring techniques of existing timber structures to indicate 
any future deterioration.  
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4.3  Summary 
Although this research can be seen as a small drop in the vast ocean, it creates 
possibilities for naturally obtained sustainable builds, this development of tree 
joint knowledge has the possibility of alleviating some of the world‘s urban 
and resource issues. In learning from the natural form of the tree‘s structure it 
is conceivable to enhance the design of infrastructure, in order to create a 
more sustainable and stable solution to built environment design.  The three 
developed experimental tests described should indicate how the internal 
working of the joint and the overall joint arrangement react to loading in a safe 
and scientific laboratory environment, with some reference to real application. 
By creating models from the three progressive experimental tests on tree 
joints, a deeper understanding of the load response can be developed.  
Further, the fibre arrangement and the adaptation of the tree can be used to 
develop more economical, sustainable and stable designs for structural builds.  
Hence, the developed knowledge derived by looking at what nature has already 
provided, allows a true sustainable possibility. 
 
     Development of Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) on Timber 
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5.  Development of Particle Image Velocimetry 
(PIV) on Timber 
Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) is an optical method of measuring movement 
of particles which initially was used for measuring speed and direction of fluid 
flow. PIV technology is commonly applied to soil and other materials in order 
to measure particle positions between images (shown as pixels). So far as the 
author can find, this image technology has not yet been applied to timber 
under load, yet Mundell (2009) shows PIV can be used to measure structural 
movement. White et al (2003) measured the deformation in soil using PIV 
without markers. This trial validated that PIV demonstrated the precision and 
accuracy comparable to that of localised instrument testing.  
5.1  Introduction 
This chapter will show the development of a technique and code for strain 
measurement for timber utilising PIV, derived from existing techniques and 
code developed by David White of Cambridge University. The process of 
creating a successful strain measurement technique in timber will be 
progressively described. It will describe how the physical camera set-up needs 
to be thoroughly assessed in regard to the context of the loading test through 
to the process of evolving the coding technique to provide a robust 
assessment of the strain. This chapter especially highlights the progressions 
and difficulties encountered during the development of the PIV technique for 
the analysis of timber strain. 
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5.1.1  Use of PIV 
Franke et al (2007) and Choi et al (1991) showed timber can be analysed 
optically using a film of coating whilst measuring specific target points. 
However, this does not provide an entire picture of the timber fibre interaction 
under loading. Features on the timber‘s surface will show a better strain 
distribution more true to its failure. PIV has already been proven to follow the 
development of movement through the biomechanical analysis of Hamza et al 
(2006) plant roots and strain measurements can be made of soil as shown by 
White et al (2003). 
This PIV technique will be used to reduce the need to attach a separate strain 
gauge to each fresh cut timber component and give an accurate representation 
of the movement of grains and surface fibres during the test. The process for 
PIV experimentation is to take a ‗before‘ and ‗after‘ photo of a sample under 
load testing.  These photos are then compared to show any movement 
between the images in both the x and y direction.  
5.1.2  Existing PIV Code Basic Overview 
For the development of the PIV technique with timber a current PIV code (based 
on White and Take (2002)) was obtained and used to analyse timber samples 
under load testing experiments. After each experiment, in-focus photos are 
numerically analysed. The code essentially sets up a grid over the sample 
photo and each square within the grid is tracked amongst the search zone 
parameters (a designated perimeter around each grid square for which the 
search between the two images is conducted). The ‗Target Locations‘ either 
‗Active Area‘ and/or ‗Fixed Point‘ are shown in Figure 19. The large blue zone 
marks the ‗Active Area‘, a section of test sample over which this grid is set up.     Development of Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) on Timber 
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The smaller blue zone is a ‗Fixed Point‘ something that remains steady during 
the test. Having these points and by being able to move ‗Active Area‘ zone 
accordingly, allows any minor camera movement to be corrected, giving more 
accurate results. 
 
FIGURE 19:  PIV MEASUREMENT TARGET LOCATION (―ACTIVE AREA‖ AND ―FIXED POINT‖) 
SETUP ON IMAGE OF TEST 
5.2  Physical Test Set-up Methodology Development 
Initially to explore the possibilities of using PIV and developing it further, a 
basic camera (Nikon coolpix 7600, 7.1 Megapixels) was setup parallel to the 
experiment sample B1‘s surface (see Figure 20) and an existing PIV Graphical 
User Interface (GUI) and program is used to analyse the images (Figure 21). The 
camera was fixed in place and was set to take photos at regular intervals 
during a tension experiment in order to detect change in movements as the 
load is increased. The sample was painted to provide a textured surface so that  
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tracking movements would be easier. The following subsections describe the 
trial and error development of the test set-up in order to create quality images 
fit for the PIV technique. 
a) 
 
 
 
 
b) 
 
FIGURE 20:  SKETCH OF INITIAL PIV TECHNIQUE TEST CAMERA SET-UP (PLAN VIEW (A)) AND 
RUBICON MACHINE USED FOR COMPONENT LOAD TESTS (B) 
 
FIGURE 21: EXISTING GUI INPUT FOR PIV PROGRAM FOR COMPARISON OF TWO IMAGES 
  C o m p r e s s i o n  
T e n s i o n  
 
Camera   
Test Specimen 
 
Test Machine Grips     Development of Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) on Timber 
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5.2.1  PIV Basic Overview 
After the experiment, the photos are numerically analysed using an existing 
DJWhite April 1999 program code explained in White and Take (2002). The 
movements then need to be displayed in a way that can be interpreted easily. 
For example, a contour plot should show visual contrast of any breakage 
occurring under strain. Two image methods of analysis were done on B1 to 
determine the best way forward with the image strain, one looks at first and 
last image and compares them, the second compares each image in the test 
sequentially (in total an average of 40 images taken). There are two 
quantitative comparative strains obtained from the experiment, machine strain 
and PIV strain. The machine strain is obtained from the final Rubicon machine 
test measurements of displacement of the machine grips, ΔL, and the PIV 
strain is a mean of the sum of the individual movement values, δl, of each 
square. Hence the equations are:  
EQUATION 1:                       
  
  
 
EQUATION 2:                                      
  
 
     
 
From the sequence of images in Figure 22, it can be seen there are some minor 
issues with the set-up which could cause possible distortion to the results. 
There is a change in lighting on the sample B1 between images. Another 
undetectable issue is the image was a jpeg file and therefore may have been 
too compressed for accurate pixel data analysis.  
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FIGURE 22:  IMAGES TAKEN FROM TEST SEQUENCE OF PIV TENSION SAMPLE B1 BEFORE, 
DURING AND AFTER TEST BREAKAGE SHOWING CHANGE OF LIGHTING BETWEEN IMAGES (RED 
CIRCLE INDICATES FAILURE LOCATION) 
5.2.2  Benefits of Sequential Analysis (Attempt 1) 
The results from this test showed signs of strain and breakage from the basic 
Matlab fundamental code. The code calculated x and y movements which were 
converted into strain and rudimentary xy-directional shear strain calculated to 
show a better visual comparison with the sample breakage. From Figure 23, it 
can be seen the sequential comparison shows better results than the first-last 
image comparison. The sequential shows a similar pattern of horizontal strain 
to that of the breakage initially obtained on the sample. However, the precise 
location is hard to determine due to interference of the image and analysis 
style needing continuous comparisons. The first-last image comparison shows     Development of Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) on Timber 
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the difficulty of predicting the failure using the image technology, as 
deformation of the sample under testing may go beyond the manually inputted 
search zone boundaries of the image used in the code. As a result, sequential 
imagery comparison will be done to show the progressive failure qualitatively. 
From the rudimentary calculation in Table 1, it appears the First-Last 
Comparison shows better final quantitative results, compared to the machine 
measured strain of 0.024 με. Note, at this stage the PIV strain comparisons to 
the machine measured strain are indicative values (as the existing code 
determines the calculation) 
 but the visualisation should start to have red colour tension concentrations 
around the failure at the centre of the sample. 
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FIGURE 23:  PIV RESULTS FOR X-DIRECTION STRAIN; Y-DIRECTION STRAIN; XY-DIRECTION 
SHEAR STRAIN (LEFT-RIGHT) CONTOURS PLOTS OF SEQUENTIAL DATA ANALYSIS (TOP) AND 
FIRST-LAST IMAGE COMPARISON (BOTTOM) OF TENSION LOADED SAMPLE B1 
  Strain Result (με) 
PIV Sequential Analysis   0.2785  
PIV First-Last Image Comparison  0.0516 
Machine Measured Strain  0.0240 
TABLE 1:  SAMPLE B1 INDICATIVE PIV STRAIN RESULTS SEQUENTIAL AND FIRST-LAST FOR 
COMPARISON WITH MACHINE MEASURED STRAIN RESULT 
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5.2.3  Increase in Image Quality (Attempt 2) 
To increase image quality, a Canon Powershot G10 (14.6 Megapixel) camera 
was used and a better strain comparative set-up was carried out to show the 
accuracy of the data resulting from the PIV code. This set-up gathered jpeg 
and tiff image files during a compression test of sample B2 and also used a 
continuous lighting rig to reduce irregularity of colour within the image (Figure 
24). The sample was not painted as it was deemed that the fibrous quality of 
the regular timber would provide the texture required to analyse the image 
(Figure 25). 
 
FIGURE 24:  PLAN VIEW OF CAMERA SET-UP WITH CONTINUOUS LIGHTING RIG DURING 
COMPRESSIVE TESTING  
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FIGURE 25:  COMPRESSION TEST SET-UP VIEW FROM CAMERA OF SAMPLE B2 BEFORE AND 
AFTER TESTING SHOWING COMPRESSION FAILURE AT THE TOP LEFT OF SAMPLE 
The data acquisition improved under continuous lighting and the texture of the 
timber surface was sufficient enough not to need painting further. The failure 
nature of the compression test (crushing) meant the area of strain 
measurement for the image was narrow (localised failure at the top), this type 
of test should be avoided for now. It can be seen from the results in Figure 26 
and Figure 27, the jpg and tiff images show slightly different contour results, 
as the jpg data had been compressed. Hence tiff images should be used to 
compare more accurately. The contours agree with the test breakage, in that 
the sample on the right hand side has had to stretch (increase strain shown in 
red) and the left side compress (blue) in order for the failure to be observed at 
the top of the sample. From Table 2, it can be seen the tiff showed an 
improvement in values towards that indicated by the machine measured value 
of 0.047 με. However, further work needed to be done in the code.     Development of Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) on Timber 
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       X-direction                   Y-direction                  XY-direction (Shear) 
 
FIGURE 26:  X-DIRECTION, Y-DIRECTION, AND XY-DIRECTION STRAIN RESULTS OF B2 
SAMPLE OF SEQUENTIAL TEST WITH JPG TYPE IMAGE FILES 
       X-direction                   Y-direction                  XY-direction (Shear) 
 
FIGURE 27:  X-DIRECTION, Y-DIRECTION, AND XY-DIRECTION STRAIN RESULTS OF B2 
SAMPLE OF SEQUENTIAL TEST WITH TIFF TYPE IMAGE FILES 
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  PIV Sequential 
Analysis Strain (με)  
PIV First-Last 
Analysis Strain (με) 
Sequential Analysis jpg  1.4438   0.0617  
Sequential Analysis tiff  1.4387   0.0613 
TABLE 2:  TIFF VS. JPG STRAIN RESULTS OF SEQUENTIAL AND FIRST-LAST FOR SAMPLE B2 
Rationally the sequential analysis should give the most accurate results as it 
compares the images over time, tracking small movements. Evidently there was 
a problem with the actual values of strain emerging. No more obvious 
improvements could be made to the physical experiment set-up so this 
suggested the current code needed to be reviewed. 
5.3  Development of Code for Results 
A Matlab® program, built from the base of the basic PIV Matlab code, was 
developed to automatically find better qualitative and quantitative results for a 
tension tested sample G1S. The original program from the DJ White code only 
analysed the subsequent images in turn creating a time consuming step-by-
step measure of strain. This produced individual data results that then needed 
to be added. In addition, the target locations on the image were difficult to 
obtain accurately between subsequent image comparisons due to the input 
style of the GUI requiring user manual input selection. The following 
subsections show how the program was developed by having:  
  an  initial  input  screen  (see  Figure  28)  that  used  the  same  target 
locations tracked throughout the image sequences, reduced any GIGO 
issue.  This tracked all target locations using the PIV code in order to 
ensure the same target locations were being selected with each image.     Development of Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) on Timber 
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  all  images  automatically  ran  so  the  individual  results  were  combined 
efficiently. This meant no image is missed out of the sequence through 
user error and the final results were shown over time. 
The DJ White April 1999 code primarily was used as a base as it is set to 
compare two images with each other, usually before and after failure. In this 
case, the idea was to follow the strain during the experiment by using this 
code to analyse sequential images taken during a sample‘s load test. 
 
FIGURE 28:  NEW GUI FOR INPUT OF PIV ANALYSIS IMAGES 
5.3.1  Selecting Points on Image 
The program code was developed to select in turn the next image in the 
sequence. However, any movement of the camera needed to be tracked to 
ensure that the Active Area is accurately being selected on consequent images. 
The Fixed Point was tracked using the PIV code in order to increase accuracy of 
the target selection. However the tracking style of the Fixed Point throughout 
multiple images needed to be decided. This means first altering the base code 
to analyse a sequence of photos.  
There were two options for tracking the Active Area squares (see Figure 29);   
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1.  Use the first photo as a reference point and track one Active Area from 
the first photo throughout the subsequent photos. 
2.  Track  the  change  in  position  of  the  Active  Area  in  every  consecutive 
photo with the previous photo, updating it each time.  
In the first option, it was likely the fibres tracked are changed in textural 
consistency as the load was applied thereby the square‘s colouration eventually 
changes too much to become accurate. The second option showed subsequent 
loading effects better but still incurred some minor textural inconsistencies. 
Both would have given values of change in length during the test in relation to 
the original length in the first photo. The second option was used to determine 
the strain, as this reduced the likelihood of strain measurement inconsistency 
but meant having to create a code that adds up all the movements together. 
 
FIGURE 29:  OPTIONS FOR TRACKING THE ―ACTIVE AREA‖ STRAIN ELEMENT WITHIN PIV CODE 
AS THE SAMPLE CHANGES TEXTURAL CONSISTENCY 
The same tracking options were then available for correcting any camera 
movements during analysis. In order for the subsequent images to be 
compared against the first original image, the Fixed Points of the original 
image were used against the subsequent images to determine camera 
Option 1 
Option 2     Development of Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) on Timber 
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movements, see Option 1of Figure 30. The fixed point was not likely to change 
in textural consistency so Option 2 would not be required. Option 1‘s method 
meant the image in the zone of Fixed Point (along the dotted line in Figure 30) 
changed (if the camera moves), so the camera movement is only related to the 
original image (so errors were taken into account in calculations). 
 
FIGURE 30:  OPTIONS FOR TRACKING ―FIXED POINT‖ WITH IMAGE WITHIN PIV CODE 
5.3.2  Calculating the Strain 
For the PIV strain results two types of strain were obtainable, true strain and 
engineering strain.  True strain shows the change of incremental deformation 
Option 2 
Option 1  
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within a sample and accounts for the change in cross-sectional area as the 
sample was loaded. The change of deformation per element of the grid was 
given as:  
Equation 3:          
  
     
where εT is true strain, δL is the change of length of the sample and L is the 
original length. True strain can be expressed as a derivative of the engineering 
strain in this form:  
Equation 4:                    
where εE is engineering strain and εT is true strain. 
Engineering strain is a ratio of the total deformation in the original length of 
load applied, it is expressed as:  
EQUATION 5:       
  
   
where εE is the engineering strain, L is the original length and ΔL is the change 
in length. Equation 5 was initially used to find the displacement and strain 
within the PIV software. The strain was evaluated per element in the square 
grid; thereby the average of summation of the elements within the sample gave 
the overall strain. Either strains could have been evaluated and displayed but 
the true strain showed a wider range of values for visualisation. These two 
versions of strain were accounted for in the calculation of the timber strain to 
allow for a visual analysis.  
There was an order of magnitude, α, to consider between the image and real 
test specimen. The images ‗Active Area‘ may not take into account the entire 
length of the sample therefore the pixel ‗length‘ taken must be representative     Development of Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) on Timber 
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of the real test sample. The following equation deals with the image-real ratio 
discrepancy. 
Equation 6:  
 
       
  
 
        
     
5.3.3  Allocating Precision in Pixels (Attempt 3) 
There were some initial input parameters to decide upon. One parameter, the 
grid, is set up over the image and can have grid squares (made up of pixels) of 
different areas. The smaller the area the more likely it was to be tracked in 
error, however if the square area is not small enough the accuracy of the data 
was reduced. Hence the need for a high pixel quality image to be taken.  
A brief study of the grid size was done using 10x10 pixel elements, 20x20 
pixel elements, and 30x30 pixel elements on a first-last comparison of sample 
G1S. The results of this are shown in Figure 31 and Table 3. The figure shows a 
better visual interpretation than the table due to the aforementioned need to 
develop the code to create strain values. From Figure 31, it can be shown the 
20x20 element makes the most comparable contour plot of the breakage 
shown. In view of this, the 20x20 element was used, although the element 
sizes were reviewed for each sample when found necessary.  
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FIGURE 31:  VISUALISATION OF GRID ELEMENT SIZE EVALUATION ON PIV XY SHEAR STRAIN 
QUALITATIVE RESULTS FOR G1S SHOWING:  G1S FAILURE, 10X10 ELEMENTS, 20X20 
ELEMENTS, 30X30 ELEMENTS FROM (LEFT TO RIGHT) 
Machine  10x10   20x20   30x30  
0.12 με  1.12 με  1.61 με  3.29 με 
TABLE 3:  STRAIN RESULTS FOR G1S UNDER DIFFERENT GRID ELEMENT SIZES 
5.3.4  Visualisation of Strain 
The strains were plotted as a contour graph which shows the change of the 
surface deformation in the sample. This produces the strain in each of the x 
and y directions on the sample and the shear (xy) strain values. There were two 
types available, one which showed the engineering strain and the other the 
true strain. These help to locate the position of the break point in the sample 
qualitatively.      Development of Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) on Timber 
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5.3.5  Locating Fixed Point using Initial Code (Attempt 4) 
Having decided the calculation, tracking and grid element sizes techniques the 
code could be run on a tested sample. Initially the user of the PIV program 
created an Active Area zone over which to pursue the strain record on the 
sample and any camera movement was corrected for using the rigid Fixed 
Point location in the image (Figure 32). To develop the code a tension test was 
undertaken in which images from the same test on sample G1S were 
compared. Subsequent images were related back to the original image Fixed 
Point to find any camera movement (shaking), meaning the strain could display 
true consistent records and need not be adjusted for multiple movements as 
the number of subsequent images increased (which could only lead to 
miscalculation errors). The movements that then occurred within the active 
area zone in the image were developed into contour plots, to show a visual 
representation of the movements occurring between each image.  
 
FIGURE 32:  SIDE VIEW OF G1, ―G1S‖ USING ADAPTED PIV ANALYSIS SOFTWARE GUI  
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The results, shown in Figure 33, of this coding sequence applied to G1S show 
some element of the breakage that occurred but it was not completely clear 
and therefore inaccurate to follow as a categorical answer. From the PIV 
contour plots, it was seen the side view of the sample showed some extreme 
strains in the Y strain direction lower down than the point of breakage. The 
visualisation at the point of breakage showed as a parting of the higher strains 
in this zone over time. Hence, a green ‗neutral‘ zone increasing over time 
within this region. As the Y-direction indicated the upward movement this 
showed the most extreme strains. The X-strain helped to locate this zone 
using a similar strategy. This indicated the PIV methodology works, however 
the delicacies of program and the small movements in the sample suggested 
that there was still a requirement to refine the contour graphs so these failure 
areas were easier to visually comprehend. 
       Development of Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) on Timber 
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FIGURE 33:  SIDE VIEW OF G1S BREAKAGE (TOP LEFT) AND SEQUENTIAL CONTOUR PLOTS (RED 
INDICATING HIGH TENSION) OF G1S; PIV ANALYSIS: Y-DIRECTION (ABOVE) X-DIRECTION 
(BOTTOM LEFT) AND XY-DIRECTION (BOTTOM RIGHT) ENGINEERING STRAIN 
The extreme strain shown toward the top of all the contour plots suggested 
there was a greater strain formed from the pulling mechanism of the machine. 
This could be caused by the localised pinching of the grips against the sample. 
With greater refinement, strains can be produced for all the samples at all time 
με  με 
με  
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intervals of their test. This would show how the force on the sample was 
distributed through the fibres over time. It could be possible an element in the 
sample grid could be tracked throughout the time to get a more accurate 
representation of fibre movement if there was a particular zone of interest. 
To prove this PIV method was working, the strain was compared to the 
machine strain during testing.  The results of both PIV final strain and final 
machine measured movement are compared to determine the validity of this 
test, Table 4. On comparison to the machine movement the amplitude of the 
PIV strain seemed to be incompatible (but improved from previous results) but 
the form of the overall data points over time appeared consistent. The Y 
movement has been highlighted as this is the most relevant direction to the 
tensile load direction measured by the machine. It was however likely the strain 
of the machine would not exactly match the values of the PIV, as the 
calculation of machine strain did not take into account any sliding of the 
sample within the grips. Thereby the PIV strain was expected to be slightly 
lower in value.  
 
 
TABLE 4:  G1S ATTEMPT 4 STRAIN RESULTS COMPARISON 
5.3.6  Further Fixed Points  
The previous section showed a plausible pattern of PIV strain emerging, 
however further work was required to get better accuracy and understanding. 
Before and after pictures of the G1S sample are shown in Figure 34 
highlighting the Active Area zone to show the problem. The current analysis of 
Machine Strain  PIV Y –Direction Strain 
0.12με  0.095με     Development of Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) on Timber 
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the sample showed it had not only stretched but moved relative to the analysis 
zone.   
 
FIGURE 34:  BEFORE (LFET) AND AFTER (RIGHT) IMAGES OF G1S VIEW WITH PIV ―ACTIVE 
AREA‖ ZONE HIGHLIGHTED AS INACCURACY IN CODE 
Tracking the sample stretch could be achieved through tracking of a few 
elements within the sample PIV grid over the time interval pictures. This would 
lead to better analysis of surface fibre movement during loading. By tracking 
certain locations on the sample image, it was seen from Figure 35 the sample 
within the successive images had moved due to the movement of the machine 
during testing. As the machine pulled the sample, the grips embed onto the 
sample and slid within the blocks in order to maintain a tight grip. It iwa clear 
the type of test needed to be taken into account in order for a more accurate 
account of PIV Strain to be made.  
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FIGURE 35:  FIXED POINT MOVEMENTS ON G1F SAMPLE DURING THE TEST, BLUE LINE 
SHOWING ORIGINAL FIXED POINT AND RED LINE SHOWING THE MOVEMENT OF THIS POINT IN 
SUCCESSIVE IMAGE 
Due to the stretch issue, the Active Area zone did not follow the sample. The 
PIV code needed to be modified to take into account not only the movement of 
the test machine or camera but also any stretching of the sample in order to 
calculate an accurate strain image and evaluation. This meant tracking the 
grips of the machine. As the machine pulled the sample from the top, it was 
the bottom grip that would substitute for the y-direction Fixed Point (the 
original x-direction Fixed Point movement was still used as the grips tend to 
move together as they go up). Slipping of the sample within the grips occurred 
in some instances as there were fibre tears on the gripped zone of tested 
samples. However this proved hard to track in the image due to textural 
inconsistency so grips were tracked and used for main calculation. The 
distance between the grips was calculated so the Active Area zone length could     Development of Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) on Timber 
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be changed. The Active Area zone however would only change in length if the 
stretch between the grips accumulated to a sample size of the PIV grid square 
in the Active Area (i.e. another row of data could be added), therefore not 
disturbing the pre-collected data.  
To correct for the rigid body movement caused by the machine grips, five 
Fixed Points were tracked (see Figure 36) throughout the experimental images 
so an accumulative account of movement could be made. The original Fixed 
Point (RFP) of a stationery rigid point adjusts x direction movements of the 
Active Area. The Fixed Point of the bottom grip (BGFP) was used to move the y 
direction of the Active Area. The Fixed point of the top grip (TGFP) minus the 
fixed point of the bottom grip would determine the size changes of the Active 
Area. The tracking on the Rigid Fixed Point (RFP) is done using a fixed zone in 
subsequent photos (option 1, Figure 29). The tracking of the ‗Fixed‘ points on 
the moving grips is done in the same way between the current image and next 
image. However in addition, the tracking of previous images is accumulated 
using the moved zones of previous figures (option 2, Figure 29). The other two 
points tracked are in the top (TSFP) and bottom (BSFP) slip zones of the 
sample. It was thought due to the changes in the texture of the sample this 
could be inaccurate, so only an indicative result was taken from this tracking. 
In doing this version of tracking it could be stated there were two versions of 
strain that are measured, machine measured strain and sample strain. Machine 
measured strain would show the overall strain measured between two rigid 
machine points, yet the sample strain should be able to show greater detail 
within the surface fibres of the sample.  
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                   Original Points        Tracked Points 
 
FIGURE 36:  PIV ANALYSIS TRACKING OF FIXED POINTS AND ACTIVE AREA OF G1S VIEW 
BEFORE AND PRE-FAILURE (LEFT COLUMN SHOWS ORIGINAL POINTS HIGHLIGHTED, RIGHT 
COLUMN HIGHLIGHTS TRACKED POINTS, TOP ROW HAS ORIGINAL IMAGE AND BOTTOM ROW 
SHOWS FINAL IMAGE) 
5.3.7  Tracking extra Fixed Points for better accuracy (Attempt 5) 
The main issue with the previous PIV Strain calculation attempt was the 
analysis did not take into account the machine movement during the test. The 
machine grips moved within the holders, meaning the sample also moved. This 
was solved by tracking the BGFP. The Active Area did not account for the 
sample stretch. This was solved by measuring the distance between the grips 
to increase the Active Area zone in accordance with the limits of the grid size. 
Another reason the machine measured strain and PIV strain differed on a 
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multifibrous sample was the selected Active Area the PIV used was smaller than 
the machine measurement, therefore it was an expectation the machine 
measurement strain is larger than the PIV strain obtained.  
Firstly, it was important to keep track of the grips so the vertical change in 
Active Area could be made. Tracking the grips gave an indication of the 
machine displacement during testing hence an indicative strain of the sample. 
The code was adjusted to record the movement of various fixed points of the 
machine and sample so this indication could be calculated. 
Secondly, as the grips extend the sample, the Active Area was made larger to 
account for the sample stretch. The extension of the Active Area however was 
of magnitude of the grid size elements overlaid on the image, so the strain 
data recorded could be positioned accurately (see Figure 37). The code was 
therefore made to measure the difference between the top and bottom grip 
vertices and at a sufficient magnitude (equal to that of the sample size) the 
Active Area was expanded. 
 
FIGURE 37:  ACTIVE AREA GRID EXPANSION UNDER SAMPLE STRETCH  
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Thirdly, if the Active Area was tracked in this way a final ‗last ditch‘ measure of 
the sample strain can be obtained. This could compare the first image with the 
image taken prior to break, as initially attempted in the ‗First-Last‘ comparison 
with White‘s original code. This meant monitoring the change of the Active 
Area made during consecutive analysis and expanding the search zone area 
accordingly to pick up the changes. This should have given a better final 
qualitative result. 
Figure 38 and Figure 39 show more accurate tracking and the active area 
change incurred. The top row shows the original image and the bottom row, 
the final image prior to breakage. The left column shows the original fixed 
zones and right column the new adjusted fixed points based on the tracking. 
To validate the results of the PIV tracking in this manner the top left image and 
fixed points (original image with original fixed points) met the same positions 
as the bottom right image and fixed points (last image with tracked fixed 
points). From these images, it can be seen how the grip fixed points (TGFP, 
BGFP) provided a much more accurate indication of movement where the fixed 
points on the sample (TSFP, BSFP) showed how tracking could be mistaken 
through the close texture of the surface. Therefore the track of the grip was 
used in the coding and could be seen to move the active area zone.     Development of Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) on Timber 
  87   
 
              Original Points          Tracked Points 
 
FIGURE 38:  FIXED POINTS TGFP AND TSFP (BLUE SQUARES FROM LEFT – RIGHT) OF PIV 
ANALYSED SAMPLE, (ORIGINAL POINTS (LEFT COLUMN), TRACKED POINTS (RIGHT COLUMN), 
ORIGINAL IMAGE  (TOP ROW) AND  FINAL IMAGE (BOTTOM ROW)) 
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             Original Points         Tracked Points 
 
 
FIGURE 39: FIXED POINTS BGFP AND BSFP (BLUE SQUARES FROM LEFT – RIGHT) OF PIV 
ANALYSED SAMPLE, (LEFT COLUMN SHOWS ORIGINAL POINTS HIGHLIGHTED, RIGHT COLUMN 
HIGHLIGHTS TRACKED POINTS, TOP ROW HAS ORIGINAL IMAGE AND BOTTOM ROW SHOWS FINAL 
IMAGE) 
When looking closer at the top and bottom of the side view tracked points of 
Figure 38 and Figure 39, it could be seen how much the grips and sample were 
moving relative to the machine. The top right (original image with tracked 
points) and bottom left (last image with original points) image showed how the 
movement of the machine had affected the tracked Active Area. This was what 
led to the previous inaccuracies and was now accounted for in the PIV code.  
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In summary, note the Active Area adjustment was made in the vertical axis only 
as this was the directional alignment of the test machine. An interesting 
dilemma for the code was not only did the grips move vertically but 
horizontally due to the grip on the sample being increased as the machine 
stretched the sample. Hence when looking at the view of the fixed points, the 
vertical axis would be the crucial changer for the Active Area not the 
horizontal. The Active Area was also made to follow the bottom of the sample 
and additions to the Active Area zone made to the top so there was a clear 
reference zone. By tracking the grips, the Active Area is expanded vertically to 
account for strains as the sample is stretched and a better match was made 
between images (see Figure 40). By following the change in the ‗Active Area‘ 
size, a larger search zone could be given in the First-Last image comparison 
creating a more logical analysis of the overall strain incurred during testing. 
 
FIGURE 40:  G1S VIEW ACTIVE AREA ZONE (LEFT) ORIGINAL IMAGE AND ACTIVE AREA ZONE 
(RIGHT) LAST IMAGE WITH NEW STRETCHED AS TRACKED ACTIVE AREA ZONE  
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5.4  Results – Sequential and First-Last Comparison 
5.4.1  Attempt 5 – Run Fixed Point Improvements on Code  
The PIV strain contour plots are shown in the following section to show directly 
comparable improvements made to the code by reprocessing the previous 
images from G1S. There are two types now available, one which shows the 
progressive strain during the test, ‗Sequential‘ comparison and the second 
shows first to last image comparison, ‗First-Last Ditch.‘ Here the various forms 
of strains and sequential/first-last analysis of data show how the contour data 
is analysed. 
Firstly, the analyst looks for common occurrences of colour change and 
concentration as the Engineering Strain plot progresses through time. In the 
example shown in Figure 41 this appears as red (tension) and dark blue 
(compression) at the top and at about a third from the bottom of the sample. 
This occurs in all the directions shown suggesting a diagonal failure will occur. 
As the sample is pulled from the top during testing (likely to cause the colour 
change seen in the contour), the zone a third from the bottom is where the 
analyst needs to concentrate for breakage. 
 
 
 
 
 
     Development of Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) on Timber 
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 Time    67      787    1507   2227   2989   3709   3829   (seconds) 
 
 
 
FIGURE 41:  G1S TEST DIRECTIONS X, Y, AND XY/SHEAR (TOP TO BOTTOM) SEQUENTIAL 
ENGINEERING STRAIN (STRAIN CONCENTRATION A THIRD FROM THE BOTTOM OF THE SAMPLE) 
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Figure 42 shows true strain as more intense colours in the example of contour 
plots. When overlaying the final contour plot onto the final image, it was shown 
the intensity of strain on the contour plot was still misaligned with the 
breakage point. The intensity found one-third from the bottom however is still 
along the course of breakage. 
   
FIGURE 42:  XY/SHEAR TRUE SEQUENTIAL STRAIN OVERLAID ON FIRST AND LAST IMAGES 
SHOWING STRAIN CONCENTRATION AT THE BOTTOM THIRD OF SAMPLE 
On closer inspection of the G1S sample, the zone of concentration shown on 
the contour plot was not the point of failure but where grain rings were found. 
The concentration of strain was found where there was a widening of the rings 
in the sample (Figure 43). If the rings were followed round, the breakage 
occurred where the space between the grain rings narrow (a point where 
medullary rays were confined together). Looking at the engineering strain 
images (Figure 44, Figure 45 and Figure 46) at this location shows the contour 
plot colours starting to merge to create a rough line. This is the line of 
breakage.  
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FIGURE 43:  GRAIN SKETCH OF THE ORIGINAL AND FAILED SAMPLE G1S 
  
  94 
 
FIGURE 44:  PIV X-DIRECTION ENGINEERING SEQUENTIAL STRAIN OVERLAID ON SAMPLE G1S 
IMAGE SEQUENCE:  FIRST, PRE-FAILURE, FAILURE (LEFT – RIGHT) 
 
FIGURE 45:  PIV Y-DIRECTION ENGINEERING SEQUENTIAL STRAIN OVERLAID ON SAMPLE G1S 
IMAGE SEQUENCE:  FIRST, PRE-FAILURE, FAILURE (LEFT – RIGHT) 
   
FIGURE 46:  PIV XY-DIRECTION ENGINEERING SEQUENTIAL STRAIN OVERLAID ON SAMPLE 
G1S IMAGE SEQUENCE:  FIRST, PRE-FAILURE, FAILURE (LEFT – RIGHT) 
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The First-Last Ditch comparison showed the failure of the sample and style of 
break. These are shown on the following Figure 47 and Figure 48 as dark blue 
intensities and highlighted for easier comparison by a red dotted line. This was 
only possible due to the expended effort of sequential analysis where 
indication of the zone movement could be determined.  
 
FIGURE 47:  PIV Y TRUE STRAIN FIRST-LAST DITCH (OVERLAID ON FIRST AND FAILURE 
IMAGE) ON SAMPLE G1S, FAILURE IMAGE SHOWING RED DOTTED LINE HIGHLIGHTING 
CONTOUR PLOT COLOUR INTENSITY  
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FIGURE 48:  PIV Y ENGINEERING STRAIN FIRST LAST DITCH (OVERLAID ON FIRST AND FAILURE 
IMAGE) ON SAMPLE G1S, FAILURE IMAGE SHOWING RED DOTTED LINE HIGHLIGHTING 
CONTOUR PLOT COLOUR INTENSITY 
The quantitative values of the PIV Strains shown in Table 5 compared to the 
earlier quoted machine measured strain of 0.12με are much closer. 
Remembering the machine was going to have a higher value due to a longer 
measurement zone, the value obtained for the final ‗First-Last‘ Ditch 
Engineering showed a close comparison. Note the engineering strain was taken 
as the quantitative value as Equation 4 and Equation 5 showed true strain was 
a logarithmic and derived. 
Machine 
Measured 
Sequential PIV 
Engineering 
Sequential PIV 
True 
First-Last PIV 
Engineering 
First-Last PIV 
True 
0.120 με  0.212 με  0.262 με  0.105 με  0.067 με 
TABLE 5:  ATTEMPT 5 PIV STRAIN VALUES RESULTS COMPARISON     Development of Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) on Timber 
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5.4.2  Attempt 6 - First Sequential Analysis Prototype Test 
The sequential analysis has been proven to help to increase the viability of the 
results presented in the First-Last Ditch Comparison, it is therefore likely that 
creating a First-Sequential Analysis would increase the viability of the 
sequential phase of analysis. A coding sequence was created that compares the 
first image to each subsequent image, expanding the search zone in the same 
way as the First-Last comparison. From the following Figure 49 and Figure 50 
the qualitative results show the accuracy of this technique to be valid. 
 
FIGURE 49:  PIV FIRST–SEQUENTIAL ANALYSIS FOR XY/SHEAR TRUE STRAIN OVERLAID ON 
FAILURE IMAGE OF G1S SHOWING INTENSITY AT POINT OF FAILURE 
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    Time       67      767    1587  2227   2989  3709   3829   (seconds) 
 
 
 
FIGURE 50: FIRST–SEQUENTIAL ANALYSIS FOR DIRECTIONS X, Y, AND XY/SHEAR PIV 
ENGINEERING STRAIN OF G1S TEST (TOP TO BOTTOM) SHOWING INTENSITY AT FAILURE 
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The quantitative results in Table 6 show promise due to being nearer the 
machine strain of 0.12με and therefore can be used as a progressive strain 
measure during the test. The real time values of strain compared to that of the 
machine measurements show a common trend (shown in Figure 51) and an 
underestimate of the strain as predicted due to the machine grip movements 
during testing. However again it would seem the First Sequential Analysis 
produced lower values than the machine measured strain, although the 
contour plots look to be a success in showing the failure, suggesting again the 
slippage and machine set-up are affecting the results through producing extra 
length.  
 
 
TABLE 6:  ATTEMPT 6 - FIRST-SEQUENTIAL PIV STRAIN VALUES 
 
 
FIGURE 51:  COMPARISON OF STRAINS OVER TIME FOR SAMPLE G1S VIEW 
Machine Measured 
Strain 
First- Sequential PIV 
Engineering Strain 
First- Sequential 
PIV True Strain 
0.120 με  0.105 με  0.067 με 
Machine measured Strain 
True Sequential Strain 
Engineering Sequential Strain 
True First-Sequential Strain 
Engineering First-Sequential Strain 
True First-Last Ditch Strain 
Time (seconds) 
Strain (με)  
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Further work on the First-Sequential analysis would suggest a more accurate 
representation of strain modelling. The example shown has been worked 
through, with grid element dimension of 10x10 (meaning 8320 instead of 
2080 elements per image). This has enabled it to reduce double matching 
comparisons within search zones but has taken 4 times longer to process. This 
reduced grid element requires intense time commitment, therefore has not 
been progressed any further due to time restrictions. In the meantime, a quick 
solve on the other samples with 20x20 grid elements was to average any 
double matching comparisons. This allowed for an indication of results but the 
values would not be taken forward in the strain comparison. 
5.5  Discussion of Final Results 
Due to the set-up of the experiment with the initial arrangement of just one 
Fixed Point, the initial results proved to be inaccurate. Tracking this Fixed Point 
did show some form of failure, the visibility of the failure in the contour plot 
was vague. This was due to the fact in real time the test machine and sample 
was moving within the frame of the picture. Hence later, the code included 
more Fixed Points enabling the Active Area of the picture to track the 
movement of the machine and stretching sample. 
5.5.1   Methodology 
The methodology showed the thought required in order to conduct the PIV 
analysis on tested samples. It is important to create a continuous light over the 
sample to be analysed in order to prevent shading caused by varying natural 
light which will cause textural inconsistency. Having a high resolution camera 
increased the pixel data over which analysis can be done and therefore the 
accuracy of the results is improved. The timber was deemed to have sufficient     Development of Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) on Timber 
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texture as to not need painting in order to undertake image comparisons using 
PIV. It was important the method used by the machine for the testing was 
understood so the analysis could be adapted appropriately. 
5.5.2  Code Development 
The original code was programmed to rely heavily on user inputs such as each 
image file location, Active and Fixed Zones and hence could realistically only 
be used for before and after failure analysis (termed First-Last). In this project, 
the program has been developed to automatically import the next image 
allowing for an analysis against time to be done. However the code did not 
allow for the machine‘s style of test. This led to further adaptations to the code 
so the Fixed Points and Active Area followed the movement of the machine 
during testing so the same target locations could be interrogated throughout 
the sequential images. Also the Active Area was made to expand as the sample 
stretched. This meant strains and contour plots could be created, however 
there was still an accumulation of errors arising due to the search zone 
parameters and conditions assigned to the addition of extra grid elements. 
This led to a First-Last Ditch attempt to use the movements recorded to re-
analyse the first and last images where the search zone was adjusted 
accordingly. This gave better qualitative and quantitative strain results, even 
showing the potential breakage occurring as the tension was increased during 
testing in the first-sequential analysis.  
5.5.3   Use of the contour plot 
A contour plot of strain has been developed that accumulates the changes of 
the sample movements detected through the PIV code. The contour plots show 
a qualitative indication of breakage although they must be used in conjunction 
with test-type knowledge and sample examination. Identifying failure points  
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from the sequential contour plots can sometimes seem ominous to the 
untrained (like a stereogram). It is usually the composition of the plot that 
makes it difficult to analyse, so it is advisable to change the colours used, or 
select a smaller zone away from gripping points or localised stress points to 
analyse.  
In summary, the breakage failure analysis of results from the sequential 
contours are found as follows:  
  Higher strain intensity is found in the Engineering Sequential PIV Strain 
contour plots. 
  This  intensity  needs  to  be  deemed  as  machine  localised  or  sample 
localised i.e. is the machine or the sample causing the intensity? 
  Where  the  strain  intensity  is  in  the  sample,  the  grain  of  the  timber 
needs to be looked at to determine a new zone to concentrate efforts 
on. 
  This zone under ‗First-Last‘ Comparison should show the line of final 
breakage by collative colour concentration showing clear high intensity 
next to neutral intensity. 
The first-sequential analysis contour plots show a clearer indication of failure, 
with the higher strain intensity being located along the breakage point on the 
sample. Again the contour plots require some knowledge of the machine type 
and test configuration, as in the example, high intensity is found near the 
sample ends where the machine pulls it.  The use of contour plots can help to 
indicatively show how the blocks of fibres within the sample are reacting to the 
loading.     Development of Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) on Timber 
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5.5.4   Gaining quantitative results 
At each interval of an image being taken, a summation of the element grid 
movements is calculated giving an overall value for sample movement change 
and therefore a value of strain at the time each image is taken. This procedure 
seems to work well and prevents the need to use strain gauges. 
The additions to the code has meant, as well as the machine measured strain, 
the image strain can be calculated giving further reassurance of the strain 
values obtained during failure. The sequential results show sample movement 
through time and indicate strain changes. However the results are double that 
of the machine measured strain. This can only be due to the inaccuracy caused 
by the code methodology. By only adding an extra row to the grid of the Active 
Area when the stretch of the sample passes a certain dimension, the stretch 
occurring on the boundaries or near limits may be unaccounted for. The first-
last ditch comparison however uses the stretch data to expand the search zone 
so each grid square has a larger perimeter to search for a match and creates a 
more reasonable answer. This means a final strain measurement can be used 
in calculation of structural property but only an indicative graph of strain 
against time can be developed at this stage. The First-Last Ditch graph 
however shows the potential the front and side values of PIV measured strain 
can be averaged to the machine measured strain. This scenario is likely to 
happen as the complex fibre arrangement may cause more or less movement 
depending on the direction the fibres are orientated. It is worth noting the 
machine measured strain will not accurately represent the strain in the sample 
due to fibre complexity, slip at the grips and creep.   
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5.5.5  Assumptions 
The results are reasonably accurate, though the methodology of the code 
needs to be understood to ensure the correct interpretation is made and the 
right values are used. The calculation of fixed points assumes no slippage in 
the grips during testing, though slippage was observed in some samples 
through fibre tearing at the grip location. Values depend on pixel image quality 
allowing for a grid to be created of the sample to be analysed. Tracking Option 
2 of Figure 29, assumes the sample fibres move relative to a constant point as 
the grid does not move individual squares at each stage to follow the exact 
course of the sample movement. This means the strain is subjective between 
each image and not progressive. This is further magnified by the way in which 
the Active Area is expanded, only doing so when the grips have moved far 
enough apart, meaning the strains are limited by the boundaries of the search 
zone until the addition is made. This will mean the PIV code will try to find the 
best comparison of element within its search zone parameters but this element 
may have moved beyond the boundaries and over time create a collective error.  
5.6  Conclusion 
The testing and coding has shown a reasonable success but requires 
experienced skill to interpret the results. It is important to understand the type 
of test thoroughly to interpret the data from the contour plot. For example, is 
there a localised pinch point that might affect the location of failure? When it 
comes to the quantitative results, the initial first-last comparison did not show 
enough visual evidence due to its inability to expand as the sample stretches. 
Therefore, the sequential comparison was deemed a better approach for strain 
and also gave a time dimension to the strain. Once the stretch of the sample     Development of Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) on Timber 
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was ascertained from this sequential analysis, an attempt of first-last ditch 
comparison was done using an expanded search area to take account of the 
sample stretch. This shows not only a better quantitative final result but also 
qualitative output on the comparison of first and last images. 
More comprehensive testing and set-up would help to affirm the movement of 
the timber samples. Further developments of ‗First-Last‘ comparison could 
help show the progressive failure over time such as the First-Sequential 
Analysis Prototype Test detailed. The first-sequential analysis showed the best 
qualitative and quantitative results, though would need the code to have some 
artificial intelligence written within it that determines which double match 
comparison to use. This would be achieved by looking at the previous 
movements of that element and advance to compare the element of the next 
image, therefore finding the most appropriate match. It may be possible to use 
Digital Image Correlation (DIC) technology to further analyse the picture for 
strain comparison. DIC technology uses similar methods to PIV and could be a 
way of confirming the strains are being accurately mapped across the sample 
photos.  
5.7  Summary of Key Points of Development Progress 
The set-up of the physical experiment must allow for continuous lighting of 
the sample throughout the duration of the test to reduce any shadowing 
effects over the sample. The type of image file must be high quality with 
reduced file size compression. The test machine and arrangements must also 
be accounted for to allow the PIV analysis to have an effective elemental grid 
set-up.  
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A contrast of contour colours indicates the location of imminent failure. The 
failure is highlighted in sequential analyses where the highest strain is adjacent 
to a clear neutral zone. This area shows a place where the adjacent timber 
fibres are reacting differently under loading. It is important to review all 
contour graphs produced to allow a cross reference of the suspected failure 
point. 
The analysis code progression was highlighted through the key stages and the 
total PIV strain compared to a machine measured strain of 0.12 με (a 
representative sample value likely to be greater than the actual value 
experienced by the sample due to machine test style issues such as slipping 
and stretch of the sample within the grips during the load test): 
  First-Last comparison –using original code to compare the first image 
with the pre-failure image to show the suggestive total movement 
during a test. The results showed 21% lower strain than the machine 
strain value. 
  Sequential comparison – using original code to compare a series of 
successive images to build up the progression of failure during loading, 
however cumulative errors found 77% higher strain than the machine 
strain value. 
  First - Last Ditch comparison – uses the sequential analysis to expand 
element search parameters and compare the first image and pre-failure 
image to show a more accurate value of total strain during a test. This 
indicates a more reasonable test value for strain, 12.5% lower than the 
machine strain value. 
  First-Sequential comparison– uses sequential analysis search 
parameters to progressively expand the search parameters as the code     Development of Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) on Timber 
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runs through a series of images taken during in the test. This gives a  
value of progressive strain compared to the results of the First-Last 
Ditch comparison. 
The improvements through automated PIV Strain analysis has therefore 
improved the strain prediction from 21% lower to 12.5% lower than machine 
measured strain and has also allowed for the progression of strain to be 
analysed over the entire sample through the duration of testing. 
 
     Component Tension Testing 
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6.  Component Tension Testing  
This chapter explains the test work conducted on battens in order to 
determine the internal structural workings of the branch joint. The test 
includes splitting the fresh cut global joint into battens (components) and 
tensile loading these samples to British Standard procedures, in order to 
convert timber properties to possible tree strength structural properties. These 
tests also use the novel technique of Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) on timber 
(described in Chapter 5) to determine the strain of the tested samples. The 
individual components are then reformed to show the strain through layers of 
the global joint. 
6.1  Introduction 
The PIV technique is applied to determine the strain of the global joint under 
load. This technique is applied to the strength testing of the fresh-cut global 
joint using a component method, discussed later in this chapter. The PIV 
technique allows for reduced set-up time and reduced the effects of moisture 
loss compared to strain gauge attachment as well as providing information on 
the surface fibre movement during testing. 
Previous investigations into the internal behaviour of the global joint have been 
limited. Slater (2011) found through X-Ray CT scanning there were half the 
number of vessels but more cell wall material within the global joint compared 
to the adjacent stemwood. This suggests the structural characteristics of the 
global joint could vary from the standard straight sections of timber. Müller et 
al (2006) showed homogenity of strain using 3D Electronic Speckle Pattern 
Interferometry (EPSI) on a loaded perfectly symmetrical global joint. This test  
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however alluded to the difficulties of finding a perfect global joint within the 
natural tree.  
A clear link has not been made between properties of cut timber obtained from 
known standards and researched knowledge of the investigated strength of the 
living branch. According to Cannell and Morgan (1989), a living tree has 
moisture movement within it and the timber tends to have higher moisture 
content than that of dried/cut timber. This should significantly weaken the 
branch and this thesis aims to assess the branch joint structural properties. In 
this chapter, the standard timber tests are applied to components taken from a 
branch joint. These components are square battens cut through the cross 
section of the branch joint. The components have been assessed for their 
material properties under the established British Standards BSEN408 (BSI 
(2003)), BS373 (BSI (1957)), and BS5820 (BSI (1979)). This will include 
measuring the moisture content of the fresh cut branch joint components in 
accordance with BSEN13183 (BSI (2002)). The results will be analysed to give a 
true representation of the branch internal strength in relation to the standards 
already set out in, for example BS5820 (BSI (1979)).  
6.2  Methodology 
The methodology is based on the principle of creating components from the 
joint to develop knowledge of the joint‘s internal behaviour under loading, in a 
testing framework relatable to timber standards. Good representative 
specimens of branch joints were selected from Quercus Robur (L.) oak trees in 
the New Forest, UK harvested in November 2010. Once the branch joints had 
been cut from the trees, the angle at which the secondary growth connects to 
the main stem was brought through into the main stem to provide the     Component Tension Testing 
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secondary cut (Figure 52). The sample is then further cut into approximately 
25mm by 25mm cross sectional linear battens (Figure 52). Once cut, these 
samples were wrapped to avoid excessive moisture loss. The time from cutting 
the joint samples into components until testing was minimised as far as 
practicable and all tests were completed within two weeks of batten cutting. 
For these tests three joints were acquired, from which a total of twenty battens 
were cut and load tested. 
            Branch Selection Cut             100mm                       150mm 
 
FIGURE 52: FROM LEFT TO RIGHT: BRANCH SELECTION CUT FROM JOINT, 100MM AND 
150MM BRANCH CROSS-SECTION BATTEN CUT ARRANGEMENT 
The components were tensile tested parallel to the secondary growth 
consecutively, using the standardised test procedures given within the British 
Standards. These standards were used as a base for the methodology for this 
test. The standards (BSEN408 (BSI (2003)), BS373 (BSI (1957)), BS5820 (BSI 
(1979)) are the closest comparable procedures to achieve the required strength 
tests. Freshly cut component samples were moisture content tested (as 
required by the standard test procedure) prior to the tensile test, immediately 
after the tensile test and after satisfactory oven-drying.   
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Component dimensions for the tensile test needed to be practical. BS373 (BSI 
(1957)) requires a 6mm thick dumbbell shaped coupon of timber, in total 
300mm long, and 20mm wide, with a 50mm by 3mm clear section in the 
centre of the coupon. Due to the softness of the freshly cut sample used in this 
project, this standard shape and size could not be achieved without causing 
localised weakness through tearing of the wet outer fibres. The dumbbell 
shape is however required to give a sufficient surface area for the grips of the 
tensile machine to hold onto during pulling.  
BS5820 (BSI (1979)) and BSEN408 (BSI (2003)) shape and size requirements 
were used. These standards request the size of the sample to be determined 
by finding the width, h, of the cut sample and multiplying by nine to give the 
required length of the sample between the grips. The sample length was then 
extended to give room for the grips to hold the sample in place. The excess 
zones were then cut off and split into packers and control moisture content 
off-cuts (shown as P and MC, respectively in Figure 53). The requirement of 
the dumbbell from BS373 (BSI (1957)) was solved by adding packers in the 
gaps in the machine grips which reduced the perpendicular embedment of the 
teeth of the grips into the soft sample. 
 
FIGURE 53:  BRANCH COMPONENT BATTEN CUTTING ZONES 
A Denison Mayes® hydraulic 650kN tension/compression testing machine was 
used to apply a force under displacement control at a rate of 0.00005h mm/s 
parallel to the grain in accordance with BSEN408 (BSI (2003)) and BS5820 (BSI     Component Tension Testing 
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(1979)) to stretch the sample to destruction. The displacement increments 
were paused for 2 minutes at each stage to allow for creep movement in the 
timber to occur. The strain was measured in two ways, using the displacement 
of the machine grips pulling the sample and using the photogrammetric 
technique, Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV).  The tensile force applied was 
recorded by the machine. An incremental force was applied to the sample, with 
a one minute load time and two minute rest period where no movement took 
place, in order to show any creep within the sample.  The mass of the sample 
to determine the moisture content was measured at three stages (before the 
test, after the test and once oven dried) using the oven-drying method in 
BS13183 (BSI (2002)). The oven drying was done at 70°C, until the mass 
variation was less than 1% deviation between weighing periods. The moisture 
content was determined for all tested samples, including any knots or resin 
which although contrary to the standard, showed the true data representation 
of the sample‘s water content.  
As the PIV photographic experimental set-up takes images of two 
perpendicular sides of the sample (seen in Figure 54), for each experiment 
these zones are selected for later analysis. The strain of the components cut 
from the branch was analysed under Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV). The PIV 
technique will remove the need to attach a separate strain gauge to each 
component and gives an accurate representation of the movement of grains 
and surface fibres during the test.  
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FIGURE 54:  FRONT (LEFT) AND SIDE (RIGHT) VIEW OF SAMPLE G1 IN PIV ANALYSIS SOFTWARE 
The set-up of the PIV equipment is relatively simple, with a camera set-up 
parallel to each of the observed faces during the experiment (see Figure 55). 
To ensure the light on the surface of the sample stays consistent, continuous 
lighting rigs were positioned at approximately 45 degree angles to the setup to 
allow the sample to have even lighting throughout the experiment. The 
cameras were set to take photos at (approximately one minute) intervals 
during the experiment. These in-focus photos are then numerically analysed 
using a Matlab® program as previously described in Chapter 5. 
 
FIGURE 55:  PLAN VIEW OF CAMERA SET-UP 
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6.3 Results and Discussion 
Analysis from only one component sample, G1, out of a total twenty will be 
described fully, with the analysis of further samples shown in Appendix 6. The 
properties of all the components can then be compiled for further analysis of 
the entire global joint. 
6.3.1   Qualitative Analysis of Samples 
Three global joints were taken, from which twenty component samples were 
obtained. All these samples were tensile tested and the overview of these 
samples is given in Table 7. The prefix letter to the sample identity, references 
the global joint the component was taken from. Some samples were deemed 
‗not obtainable‘ due to the high moisture content causing problems during 
cutting.  
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TABLE 7:  COMPONENT SAMPLES OBTAINED FROM GLOBAL JOINTS (G, S AND T) FOR TENSILE 
TESTING 
It can be seen from the sudden brittle breakage of the majority of the samples 
the grain and rays play an important factor in the behaviour. The failures can 
be seen to follow through the lines of medullary rays between grains. The 
sketches in Figure 56 show the grain orientation of sample G1 before and after 
Joint Image  Sample ID  Nominal 
Width (mm) 
Ultimate 
Load (N) 
 
G1  22  8580 
G2  Not obtainable 
G3  22  3420 
G4  24  2360 
G5  23  6520 
G6  24  4450 
G7  24  1310 
G8  Not obtainable 
G9  23  6430 
G10  22  3920 
G11  24  4900 
 
S1  24  7110 
S2  25  4400 
S3  25  4000 
S4  25  3480 
 
T1  22  3650 
T2  Not obtainable 
T3  24  6870 
T4  23  6580 
T5  24  5200 
T6  Not obtainable 
T7  24  7050 
T8  25  1510 
T9  25  6560 
     Component Tension Testing 
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breakage. The failure of the samples tends to occur towards the primary 
growth (bottom of photo) which tends to be an area of perpendicular grain 
(further sample sketches are in Appendix 6). It is perhaps not surprising the 
primary growth attachment is an area of weakness. The samples also showed a 
tendency to break at knots or weak points close to the crotch and primary 
growth interface. 
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FIGURE 56:  G1 SAMPLE GRAIN ORIENTATIONS OF THE FRONT VIEW (LEFT 4 IMAGES) AND 
SIDE VIEW (RIGHT 4 IMAGES); WITH FIRST 2 OF 4 IMAGES BEFORE FAILURE AND LAST 2 OF 4 
IMAGES AFTER FAILURE      Component Tension Testing 
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6.3.2   Comparison to Structural Timber Standards 
A quantitative comparison with British Standards will help to ascertain the 
structural values of the Oak samples tested.  BS5268 (BSI (2002a)) is used for 
this, data values are shown in Table 8. Service Class 3 (SC3) will be used as the 
wood samples can be taken as ‗external use and fully exposed‘. Most other 
modification factors, ‗k-values‘ will improve the performance values of the 
timber, thereby just SC3 is used to adjust the values. The standard comparable 
values are:  tensile strength 4.32 N/mm2, modulus of elasticity 4800 N/mm2, 
and average density 680 kg/m3.    
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Strength Class  
 
D30  D40  TH1  TH2  THA 
(> 
100mm) 
THB 
(> 
100mm) 
Bending Parallel to 
grain (N/mm2) 
k2=0.8 
9  12.5  9.6 
Apply to 
300mm 
7.8 
Apply to 
300mm 
12.6 
Apply to 
300mm 
9.1 
Apply to 
300mm 
Tension parallel to 
grain (N/mm2) 
k2=0.8 
5.4  7.5  5.8 
Apply to 
300mm 
4.7 
Apply to 
300mm 
7.6 
Apply to 
300mm 
5.5 
Apply to 
300mm 
Compression parallel 
to grain (N/mm2) 
k2=0.6 
8.1  12.6  9.3  8.4  10.5  9.0 
Compression 
perpendicular to 
grain (N/mm2 ) 
k2=0.6 
2.8 
2.2 
3.9 
3 
3 
Prohibits 
wane 
3 
Prohibits 
wane 
3 
Prohibits 
wane 
3 
Prohibits 
wane 
Shear parallel to 
grain (N/mm2) 
k2=0.9 
1.4  2  2  2  2  2 
Modulus of elasticity 
mean (N/mm2 ) 
k2=0.8 
9500  10800  12500  10500  13500  12000 
Modulus of elasticity 
minimum (N/mm2) 
k2=0.8 
6000  7500  8500  7000  10500  7500 
Characteristic 
Density (kg/m3) 
530  590  580  580  580  580 
Average density 
(kg/m3) 
640  700  690  690  690  690 
TABLE 8:  BRITISH STANDARD MATERIAL PROPERTY VALUES FOR OAK (BS5268) 
6.3.3   Machine Output 
The stress and strain results of the tested samples were calculated, from which 
graphs were obtained. The stress was calculated using Equation 7 and the     Component Tension Testing 
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strain calculated from the machine grip displacement and original length using 
Equation 8. 
EQUATION 7:       
 
  
EQUATION 8:        
  
   
where σt is the tension stress, P is the load applied, A is the cross-sectional 
area of the batten, εt is the tensile strain, L is the original length of sample 
between the grips and ΔL is the change in length.  
The stress and strain were plotted against each other to form a stress-strain 
graph which shows a curvilinear shape up to the failure point at the peak of the 
graph (Figure 57). The higher envelope to the graph (indicated by red curve) 
gives the instantaneous response of the sample and the lower envelope of the 
graph (indicated by green curve) shows the start of lasting effects on the 
viscoelastic material, as further explained in the creep analysis section later. 
The build up in stiffness shown at the start of the plot can be explained 
through two reasons. Firstly, there is a settling in phase of the test, where the 
grips may slip against the sample as it is pulled. Secondly, due to the high 
moisture content, the sample in tension will be more sensitive to creep and 
hence permanent strain will occur at the start. It is from this graph the Young‘s 
Modulus may be determined, however this methodology has been plotted 
separately later (section 6.3.6).   
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FIGURE 57:  G1 STRESS VS. MACHINE MEASURED STRAIN 
6.3.4  PIV 
From the PIV output results there are two types of strain that can be obtained, 
true strain and engineering strain.  From this testing it will be engineering 
strain used for analysis. The strain is evaluated per element in the square grid; 
thereby the summation of the elements within the sample should give the 
overall strain.  
The two views of the sample using the PIV measured strain have similar 
outputs to the machine measured strain (Figure 58) yet the amplitude of the 
data points suggest the data point calculation will need to be reviewed. It is 
clear from this figure the values for strain are either side of the machine 
measurements, suggesting the overall strain from the PIV can be averaged to 
that of the machine measured strain. A reasonable explanation for this is the 
grain pattern and fibres in the views taken for PIV analysis are orientated     Component Tension Testing 
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differently and hence react differently in flexibility and movement during 
tension loading. This is further evident in the breakage pattern shown. 
 
FIGURE 58:  SAMPLE G1 TENSILE STRESS VS. COMPARATIVE STRAINS (MACHINE MEASURED 
AND PIV FRONT AND SIDE VIEW) 
The engineering strains from PIV are plotted as contour graphs to show the 
variation in the surface deformation in the sample. The graphs produced show 
the strain in their x and y direction on each face of the sample and the shear 
strain values. The PIV plots show the major movement is in the y-direction of 
the sample as expected due to the tension pull of the machine. It can be seen a 
diagonal failure is found (at the lower third – middle of the sample) in both the 
front (Figure 59) and side (Figure 60) view from the PIV, with a more steeply 
inclined failure evident in the side view.  
Front PIV 
Side PIV 
Machine   
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FIGURE 59:  PIV ANALYSIS CONTOUR PLOT FOR FRONT VIEW X-DIRECTION, Y-DIRECTION 
AND SHEAR STRAIN (FIRST-LAST DITCH ANALYSIS)     Component Tension Testing 
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FIGURE 60:  PIV ANALYSIS CONTOUR PLOT FOR SIDE VIEW X-DIRECTION, Y-DIRECTION AND 
SHEAR STRAIN (FIRST-LAST DITCH ANALYSIS) 
6.3.5   Creep 
Creep sensitivity has already been shown in the stress-strain graph from the 
tension test, due to high moisture causing permanent strain at low stress. 
Viscoelastic behaviour of timber is demonstrated in creep occurrences, with 
high stress over time creating high strain. This is normally accounted for in 
British Standard calculations through a load term modification factor. The load  
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vs. time graph (Figure 61) and the staging of the loading (Figure 62) allows for 
the analysis of the creep during the experiment. The steepness of the load 
increase zone increases and the time for load relaxation as the sample 
approaches the ultimate load. Carrying these relaxation zones across can also 
give an idea of the long term response of the timber sample under loading. 
Figure 62 shows the separation of the loads so the analysis of short term 
loading (Load increases) and long term loading (Load Decreases) can be 
extrapolated. By doing this, an estimate of the ultimate service load can be 
derived that is likely to occur under constant windloading (i.e. under initial 
load (short term) and constant gusting (long term dynamic)).  
 
FIGURE 61:  LOAD VS. TIME GRAPH USED TO FIND CREEP AND LONGEVITY OF LOADING     Component Tension Testing 
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FIGURE 62:  CREEP SEPARATION OF LOAD INCREMENTS AND RELAXATION (LOAD VS. TIME) 
6.3.6   Modulus of Elasticity  
The modulus of elasticity (MoE) is an important property for determining the 
structural stability in engineering terms. Obtaining the Young‘s Modulus from 
the specimens can give an idea of the stiffness of fresh wood components. 
Having found the strength and strain, the MoE in tension can now be 
determined. The usual method to obtain this value is based on BSI (1979) and 
is calculated as follows:  
EQUATION 9:       
   
    
where Et is the tangent MoE in tension, ΔP is the increment of load applied, A is 
the area of the section, L is the gauge length, and ΔL is the deformation under 
the load of ΔP. The calculation is taken between creep load increments (highest 
and lowest data points in each separation) in order to get the tangent between 
two points. The MoE can be worked out using a simpler formula, known as 
secant from the stress and strain values calculated in Equation 7 and Equation 
8: 
EQUATION 10:       
  
  
   
where Es is the secant MoE in tension, σt is the tensile strength of the 
component and εt is the strain. The tangent MoE is adequate for simple  
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assessments; however the secant can be used for ultimate progression of the 
MoE up to failure. 
Both Young‘s Moduli are calculated using the machine strain. The secant 
Modulus of Elasticity increases with time as shown in Figure 63, the peak Es is 
127 N/mm2. This shows the material becoming more permanently deformed 
yet having some lasting elasticity as it is loaded. The figure shows how the 
tangent modulus of elasticity values, Et, vary considerably through the testing, 
with large peaks, likely to be at points of fibre failure. The peak value of Et at 
load increase was 437 N/mm2 and the peak value of Et at relaxation load was -
465 N/mm2. This negative value is due to the data points going from higher to 
lower in the calculation, but suggests the sample trying to reverse the failure 
and rearrange the fibres to compensate.  Changes within the Young‘s Moduli 
graphs shows the visocelasticity of the material and the varying properties 
(from different fibres) change to the deemable strength and stiffness 
properties of the sample.  
     Component Tension Testing 
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FIGURE 63:  G1 YOUNG‘S SECANT AND TANGENT MODULI VS. TIME CALCULATED THROUGH 
MACHINE STRAIN 
Figure 64 is a plot of the Secant and Tangent Young‘s Moduli calculated 
through PIV strain against time, which shows similar trend of final E values. 
This is an encouraging result that shows the PIV strains are working and the 
accumulation of the test results is reasonable. There is some variance within 
the Front View PIV calculation (shown in the erratic behaviour on the graph). 
This could have been due to the smaller image area used to calculate the 
strain, thus giving a likelihood of greater errors. This is not to say the Front 
View PIV is not accurate but in comparison to the Side View PIV (which has a 
greater image area to analyse for every sample) there is likely to be a lower 
accuracy. There could also be a relationship to the failure of the sample too, 
the front of the sample broke in two places (see Figure 56) suggesting there 
were probably more radical changes in strain of the monitored images of the 
front.  
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FIGURE 64:  PLOT OF YOUNG'S SECANT AND TANGENT MODULI VS. TIME CALCULATED 
THROUGH PIV STRAIN (FRONT VIEW (ABOVE), SIDE VIEW (BELOW))     Component Tension Testing 
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Comparing the machine and PIV moduli values shown in Table 9 and Figure 65 
shows the PIV values are less than that given for the machine strain. However 
this should be expected due to the testing circumstances, such as the machine 
measuring an overall movement of the sample and grip slippage and not just a 
sample specific movement. The average of the PIV secant moduli matches that 
of the machine. However the tangent moduli are not similar due to the number 
of images taken during the testing not allowing for enough data points.  
G1  Secant 
(N/mm2) 
Tangent 
Increment 
(N/mm2) 
Tangent 
Relaxation 
(N/mm2) 
Machine  127  437  332(-465) 
Front  176  128  80 
Side  77.6  62.2  487 
TABLE 9:  MODULUS OF ELASTICITY CALCULATED FROM DIFFERENT MEASUREMENTS OF 
STRAIN  
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FIGURE 65:  SECANT (TOP) AND TANGENT (BOTTOM) MODULUS OF ELASTICITY COMPARISON 
OF MACHINE AND PIV RESULTS     Component Tension Testing 
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6.3.7   Moisture Content 
Moisture content of the samples was determined through calculation. The dry 
mass of the samples was calculated through the standard equation of BSI 
(2002b):  
EQUATION 11:        
     
  
        
where m1 is the mass in grams of the sample before drying, m0 is the mass in 
grams of the sample after drying, and ω is the percentage moisture content.  
Table 10 shows the moisture content of the sample of the component during 
the experiment. The samples appear to have moisture content of 38-44%. 
However this could be lower than that expected of a fresh cut sample as the 
joint samples were cut in November 2010 but the batten cutting of the sample 
and tests were done in March 2011.  
Component 
Element 
MC Prior to Test 
(%) 
MC Directly after Test 
(%) 
Sample  41.20   36.29 
P1  43.74   39.88 
P2  42.90   39.46 
P3  40.17   37.45 
P4  40.09   36.64 
MC1  38.51   35.14 
MC2  41.38   35.50 
TABLE 10:  MOISTURE CONTENT LOST OF G1 DURING TEST  
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An interesting aspect of the moisture content results is the sample was 
weighed before testing and directly after the test, at which point the moisture 
content had changed between 2.7-5.9% (see Table 10). This suggests the 
energy exerted through the test produces some heat or increases the pressure 
which causes some moisture loss, as theorised in previous work by the author 
shown in Appendix 5. However this high level moisture loss could also be 
attributed to the environment of the testing area, particularly the air from the 
cooling fan of the hydraulic pump situated near to the testing machine. 
6.4  Overview of All Component Samples 
6.4.1   Overall Discussion of Methodology 
The overall procedure for the test was good. However there were some 
samples which failed close to the grip areas. This could either be due to the 
localised stress at the grip point or it could be attributed to the changing grain 
direction, where the main growth meets the branch growth, which is generally 
closer to the grips due the batten cut of the samples. The grain directions of 
the samples have been plotted to further qualitatively analyse this point in 
Appendix 6. Other failures occurred at weak points such as knots, or central 
piths. The locations of all failures appear to follow the grain and ray lines 
within the wood specimen. This suggests once the rays are broken that shear 
between the laminations of the grain occurred. This could be due to the 
change in direction of grain near the join of the original joint, seen in the 
component sample as leading the parallel to the grain load in the branch zone 
into perpendicular grain failure in the main stem zone. 
The image technology of PIV and its strain output compared to machine 
measured strain shows promise, though the creep staging limited the timings     Component Tension Testing 
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of images. Therefore more images should be taken in the test time to get more 
data points and thereby better results. The strength is close to that of the 
standard values but the modulus of elasticity is not. This may be due to the 
strain values changing during creep. More test samples would help to gain 
definitive proof. 
6.4.2   Overall Results 
The calculations were applied to the other samples within the test series. A 
summary of results can be seen in Table 11, further details can be found in 
Appendix 6. According to BS5268 (BSI (2002a)), D30 timber grade, has values:  
tensile strength, 4.32N/mm2, and modulus of elasticity, 4800 N/mm2. Note 
these values are taken for timber with half the moisture content of the tested 
sample. Therefore variation in results will be expected, especially as moisture 
content higher than 20% causes an exponential decline in tensile strength and 
MoE. The tangent MoE is presented as an average of 70.80N/mm2 for all 
components tested. Much lower than the expected value from the BSI (2002a) 
standard of 4800N/mm2. However this fraction should be expected when the 
sample is so moist. The tensile strength does vary about the standard value of 
4.32N/mm2, with Joint G averaging 6.35N/mm2, Joint S averaging 7.00N/mm2, 
and Joint T averaging 8.17N/mm2. If the standards are understood correctly 
the value of tensile strength is going to be cautionary estimating it as lower 
than the average to allow for possible timber defects. The average density 
values do concur with Slater (2010) showing the increased moisture content 
contributes to an increased density region in the joints. 
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D30      20+    4.32          4800  640 
G1  22  8580 41.2  4.91  13.47  0.108  0.154  0.184  436  127.4  775 
G3  22  3420 39.7  2.50  4.25  0.061  0.101  0.088  1546  74.1  854 
G4  24  2360 39.3  2.19  2.69  0.077  0.020  0.076  185  35.2  673 
G5  23  6520 44.1  3.88  10.79  0.144  0.182  0.263  1043  77.8  631 
G6  24  4450 42.1  3.23  5.33  0.088  0.029  0.151  1499  62.0  732 
G7  24  1310 39.8  1.73  1.04  0.055  0.030  0.056  90  20.3  718 
G9  23  6430 40.4  1.97  6.65  0.072  0.041  0.035  850  102.9  611 
G10  22  3920 42.7  2.85  5.98  0.098  0.111  0.035  468  63.2  899 
G11  24  4900 40.1  3.19  6.96  0.130  0.102  0.175  390  52.8  788 
S1  24  7110 67.6  3.49  11.90  0.288  0.032  0.939  869  64.0  1109 
S2  25  4400 68.7  3.88  7.04  0.282  0.103  0.200  193  179.0  1165     Component Tension Testing 
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S3  25  4000 72.4  4.02  6.15  0.262  0.104  0.136  196  33.1  973 
S4  25  3480 73.7  4.09  2.90  0.111  0.121  0.026  696  25.8  1048 
T1  22  3650 70.4  2.10  5.62  0.110  0.039  0.023  502  52.3  1219 
T3  24  6870 72.7  3.53  11.20  0.265  0.071  0.036  1050  88.5  1025 
T4  23  6580 72.1  3.53  6.86  0.128  0.023  0.049  579  55.2  1145 
T5  24  5200 79.2  3.01  7.49  0.106  0.052  0.040  350  75.1  1111 
T7  24  7050 79.1  3.67  11.80  0.202  0.002  0.083  617  94.9  1042 
T8  25  1510 71.1  1.75  2.05  0.137  0.043  0.145  222  15.3  1088 
T9  25  6560 75.9  2.91  12.2  0.125  0.051  0.034  1180  98.1  1104 
Table 11:  Overall Results for Component Tensile Tests 
6.5 Component Accumulation Model  
An investigation of the possible overall properties of the global joint is derived 
by using its component parts by accumulating the results of the tested  
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components of Joint G (seen in Figure 66) to create a ‗reassembled joint‘. At 
this stage it is worth noting the cut of the component samples will not always 
reflect the exact position it held within the joint (due to the precision of 
cutting), so these results and simulations can only be used as an indication of 
overall joint behaviour. 
 
FIGURE 66:  JOINT G COMPONENTS BATTEN CUT 
6.5.1   Quantitative Review 
In Figure 67, the stress-strain relationships are analysed for the components in 
the entire global joint. The stiffness of the components are indicated by the 
gradients of the curve increased gradients shows a high stiffness under 
tension, reduced steepness indicates a reduced stiffness in tension. The central     Component Tension Testing 
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component has a higher stiffness and strength than the surrounding 
components. The outer component at the top and bottom of the branch also 
appear to have more substantial structural properties, with the left hand side 
also having larger values. This suggests the left hand side has experienced 
tension reaction to loads from presumably the bottom left. 
 
FIGURE 67:  GRAPHS OF STRESS VS. STRAIN PLACED AT COMPONENT LOCATIONS WITHIN 
JOINT G 
Analysing the structural property values gained at the locations gives an 
insight into inherent changes within the global joint (Figure 67). The tensile 
strength is greater at the centre of the global joint, in conjunction with theories 
the centre becomes mature and stronger (Bruechert et al (2000)). There is a 
possibility showing through the data values there is some reactive wood for 
tension at the bottom of the joint suggesting the joint is pushed up when 
loaded. This follows the theories and observation of James (2010).  
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Converting the structural values to a contour plot shown in Figure 68, gives a 
clearer idea of strength distribution within the sample. The following figure 
shows the ultimate tensile stresses for the component within a joint, with 
missing sections/components of the joint being reduced to zero (shown in 
dark blue). The change in properties of the wood as it grows agrees with 
previous research of Bruechert et al (2000). The centre is stronger due to its 
inactivity in the current growth of the tree. It forms the solid core of support to 
enable the tree to enhance its optimal food production. The outer layers are 
weaker allowing for the primary movements of phloem and xylem vessel and 
hence higher surface moisture content. This reduced strength may also aid in 
the development of optimal design, allowing fibres to move.  
 
FIGURE 68:  JOINT G ULTIMATE TENSION STRESS VALUES AS CONTOUR PLOT SUPERIMPOSED 
ONTO JOINT IMAGE  
Figure 69 shows how the ultimate machine measured strain is distributed 
through the global joint. The higher stiffness is distributed toward the top and 
bottom of the contour plot suggesting these zones require more flexibility 
resistance. Again this adheres to the idea of optimisation suggested by 
researchers such as Mattheck (1990). The PIV Strains plotted in Figure 70 and 
14 N/mm2 
0     Component Tension Testing 
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Figure 71 implies how the 3-dimensional strain reacts. However Figure 70 is 
contrary to the machine measured strains, suggesting the values are still to be 
improved (as suggested previously in Chapter 5), hence Figure 71 shows better 
correlation. From this front view First-Sequential it shows there is a tensile 
stiffness on the top and bottom of the joint, suggesting the joint had moved 
up and down. The right-side shows high stiffness. This could be due to 
reaction loads coming from the right-hand side. This is further supported by 
the side values having a higher stiffness towards the right side and centre. 
 
FIGURE 69:  JOINT G MACHINE ULTIMATE STRAIN VALUES AS CONTOUR PLOT SUPERIMPOSED 
ONTO JOINT IMAGE  
0.144 με 
0  
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FIGURE 70:  FRONT AND SIDE VIEW (LEFT TO RIGHT) PIV SEQUENTIAL ULTIMATE STRAIN 
CONTOUR PLOT 
   
FIGURE 71:  FRONT AND SIDE VIEW (LEFT TO RIGHT) PIV FIRST-SEQUENTIAL ULTIMATE 
STRAIN CONTOUR PLOT 
6.5.2   Qualitative Review 
It can be seen in Figure 72 and Figure 73, how complex the interior of the 
global joint can be. Failures are generally either found through a pith/node or 
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positions of intense grain accumulations (when localised impact of the 
machine has not contributed). When looking through the global joint, for 
example Figure 72 (from top to bottom), it can be shown the failure within the 
layers of components are generally in the same place suggesting the 
complexity of breakage failure required throughout the global joint. Where the 
failures are not in a similar zone, attribution to the localised strain of the grip 
could be assumed. For one example, G1 and G4, the breakages align more 
with the grain densities. 
 
                        G10 G11        G6  G3  G7         G1  G4       G5 G9 
FIGURE 72:  QUALITATIVE FRONT VIEWS OF BROKEN GRAIN (SLICED FROM TOP-DOWN 
THROUGH GLOBAL JOINT G)   
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                        G6 G10         G5   G1   G3    G11        G9  G4  G7 
FIGURE 73:  QUALITATIVE SIDE VIEWS OF BROKEN GRAIN (SLICED FROM LEFT-RIGHT 
THROUGH THE GLOBAL JOINT G)  
By accumulating the PIV contour plots in order to create a reassembled joint, 
Figure 74 and Figure 75 and ‗slicing‘ through the original global joint, common 
trends start to be seen as concentration patterns through previously connected 
fibres. These regions of strain incurred during testing appear to show some 
cross-over patterning. However this would need to be investigated further 
through trials as the exact coordinates of the component within the joint are 
unknown. Through the grid of the PIV analysis, the idea of how a collection of 
fibres are behaving in different zones along the sample can also be derived. 
The central components of the branches take greater strains (showing the 
material change through maturity of the wood) but generally the strains are 
homogeneous and only small in movement as the colour bar indicates. In all     Component Tension Testing 
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samples the strains appear to be localised and an indication of failure can be 
seen prior to it happening, with Figure 75 giving clearer indication.  
                                                 
                         G10 G11    G6 G3 G7       G1 G4     G5 G9 
                                      
                           G6 G10    G5 G1 G3 G11    G9 G4 G7 
FIGURE 74:  SEQUENTIAL PIV CONTOUR GRAPH OF XY-SHEAR STRAIN MEASURE COMPONENT 
SECTIONS THROUGH THE TOP VIEW OF JOINT (ABOVE) AND SIDE VIEW (BELOW) 
με 
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G10 G11  G6 G3 G7     G1 G4     G5 G9 
                                           
G6 G10    G5 G1 G3 G11   G9 G4 G7 
FIGURE 75:  FIRST-SEQUENTIAL PIV CONTOUR GRAPH OF XY-SHEAR STRAIN MEASURE 
COMPONENT SECTIONS THROUGH THE TOP VIEW OF JOINT (ABOVE) AND SIDE VIEW (BELOW) 
με 
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6.6 Conclusion 
The PIV application to the tensile tests has shown there is a real potential in 
finding the failure of internal components within the global joint branch as 
they react with the adjoining fibres. This highlights how the fibres respond as 
the branch global joint is loaded.  Once all the component samples from the 
one global joint have been compared, a trend of the behaviour is seen where 
the strain intensity follows a particular path across adjacent components. The 
separate components can then be analysed as a whole global joint to see how 
the failures compare to each other. This gives further understanding of the 
internal behaviour of the global joint. The values of ultimate tensile stress 
averaging 6.35 N/mm2, 7.00 N/mm2 and 8.17 N/mm2 are close to the British 
Standard value of 4.32 N/mm2, though improvements to strain measures (such 
as increasing the number of images taken during the test) could improve the 
correlation of the modulus of elasticity values with standards. 
The PIV shows promise for strain analysis of timber testing, indicating how the 
sample reacts to load as the fibres change on the axial surfaces. The resulting 
calculations need to be comprehensively reviewed, to minimise incurred errors 
and follow up how the different axial faces of the sample affect the results, but 
the shape and form of the graphs produced show promise. The contour plots 
produced give a good indication of the failure zones of the timber sample and 
potential failure, which could be adapted to monitoring techniques of in situ 
timber structures. By having more images the accuracy of data results can be 
improved. 
The tests conducted are not conclusive and further samples would need to be 
tested in tension and samples would need to be tested in compression for 
validation. These further tests could give an indication of the localised internal  
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strengths and whether any reaction wood is being created in stress 
concentrated regions. This kind of testing would require samples from weather 
and environment monitored sites in order for environmental growth factors to 
be taken into account in the structural analysis. In addition the work conducted 
could be expanded to different species of tree, to ensure any generalisations 
can be checked. The structural properties of trees differ, so it could be 
possible the internal strengths of branch global joints vary as well.  
6.7  Summary 
The components mechanical properties were found to be slightly higher than 
loading capacity and reduced in stiffness compared to the British Standards. 
This is to be expected with the increased moisture content of fresh-cut timber 
allowing the timber to have greater flexibility. The component tensile stress 
results were reassembled showing the cross-sectional variation of strength of 
the global. The PIV technique allowed a less time consuming set-up of strain 
analysis and greater detail of fibre movement during loading than traditional 
strain gauge measurement techniques. As the PIV results were combined to 
visualise a cross-section through the global joint, a good correlation of 
movement patterns between previously adjoining fibres was produced, leading 
to an ability to analyse adjacent components of the internal global joint under 
tensile loading. A full code map that creates the technique for PIV global joint 
analysis is shown in Appendix 7 -  
     Conclusion 
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7.  Conclusion 
This work has shown there is a successful PIV technique to determine the 
internal structural behaviour of the global joint (tree branch connection). 
Further analysis and repeated testing can help to establish more conclusive 
evidence. The work goes some way to being able to adapt the previous timber 
strength knowledge in tree mechanical analysis. This can help to produce 
guidelines on the structural performance of trees in different localities, for 
both management and future timber harvesting. This chapter will look at the 
success of the assessment techniques developed and their limitations, 
therefore providing an overall conclusion of the work conducted.  
7.1 Testing Components of Global Joints 
The application of British Standard tests (with minor adaptations) to high 
moisture samples with non-aligned grain showed the components (battens cut 
from the global joint) had similar tensile strength but much lower Moduli of 
Elasticity when compared to the standard value of seasoned oak. The natural 
design of the components showed the reduced comparability with British 
Standard timber structural values (which are based on more linear stemwood 
samples). Investigating irregular fibre design could prove a key area for 
progressing structural differences in natural designs. 
7.2 Strain Image Technology in Timber 
The components had a high moisture content which allowed greater flexibility 
but sometimes interfered with the grip stability during the test. The machine‘s 
basic loading style can sometimes give misleading movement results, such as 
when the sample slips in the grips. In order to eliminate this slip from the data, 
PIV was used. PIV was found to be a more precise measure of sample  
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movement than using machine measured displacement. The movement errors 
of the machine were eliminated because only the samples within the images 
were analysed. 
A number of processing methods for the PIV data obtained from a series of 
images have been developed. The success and failure of these has relied on 
the understanding of the test equipment used. Hence to conduct a PIV analysis 
of timber, allowances for test style needs to be made to ensure good results. 
With the machine, it was important to understand any sliding of the grips 
holding the sample, as this would move within the sequence of images. The 
analysis area must be taken into account to re-evaluate the stretch of the 
sample.  Once the movements are understood, the fixed point for component 
movement can be chosen. This will create a movement reference point, where 
any subsequent movements are due to the sample stretching and not any other 
movement.  
It was noted the chosen face to be viewed by the PIV camera set-up affects the 
results due to timber fibre anisotropy. The displacements measured by the PIV 
were converted into strain distribution of the loaded component. The response 
of the surface fibres under load could be observed on two faces of the 
component and therefore allowed for indications of failure to be noted.  
A limitation found with the PIV technique was the size of images and size of 
target locations. The file size and type of the image (in this case .tiff instead of 
.jpg) relates to the total number of pixels. With the front image covering more 
of the sample, the number of pixels per unit area was lower than the side 
image which could zoom into part of the sample. This made the side strain 
contour plots more accurate as they had more calculated data points on the 
sample to incorporate into the plot.     Conclusion 
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7.3  Strain Analysis of Timber 
For quick analysis of PIV data to obtain displacement and strain, the First-Last 
attempt can be used. The First-Last technique simply compares the final image 
prior to failure with the first image. However this technique may give unclear 
results if the active area is not set correctly i.e. not accounting for the overall 
movement of the sample during the test. Analysing the strain of a loaded 
sample over the duration of the test images has been proved to yield better 
results whilst using the First-Sequential technique. This technique uses a 
progressive sequential analysis of images to ascertain the movement and 
stretch of the component. It then uses the movement and stretch values to 
expand the analysis zones used in the comparison of the first image with the 
series of later images. By analysing the full sequence of images against the 
first image a more direct measure of movement throughout a test can be 
obtained to show a more accurate overall strain picture. However, this 
technique needs to pay careful attention to the test machine set-up and also 
requires a longer computational analysis time than the First-Last technique.  
7.4 Structural Action of Joint (Tree mechanics) 
The PIV technique showed a distribution of the strain within the component 
samples, providing an insight into the overall reaction of the components 
under loading. Reforming the component structural test results into a basic 
model can produce a visual that identifies key structural properties and actions 
of the global joint.  The reforming shows interaction of the components tested 
within the global joint and begins to show how loading is transmitted through 
the global joint. As adjacent components are reformed, ‗slices‘ through the 
joint can be seen. These successfully showed the transmission of loading and 
movement patterns through the adjacent fibres of the components. This can  
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help with the analysis of tree mechanics and advance the technologies 
available to this long standing research. Although the reassembly was 
successful, it was noted the exact position of the components within the global 
joint needed to be ascertained to improve the results and the cut of the 
components would mean a small millimetre (cutting blade thickness) gap 
would be expected between adjacent components. 
Reassembling the results of PIV analyses on individual component samples to 
analyse the distribution of strain through cross-sectional ‗slices‘ of the global 
joint, created a further visual technique to investigate the internal mechanical 
behaviour of a global joint. This allows for the analysis of the reaction of the 
naturally orientated surface fibres in the sample whilst under loading action. 
This technique furthers the ability of reviewing the interaction of the wood 
fibres and grains during loading, showing adjacent components have similar 
patterns of strain. 
The overall component methodology of testing proved successful in providing 
guidance for the investigation of the internal mechanical behaviour of the 
global joint. Multi-face set-up allows for a more thorough analysis of timber 
fibre interaction using the strain image technology. This has an advantage over 
the machine-measured y-direction strain as more strain directions can be 
analysed with the PIV and therefore more fibre arrangement reactions can be 
reviewed.  Reassembling the global joint from the split components shows 
promise to expand the analysis tool available for internal structural action 
within tree mechanics. 
7.5 Tree Management 
The results of the test work on components is believed to be season 
dependant, with harvesting of samples in this project occurring during winter     Conclusion 
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followed by testing as close to harvest as possible. Testing later season 
harvesting samples, where greater water absorption in the tree could show 
differing results.  There has been a limited sample size due to the time 
constraints of the harvesting so further testing would build on the conclusions 
gained so far.  
Additional component tests could be done to further the knowledge of the 
internal global joint, such as compression and bending tests. Such test values 
obtained will have some impact on the model development in the future. To 
relate the component testing to real life, live global joint tests could be done. 
This style of test has been outlined in Appendix 8. Test data could lead to 
influence the infrastructure in, on and around trees with manageable 
techniques to ensure health and stability of the tree.  
Although some insights into the tree joint have been made, by continuing this 
work further an understanding can be developed. This can provide arborists 
worldwide a tool to determine the tree mechanical safety in which maintained 
trees can have an appropriate preventative maintenance strategy.  
7.6 Biomimicry 
Refinement of the modelling of trees and better understanding of tree joint 
mechanics could show the potential to form biomimetric composite joints 
appropriate to certain types of loading patterns, for example an unsymmetrical 
design. To resist the reaction loads within the global joint (shown through the 
reassembled component contour plot) indicates more thorough site 
investigation will gain an understanding of loads to a potential structure. The 
structural materials thought required for the construction of a common 
symmetrical design may not always be required and therefore potentially save 
excess materials. In addition greater site investigation creates a possibility for  
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biomimetric engineering of standard joints of structural elements. Further 
studies into integral design of natural material reaction to loads, leads towards 
technology for improved structural designs and futuristic adaptive structures. 
 
     Appendices 
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Appendix 1  - Timber Moisture Retainment for 
Load Response Testing 
When timber is cut it immediately starts drying out and changes the structural 
strength of the timber. An analysis of the trees strength and structure needs to 
be investigated to find a way to combat this. This section looks at the moisture 
changes observed during structural tests as well as some of the pre-test ideas 
for retaining the moisture within the sample. 
Introduction 
In order to analyse the strength of a tree in a safe manner, it is necessary to 
cut some sections and test them in the laboratory. However in cutting a section 
of tree, the timber starts to dry, changing the structural properties of timber.  
This means initially finding a way of retaining the moisture after cutting but 
prior to testing, finding a way of retaining the moisture during testing, or at 
least finding a way of monitoring the moisture content during testing. 
By finding the issues with retaining moisture within the sample, a more 
intensive test on moisture retainment procedure can be conducted so in future 
a more realistic idea of tree strength can be gained.  This will need to be done 
by trying moisture retainment procedures for loading tests. An idea of the 
effects of moisture content will be gained through the load test procedures 
conducted. 
Moisture content tests are a common need in timber testing with the most 
popular and reliable method being oven-drying. Such institutes such as 
TRADA, Australian Commonwealth, and BSI having standard protocol for 
testing, within this work, the oven drying method will be used to ascertain 
moisture in timber samples. Appendix 1 
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Methodology 
The collection and storage of the samples to be tested needs to be assessed in 
order for good moisture retention.  The issue here is, the samples need to have 
moisture retainment procedures straight away. However, the safety of the area 
and operators also needs to be acknowledged in that chainsaws may prevent 
immediate implication of preservation procedure. For this a series of simple 
comparative tests were conducted to give some sustenance to the collection of 
samples. These tests consisted of wrapping up stems in film and foil in various 
combinations, then leaving for several days. The samples were then compared 
using standard oven drying methods. 
The next stage involves understanding the moisture content change during 
load testing. The preserved samples were put into various load tests. A control 
was taken from the sample when it was cut to size, the test was conducted. 
After testing, portions of the sample were taken at the small end, central and 
big end regions to assess the final moisture movement. The proportions of the 
sample were oven dried to assess the moisture content. 
Results and Discussion 
Moisture Content Retainment 
Wrapping the sample in film and/or foil in various ways, gave the following 
results (Table 12). However the test was limited in sample size and in the 
wrapping technique possibly creating more than one layer in places. Further to 
this if the samples are left for too long, the contained moisture begins to 
degrade the sample.  It was also assumed during the tests the samples had the 
same moisture content distribution as it was taken from the same branch. The     Appendix 1 
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results therefore are indicatively only, to the best practice for moisture 
retainment preservation. 
Sample 
Number 
Description 
Oven test after 3 days  Moisture 
Content 
After 3 days 
(%) 
Pre 
Weight (g) 
Post 
Weight (g) 
1 
All wrapped in 1 layer of 
film and foil 
10.26  4.92  108.5 
2 
All wrapped in 2 
alternating layers of film 
and foil 
12.63  6.24  102.4 
3  Control  7.32  4.79  53.5 
4 
Ends wrapped in 1 layer of 
film and foil 
6.66  3.52  89.2 
5 
Ends wrapped in 
alternating layers of film 
and foil 
6.91  3.67  88.3 
6  Control  6.99  4.22  53.8 
7  All wrapped in film only  18.09  8.68  108.4 
8  All wrapped in foil only  28.51  12.77  107.3 
9  Control  26.01  12.03  65.4 
TABLE 12:  MOISTURE SAMPLE 
The loading showed there were variants in moisture movement during testing. 
It must be noted however possible variants in lab conditions such as drafts 
may have affected results. Also the pressure created during loading could also 
contribute to the loss in moisture during testing. 
4 point bending 
Moisture content of the 4 point bending tests results can be seen in Figure 76, 
where small refers to the smallest circumference end, big refers to the biggest 
circumference end of the sample, middle refers to the middle of the sample Appendix 1 
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(normally taken near to breaks)all taken as offcuts of the same sample after 
mechanical testing. Each moisture content loss is calculated with respect to the 
pretested and control moisture content samples. 
       Appendix 1 
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FIGURE 76:  MOISTURE CONTENT IN 4-POINT BENDING Appendix 1 
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For samples 1-3, moisture content changes can be seen. However in other 
samples minor changes were seen. The tests suggest the testing increases the 
movement of moisture.  Also the samples 1-3, were larger spans than samples 
4-7. Sample 6 is not shown here due to data collection errors on test day.  
In sample 1 it can be seen the big circumference end of the sample looses 
moisture, compared to the middle of the sample which increases in the 
moisture content. This could mean the moisture has moved from the big 
circumference end toward the middle of the sample and out to the 
surroundings.  
In sample 2 it can be seen the moisture content increases in the large and 
middle circumference ends, but the small circumference end is where moisture 
is lost. This may mean the pretest sample was left too long before being 
weighed. However as this is relative it suggests the moisture has been lost 
from the small circumference end under the pressure. 
 Sample 3 had an extra test done on a part of the sample that began to leak 
fluid during testing. As expected moisture was lost from this area. The leaking 
does however prove the moisture is moving throughout testing. The big 
circumference end of sample 3 increases in moisture, suggesting again 
moisture is moving during testing.  
Samples 4, 5 and 7 also show moisture movement of lesser extent than the 
previous samples. This could be due to the shorter span of the samples. It 
must still be recognised however moisture movement is still evident in these 
samples. 
 
Compression     Appendix 1 
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Moisture content of the compression tests results can be seen in Figure 77. 
The compression tests proved there were moisture movements during loading.  
Again, each moisture content loss is calculated with respect to the pretested 
and control moisture content samples. 
 
FIGURE 77:  MOISTURE CONTENT IN COMPRESSION 
Interestingly in these cases of compression testing, the failure mode of the 
sample seems to correlated with where the moisture is lost. For example, 
samples 2 and 4 showed signs of longitudinal cracks along the middle of the 
sample and also some localised end crushing. Samples 3 and 7 already with 
some bending with the sample, continued to bend and some end failures were 
noted. Lastly, samples 8 and 9 the middle of the sample had a buckling failure. 
Although the moisture loss show in the graph does not assume the same 
proportions, it could be possible the smaller variations in the samples are 
creating the disproportionate difference. Appendix 1 
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Conclusion 
These tests proved using film for transport and preservation were adequate 
enough for the retainment of moisture. Though the results show a film and foil 
layer mixture and film only wrap are around the same moisture content, the 
added effort to wrap the samples in foil can be deemed irrelevant. However, 
there is still some inaccuracy in the time taken to wrap up samples in a safe 
period onsite.  Possible improvements to this procedure could be to use 
polythene bags, however this may mean surrounding air trapped in the bag will 
dry out the sample.  
The load test moisture content proved moisture was still moving within the 
sample. Further test works are required to give proof to the results ascertained 
by these moisture tests.   However the moisture change shows the moisture is 
affecting the structural properties of the timber while green.  
The variability in results shows more tests are required to be able to produce 
final results and theories and a monitoring procedure for moisture movement 
during testing may need to be set-up. In some samples the moisture content 
loss may be slight and therefore due to other factors. However when in 
comparison to the rest of the sample areas, there does seem to be a 
correlation between loading and moisture movement. This will need to be 
further investigated in order to give a real insight into the structural 
capabilities of trees and green wood. 
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Appendix 2 - 4-Point Bending Preliminary 
Testing 
Introduction 
When trees are felled, the stem is seen as the valuable area of the tree, any 
other elements such as branches are wastage material used for burning or 
habitat. Although the need for habitat and fuel is necessary, surely with large 
volumes of branches, there could be a possibility of using larger branches in 
structural areas. Not only this, but the natural loading of the branch can be 
assessed to further the tools for hazard assessment of trees. For this the 
strength of the branch needs to be assessed. 
By using current standards as guides for gaining strength properties from 
branches, an idea of their natural load response and further usage of such 
branches can be ascertained.  By forming a standardised structural test, a basis 
for further assessment can be created. This will mean variations in site 
conditions and species can be evaluated more effectively.  
Previous works 
Timber has an established method of conduct for testing, as shown by the 
British Standard BSI (2003). Together with government body published reports 
such as Lavers (1967), the strength properties of timber have been well 
established showing industry followed standards such as BSI (2002). These 
standards and reports are an invaluable start to finding the structural 
properties of any timber and have been developed so computability of varying 
species and conditions can be conducted.  
The strength of a tree is less well known. However, the tree could be 
considered in itself, a whole cantilever structure with roots as its foundations Appendix 2 
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and the stem and other branches as the columns and beams.  Limited 
published studies of the branch strength have been conducted in relation to 
the interest in biomechanical design. Cannell and Morgan (1987) conducted an 
investigation into the Young‘s Modulus in along the grain bending of living 
sections of branch and stem. The samples used were taken from the tree and 
tested with 3 point bending load within 24 hours.  The values of these tests 
were found to be lower than the known green value properties for the timber 
and suggested any further researchers to use the lower end distribution of 
green timber values for Young‘s Modulus. Cannell and Morgan (1987)‘s work 
will be the basis for these test works. 
Further to Cannell and Morgan (1987)‘s work, Mattheck (1994) has furthered 
the understanding of tree mechanical design and developed a theory of axiom 
of uniform stress. This theory finds there are no notch stresses in the living 
tree as growth adaptation acts to prevent any localised stress, thereby 
preventing failure at a point. This theory is in controversy to the timber one 
which shows knots in the timber section create localised weakness.  This 
means the living tree and the cut timber used for workmanship can have 
varying properties. 
Methodology 
Several samples were collected from the Forestry Commission‘s Alice Holt – 
Straits site. These samples once collected were wrapped to prevent moisture 
loss and the tests conducted within a month of collection. 
Developing a test procedure 
BSI (2003) shows the standard test setup required for determining the local 
modulus of elasticity in bending for timber. This standard can be used in     Appendix 2 
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developing the test procedure for 4 point bending in branches. Firstly looking 
at the interaction of the machine with the sample will help to create a more 
reliable procedure. Following the standard, modifications were made, in order 
to alleviate any difficulties that may affect the data collection. Timber wedges 
used for point load application were found to crush under pressure, so metal 
wedges replaced them. However the metal created localised failure in the 
timber, this was overcome by placing rubber matting between the metal and 
sample. Another observation arose in the metal supports where under high 
pressure the roller plates created a localised failure on the end. However this 
was only a minor issue found and normally occurred after visible failure and 
peak loading had happened. 
Behaviour During Testing 
The standards suggest the length of the section to be tested for 4 point 
bending should be 18xh, where h is the nominal width. However with such a 
long piece of timber there were irregular shapes in samples due to their 
natural orientation. This meant finding the correct orientation to balance the 
sample so testing could be conducted. It was found to be safer and give better 
results to make sure the higher points on the arch were being loaded, rather 
than pushing in the ‗bowl‘ of the sample, as shown in Figure 78. 
 
FIGURE 78:  4 POINT BENDING SET-UP: PUSHING THE ARCH OF THE BRANCH, PUSHING THE 
BOWL (LEFT TO RIGHT RESPECTIVELY) 
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The tests were conducted with different loading times due to the issues with 
creep. It was found the 1mm/sec on an Instron® seemed to conduct better 
results, though this cycle does take time. Also with the length of the samples 
there were large displacements, which meant the potentiometers needed re-
setting frequently in order to measure the creep movement and displacement 
during loading. 
Preliminary Results and Discussion 
The main source of failure was longitudinal shear failure on the lower side. 
However, some crumpling of the top side of the samples was also seen. The 
failures were predominately near any knots or nodes in the branch. There was 
great flexibility in the samples under loading meaning the samples were never 
subject to complete breakage, see Figure 79 and Figure 80. 
 
FIGURE 79:  PRE LOAD SET-UP AND SAMPLE AFTER FAILURE (LEFT TO RIGHT)     Appendix 2 
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FIGURE 80:  VISIBLE FAILURE ON UNDERSIDE OF BRANCH 
There was a large difference in results between the samples load at 1mm/sec 
(shown as 1 and 2 in the Figure 81 and Figure 82), and the 5mm/sec load 
rates. Sample 1 was a larger specimen and had higher arch effect within the 
sample. This suggests the arch creates a structural strength increase. The 
other defining factor affecting the sample calculation is the diameter used is 
the nominal diameter of the sample. A more accurate assessment of the stress 
could be gained through a more defined morphology of the sample. 
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FIGURE 81:  4-POINT BENDING STRESS VS. STRAIN RESULTS 
 
FIGURE 82:  PLAUSIBILITY OF YOUNG‘S MODULUS 
From the stress strain graphs it is plausible to define the secant Young‘s 
Modulus of the samples. Some samples are not shown due to experimental 
variation that made calculation incomparable but a gauge of the Young‘s     Appendix 2 
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Modulus can be made, see Figure 83. The slow load rate however does give an 
errant result but this could be due to the amount of creep incurred in long 
length samples and the measurement of the diameter.  
 
FIGURE 83:  4-POINT BENDING - YOUNG'S MODULUS 
Conclusion 
The British Standards were a good base for developing a methodology and with 
some adjustments created a good model for future testing. The repeatability of 
these tests is possible though the shape and size of the branch needs to be 
further considered. The variation in the shape of the sample was hard to 
standardise the evaluation of results, this will need further works. The arching 
behaviour will also need to be considered in the evaluation of the structural 
properties, from these tests.  
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Appendix 3 - Compression Preliminary Testing 
Introduction 
Further usage of tree branches within the timber industry and a better 
knowledge within tree hazard assessment can be gained through additional 
research in strength testing of branches. The compression properties of trees 
and fresh timber have limited research. There are many standards which exist 
to show the compressive strength of timber but as with the British Standards, 
these values show the lower strength tests values due to the discrepancies 
within this natural material. 
When trees are felled, the straight stem is seen as the valuable area of the tree. 
Other elements such as branches are wastage material used for burning, 
habitat or creative sculpture. Although the need for habitat and fuel is 
necessary, surely with large volumes of branches, there is a possibility of using 
larger branches in structural areas. The natural loading of the branch could 
also be assessed to further the tools for hazard assessment of trees in urban 
areas. For this the strength of the branch needs to be intensely assessed. In 
addition to looking into the compressive strength of fresh timber, an 
understanding of this composite material can be gained to add to the 
biomimicry knowledge for other composite materials. 
Biomimicry investigation of trees has been recognised in the work of Mattheck 
(1990). Mattheck (1990) emphasises the development of reaction wood in trees 
under localised prolonged stresses. This reaction wood develops to reduce 
stresses occurring through loading, such as wind loading. This development of 
reaction wood means the wood has ingrown pre-stresses which if known could 
increase its strength above that of the known standards. If directional loading Appendix 3 
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can also be acquired axial loading could match the loading required in 
structures. 
Strength investigations by Cannell and Morgan (1987) on living branch 
breakage show fresh cut tree branches under strength testing. These tests 
claim to show the effects of Young‘s Modulus of trees, though only investigate 
the timber when it is cut away from the rest of the tree meaning the tree 
organism will not react as a whole. Their investigation thereby shows the fresh 
cut strength which has not been reviewed to the author‘s knowledge.   
By using current standards as guides for gaining strength properties from 
branches, an idea of their natural load response and further usage can be 
ascertained.  By forming a standardised structural test, a basis for further 
assessment can be created. This will mean variations in site conditions and 
species can be evaluated more effectively.  This paper part of a series on 
structural strength investigation of fresh timber shows the procedural 
investigation and results of the compression strength tests conducted on Oak 
samples tested under laboratory conditions. 
Methodology 
The tests follow an adapted version of the testing standard BSI (2003). The ten 
samples are taken as linear as possible but the natural variation of the material 
will give it inherent defects and shape randomisation. These differences in 
shape will affect results but under controlled testing the effects of 
compression in the sample can start to be ascertained.  
As in BSI (2003), sample lengths of 6h were taken where h was the smallest 
diameter measured from the approximate smallest circular circumference. This 
allows for the deviations in shape throughout the sample and enough length     Appendix 3 
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for failure modes to be analysed.  The samples were tested with a pin ended 
support to allow for centralisation of the mass during testing. 
The sample under compression testing was measured allowing for creep 
displacements within the material. This gives an idea of longevity of loading 
reaction.  The samples were loaded to breaking point and the machines loads 
and displacements taken against time. The load was applied with an Instron® 
8500 (see Figure 84) with the load rate being 0.00005h mm/s. 
 
FIGURE 84:  COMPRESSION TEST SET-UP Appendix 3 
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Results  
The test procedure showed some promising results. The modes of failure seen 
during testing vary dependent on the success of the test setup and the quality 
of the sample. Many samples that already had a curvature in them tended to be 
restricted by the 2D pin end, this lead to mixed results. If the rotation was in 
favour of the sample, then the samples tended to buckle in the direction of the 
major bend. However, if the rotation was not in favour it could result in ends 
splitting or crushing. The samples would also tend to fail near any nodes, 
showing these are weak points in the timber.  
The ultimate stress of the samples varied between 10-30N/mm2, (see Figure 
85) again improvement and variations in the sample types could account for 
this wide spread in values. The results however do show the principles of these 
tests will give a good repeatable procedure. Further and more vigorous 
structural testing would need to be conducted in order to get better results in 
future. 
 
FIGURE 85:  COMPRESSION STRESS V STRAIN     Appendix 3 
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Discussion and Conclusion 
The set-up procedure and interaction of the machine with the sample of 
branch will need to be reviewed to ensure good results. Firstly the metal 
interface between the sample and loading machine creates localised failures, 
thereby a cushioning material was required to reduce local failure at the load 
point application. A 2D support point will be used to provide a pin-end 
support which will allow free rotation. On this support, long sample sections 
which have bends will need the centre of mass of the sample to be balanced 
for safe and successful tests. 
In transferring the standards to the test setup, a relatively good transfer could 
be made. However, there were issues with the non-linear samples. This makes 
the data collection hard to analyse due to the irregular shapes. There is also 
likely to be some arching behaviour due to end pressures, this could be 
resolved by the use of a free bearing support that will allow 3D rotation. Also 
the free bearing support could be the answer to more reliable results by 
reorientating the centre of mass of the sample allowing a more natural failure. 
The results give an insight to the structural strength assessment of fresh cut 
timber and tree, which will help in the hazard perception assessment. With 
further data collection of varying species, with varying environmental 
conditions, really understanding of the strength of these otherwise waste areas 
of the tree can really start to be known. 
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Appendix 4 - Branch Joint Preliminary Testing 
Introduction 
Knots and deformation are seen as a weakness in cut trees and timber; this 
means that the branch area of harvested timber devalues the wood. However 
the connection of a branch to the primary growth is of intrinsic interest to 
biologists and blue thinking engineers. This area which has evolved over 
millions of years supports what is one of nature‘s biggest cantilever structures 
as well as supplying it with the ability to grow and survive. In learning the 
structural capabilities of the tree joint it could be possible to start to find more 
uses for it in design. In order to start this process a way of testing the strength 
of the joint needs to be created. 
Previous research on the mechanics of trees has been conducted by Mattheck 
(1994) though this is generalised information for tree mechanics, and none 
specific to the species and there is currently no in-depth assessment method 
for the strength of the branch joint. Knowledge on the creation and attachment 
of branches to primary growths suggest the branch growth is a decisive action 
within the tree, and the piths of the branch are not connected to the pith of the 
primary growth. This investigation by Shigo (1985) also states the flow of 
nutrients can only come from the negative geotropism incurred within the tree. 
An investigation currently found by the author done by Müller et al (2006) 
shows the results of a harvest global joint test that suggest a homogeneity of 
strain through the cross-section of the joint under loading. 
Little conclusive research has been conducted on the strength of tree joints, 
and it is the intention of this paper to develop a test procedure based on the 
work of Müller. This procedure should further develop the methodology for Appendix 4 
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assessment of tree branch strength and analysis of natural cantilevers in 
future. 
Methodology 
Using Müller et al (2006) ideas, as a base for joint load tests, the ‗trunk‘ 
section must remain static during loading of the ‗branch.‘ To do this, 
scaffolding was set up to hold the trunk of the sample in place while an 
Instron® machine loads the branch. In order to ensure breakage of the join the 
sample was loaded as close to the join of the connection. Displacement of the 
branch will be monitored and visual observation of failure will be made. 
Results and Discussion 
The overall test seemed successful, though could be improved. Loading close 
to the branch ensure that breakage occurred at the join, seen in Figure 86. The 
scaffolding reduced the movement of the primary growth of the joint, however 
as the loading of the branch increased the formation of the scaffold structure 
bent over. This created built up potential energy and was potentially 
dangerous, especially as the primary growth was not completely clamped in 
place and itself twisted in the rigging.     Appendix 4 
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FIGURE 86:  JOINT SAMPLE AFTER ULTIMATE LOAD FAILURE 
It is clear from the set-up that the tearing apart of the joint connection 
resulted from the increased position of the load actuator. These visible signs of 
failure were only really apparent after the ultimate load was reached. The initial 
visible failure was the crack at the crotch opening up, and then later the 
crumpling of the underside of the branch join. This suggests that the branch 
fails by shear tension on the upper side, and buckling compression on the 
underside of the branch. The pith from the branch of the joints was still 
connected as a clean shear on the wrapping fibres pulled the branch join apart, 
see Figure 87. Appendix 4 
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FIGURE 87:  FIBRE FAILURE OF THE JOINT 
Even though the tests were successful, the health of the joint was critical to the 
failure; one deadwood sample tested did fail at the base during loading. This 
unknown failure could be potentially hazardous during testworks. The results 
of this test are omitted from the following graphs in Figure 88.     Appendix 4 
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FIGURE 88:  LOAD V TIME OF JOINT SAMPLES 
From the load vs. time graph, the staging of load can be seen, this was done to 
assess any creep occurrence in the joint. The graph result implies there was no 
creep in the samples tested; this could suggest there is limited elasticity in the 
connection of the joint. However it could be possibly the flexibility seen in the 
scaffolding rig could have counteracted any elasticity in the joint. On looking at 
the results and how to calculate stress at the join, it would incur some 
parameter for joint strength predictability would be in the diameter ratio of the 
joint. The greater the diameter ratio the greater ultimate force is required to 
break the sample, (see Figure 89). Appendix 4 
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FIGURE 89:  TRUNK STRESS V BRANCH STRESS 
Conclusion 
This test work has shown there is an issue with analysing the data. The hint of 
a relationship of branch strength shows that it might be due to the diameter 
ratio; however the amplitude of the graph would be the key of the predictor 
parameters. The relationship of the joint would need to be further investigated. 
The methodology set out in this paper needs to be further developed, but 
shows a promising possibility for future test works, and allows load application 
adaptability. 
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Appendix 5 - Electrical Resistivity Preliminary 
Testing 
Introduction 
The detection of moisture through timber may help in predicting the load 
changes within samples. The idea of detecting moisture in timber is common 
(Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (1974)) and is 
used in detecting damp in properties. These methods are well established, 
showing how moisture content affects the strength of timber, it could be 
possible there is a relationship between the load of a timber sample and the 
moisture within it. 
Water and electric are not known to be the best combination, however when 
trying to work out the movement of moisture through a loaded timber sample 
it could help to understand the properties of a tree. This paper will go through 
the ideas and preliminary tests started to evaluate the moisture movement of 
timber and its differences in the recognition of load response. 
Methodology  
During load tests samples had metal screws drilled into them. These metal 
screws could then be attached to a wheatstone bridge in order to measure the 
electrical resistance of the sample under load testing, see Figure 90. The 
samples would then be put under various load tests to see whether this 
procedure can be used in any loading tests, and whether the procedure can 
feasibly provide any additional data.  Appendix 5 
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FIGURE 90:  RESISTIVITY DIAGRAM WITH WHEATSTONE BRIDGE 
Results and Discussion 
 These tests were very successful even in the limited sampling, there was a 
correlation between the load and moisture movement, however further testing 
will need to be done to confirm this. In the 4 point bending test (Figure 91) 
only detection in the middle of the sample was discovered, this peaked at the 
point serious deformations of the samples occurred. In compression (Figure 
92) the small end electrical detection, did show wavering signs of resistance 
though this cannot be comprehensively determined. 
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FIGURE 91:  4-POINT BENDING TEST 
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FIGURE 92:  COMPRESSION TEST 
Of much more interest to the series of tests was the detection of electrical 
resistance at the visible failure of the branch joint (Figure 93). The peak in the 
branch resistance of the graph, without which no other graphical indications in 
the load would detect, shows the failure.     Appendix 5 
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FIGURE 93:  BRANCH JOINT TEST 
Conclusion 
Although these tests were brief there is real potential in developing this 
procedure to determine the moisture movement in the load test timber. If 
further work is done there could be a way of monitoring the structural capacity 
of timber and tree sections in the future with minimum interaction. 
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Appendix 6 - Component Test Sample Details 
and Results 
Within this section each sample will have:  Moisture Contents, Qualitative 
Images, Stress-Strain Graph, PIV Contour Plots, Creep Plots, and MoE Plots. The 
final section for each global joint:  component accumulation (where dark red 
value indicates the highest value of the joint from Table 11 to dark blue 
indicating zero value), located stress-strain graphs, located data values, 
contour plots, top/side sketches, top/side contour plots. Note all Units for 
stress and strain are in N/mm2 and με respectively.Appendix 6 
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Joint G 
 
FIGURE 94:  G COMPONENTS STRESS VS. MACHINE MEASURED STRAIN AT LOCATION 
 
FIGURE 95:  G COMPONENTS TENSILE STRESS AT LOCATION AS CONTOUR PLOT     Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 96:  G COMPONENTS MACHINE MEASURED STRAIN AT LOCATION AS CONTOUR PLOT 
 
FIGURE 97:  G COMPONENTS FRONT SEQUENTIAL STRAIN AT LOCATION AS CONTOUR PLOT Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 98:  G COMPONENTS SIDE SEQUENTIAL STRAIN AT LOCATION AS CONTOUR PLOT 
 
FIGURE 99:  G COMPONENTS FRONT FIRST-SEQUENTIAL STRAIN AT LOCATION AS CONTOUR 
PLOT     Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 100:  G COMPONENTS SIDE FIRST-SEQUENTIAL STRAIN AT LOCATION AS CONTOUR 
PLOT 
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G1 
 
FIGURE 101:  G1 TENSILE STRESS VS. MACHINE MEASURED/PIV STRAINS 
 
FIGURE 102:  G1 TENSILE LOAD VS. TIME     Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 103:  G1 CREEP LOADING:  INCREMENTS AND RELAXATION 
 
FIGURE 104:  G1 MACHINE MEASURED SECANT AND TANGENT MODULUS VS. TIME Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 105:  G1 FRONT VIEW PIV SECANT AND TANGENT MODULUS VS. TIME 
 
FIGURE 106:  G1 SIDE VIEW PIV SECANT AND TANGENT MODULUS VS. TIME     Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 107:  G1 COMPARISON OF MACHINE MEASURED AND PIV SECANT MODULUS VS. TIME 
 
FIGURE 108:  G1 COMPARISON OF MACHINE MEASURED AND PIV TANGENT MODULUS VS. 
TIME Appendix 6 
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G1 Sample 
    
FIGURE 109:  SAMPLE GRAIN ORIENTATIONS OF THE FRONT (LEFT 4 IMAGES) AND SIDE (RIGHT 
4 IMAGES) VIEW BEFORE (FIRST 2 OF 4 IMAGES) AND AFTER (LAST 2 OF 4 IMAGES) BREAKAGE     Appendix 6 
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G1 Front View 
 
FIGURE 110:  X DIRECTION PIV SEQUENTIAL ENGINEERING STRAIN OVER TIME 
 
FIGURE 111:  Y DIRECTION PIV SEQUENTIAL ENGINEERING STRAIN OVER TIME Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 112:  XY DIRECTION PIV SEQUENTIAL ENGINEERING SHEAR STRAIN OVER TIME 
 
FIGURE 113:  X DIRECTION PIV SEQUENTIAL TRUE STRAIN OVER TIME     Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 114:  Y DIRECTION PIV SEQUENTIAL TRUE STRAIN OVER TIME 
 
FIGURE 115:  XY DIRECTION PIV SEQUENTIAL TRUE SHEAR STRAIN OVER TIME Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 116:  X DIRECTION PIV FIRST-LAST DITCH ENGINEERING STRAIN OVER IMAGE 
 
FIGURE 117:  Y DIRECTION PIV FIRST-LAST DITCH ENGINEERING STRAIN OVER IMAGE     Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 118:  XY DIRECTION PIV FIRST-LAST DITCH ENGINEERING SHEAR STRAIN OVER 
IMAGE 
 
FIGURE 119:  X DIRECTION PIV FIRST-LAST DITCH TRUE STRAIN OVER IMAGE Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 120:  Y DIRECTION PIV FIRST-LAST DITCH TRUE STRAIN OVER IMAGE 
 
FIGURE 121:  XY DIRECTION PIV FIRST-LAST DITCH TRUE SHEAR STRAIN OVER IMAGE     Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 122:  XY DIRECTION PIV FIRST-SEQUENTIAL ENGINEERING SHEAR STRAIN OVER 
IMAGE 
 
FIGURE 123:  XY DIRECTION PIV FIRST-SEQUENTIAL ENGINEERING SHEAR STRAIN OVER TIME Appendix 6 
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G1 Side View 
 
FIGURE 124:  X DIRECTION PIV SEQUENTIAL ENGINEERING STRAIN OVER TIME 
 
FIGURE 125:  Y DIRECTION PIV SEQUENTIAL ENGINEERING STRAIN OVER TIME     Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 126:  XY DIRECTION PIV SEQUENTIAL ENGINEERING SHEAR STRAIN OVER TIME 
 
FIGURE 127:  X DIRECTION PIV SEQUENTIAL TRUE STRAIN OVER TIME Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 128:  Y DIRECTION PIV SEQUENTIAL TRUE STRAIN OVER TIME 
 
FIGURE 129:  XY DIRECTION PIV SEQUENTIAL TRUE SHEAR STRAIN OVER TIME     Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 130:  X DIRECTION PIV FIRST-LAST DITCH ENGINEERING STRAIN OVER IMAGE 
 
FIGURE 131:  Y DIRECTION PIV FIRST-LAST DITCH ENGINEERING STRAIN OVER IMAGE Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 132:  XY DIRECTION PIV FIRST-LAST DITCH ENGINEERING SHEAR STRAIN OVER 
IMAGE 
 
FIGURE 133:  X DIRECTION PIV FIRST-LAST DITCH TRUE STRAIN OVER IMAGE     Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 134:  Y DIRECTION PIV FIRST-LAST DITCH TRUE STRAIN OVER IMAGE 
 
FIGURE 135:  XY DIRECTION PIV FIRST-LAST DITCH TRUE SHEAR STRAIN OVER IMAGE Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 136:  XY DIRECTION PIV FIRST-SEQUENTIAL ENGINEERING SHEAR STRAIN OVER 
IMAGE 
 
FIGURE 137:  XY DIRECTION PIV FIRST-SEQUENTIAL ENGINEERING SHEAR STRAIN OVER TIME     Appendix 6 
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G3 
 
FIGURE 138: G3 TENSILE STRESS VS. MACHINE MEASURED/PIV STRAINS 
 
FIGURE 139: G3 TENSILE LOAD VS. TIME Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 140: G3 CREEP LOADING:  INCREMENTS AND RELAXATION 
 
FIGURE 141: G3 MACHINE MEASURED SECANT AND TANGENT MODULUS VS. TIME     Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 142: G3 FRONT VIEW PIV SECANT AND TANGENT MODULUS VS. TIME 
 
FIGURE 143: G3 SIDE VIEW PIV SECANT AND TANGENT MODULUS VS. TIME Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 144: G3 COMPARISON OF MACHINE MEASURED AND PIV SECANT MODULUS VS. TIME 
 
FIGURE 145: G3 COMPARISON OF MACHINE MEASURED AND PIV TANGENT MODULUS VS. 
TIME     Appendix 6 
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G3 Sample 
     
FIGURE 146: SAMPLE GRAIN ORIENTATIONS OF THE FRONT (LEFT 4 IMAGES) AND 
SIDE (RIGHT 4 IMAGES) VIEW BEFORE (FIRST 2 OF 4 IMAGES) AND AFTER (LAST 2 
OF 4 IMAGES) BREAKAGE Appendix 6 
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G3 Front View 
 
FIGURE 147:  X DIRECTION PIV SEQUENTIAL ENGINEERING STRAIN OVER TIME 
 
FIGURE 148:  Y DIRECTION PIV SEQUENTIAL ENGINEERING STRAIN OVER TIME     Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 149:  XY DIRECTION PIV SEQUENTIAL ENGINEERING SHEAR STRAIN OVER TIME 
 
FIGURE 150:  X DIRECTION PIV SEQUENTIAL TRUE STRAIN OVER TIME Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 151:  Y DIRECTION PIV SEQUENTIAL TRUE STRAIN OVER TIME 
 
FIGURE 152:  XY DIRECTION PIV SEQUENTIAL TRUE SHEAR STRAIN OVER TIME     Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 153:  X DIRECTION PIV FIRST-LAST DITCH ENGINEERING STRAIN OVER IMAGE 
 
FIGURE 154:  Y DIRECTION PIV FIRST-LAST DITCH ENGINEERING STRAIN OVER IMAGE Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 155:  XY DIRECTION PIV FIRST-LAST DITCH ENGINEERING SHEAR STRAIN OVER 
IMAGE 
 
FIGURE 156:  X DIRECTION PIV FIRST-LAST DITCH TRUE STRAIN OVER IMAGE     Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 157:  Y DIRECTION PIV FIRST-LAST DITCH TRUE STRAIN OVER IMAGE 
 
FIGURE 158:  XY DIRECTION PIV FIRST-LAST DITCH TRUE SHEAR STRAIN OVER IMAGE Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 159:  XY DIRECTION PIV FIRST-SEQUENTIAL ENGINEERING SHEAR STRAIN OVER 
IMAGE 
 
FIGURE 160:  XY DIRECTION PIV FIRST-SEQUENTIAL ENGINEERING SHEAR STRAIN OVER TIME     Appendix 6 
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G3 Side View 
 
FIGURE 161:  X DIRECTION PIV SEQUENTIAL ENGINEERING STRAIN OVER TIME 
 
FIGURE 162:  Y DIRECTION PIV SEQUENTIAL ENGINEERING STRAIN OVER TIME Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 163:  XY DIRECTION PIV SEQUENTIAL ENGINEERING SHEAR STRAIN OVER TIME 
 
FIGURE 164:  X DIRECTION PIV SEQUENTIAL TRUE STRAIN OVER TIME     Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 165:  Y DIRECTION PIV SEQUENTIAL TRUE STRAIN OVER TIME 
 
FIGURE 166:  XY DIRECTION PIV SEQUENTIAL TRUE SHEAR STRAIN OVER TIME Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 167:  X DIRECTION PIV FIRST-LAST DITCH ENGINEERING STRAIN OVER IMAGE 
 
FIGURE 168:  Y DIRECTION PIV FIRST-LAST DITCH ENGINEERING STRAIN OVER IMAGE     Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 169:  XY DIRECTION PIV FIRST-LAST DITCH ENGINEERING SHEAR STRAIN OVER 
IMAGE 
 
FIGURE 170:  X DIRECTION PIV FIRST-LAST DITCH TRUE STRAIN OVER IMAGE Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 171:  Y DIRECTION PIV FIRST-LAST DITCH TRUE STRAIN OVER IMAGE 
 
FIGURE 172:  XY DIRECTION PIV FIRST-LAST DITCH TRUE SHEAR STRAIN OVER IMAGE     Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 173:  XY DIRECTION PIV FIRST-SEQUENTIAL ENGINEERING SHEAR STRAIN OVER 
IMAGE 
 
FIGURE 174:  XY DIRECTION PIV FIRST-SEQUENTIAL ENGINEERING SHEAR STRAIN OVER TIME Appendix 6 
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G4 
 
FIGURE 175: G4 TENSILE STRESS VS. MACHINE MEASURED/PIV STRAINS 
 
FIGURE 176: G4 TENSILE LOAD VS. TIME     Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 177: G4 CREEP LOADING:  INCREMENTS AND RELAXATION 
 
FIGURE 178: G4 MACHINE MEASURED SECANT AND TANGENT MODULUS VS. TIME Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 179: G4 FRONT VIEW PIV SECANT AND TANGENT MODULUS VS. TIME 
 
FIGURE 180: G4 SIDE VIEW PIV SECANT AND TANGENT MODULUS VS. TIME     Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 181: G4 COMPARISON OF MACHINE MEASURED AND PIV SECANT MODULUS VS. TIME 
 
FIGURE 182: G4 COMPARISON OF MACHINE MEASURED AND PIV TANGENT MODULUS VS. 
TIME Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 499:  XY DIRECTION PIV FIRST-SEQUENTIAL ENGINEERING SHEAR STRAIN OVER 
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FIGURE 529:  Y DIRECTION PIV FIRST-LAST DITCH TRUE STRAIN OVER IMAGE 
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FIGURE 531:  XY DIRECTION PIV FIRST-SEQUENTIAL ENGINEERING SHEAR STRAIN OVER 
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FIGURE 545:  XY DIRECTION PIV FIRST-SEQUENTIAL ENGINEERING SHEAR STRAIN OVER 
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FIGURE 568:  XY DIRECTION PIV FIRST-SEQUENTIAL ENGINEERING SHEAR STRAIN OVER 
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FIGURE 570:  X DIRECTION PIV SEQUENTIAL ENGINEERING STRAIN OVER TIME 
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FIGURE 709: T5 COMPARISON OF MACHINE MEASURED AND PIV TANGENT MODULUS VS. 
TIME Appendix 6 
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T5 Sample 
   
FIGURE 710:  SAMPLE GRAIN ORIENTATIONS OF THE FRONT (LEFT 4 IMAGES) AND SIDE (RIGHT 
4 IMAGES) VIEW BEFORE (FIRST 2 OF 4 IMAGES) AND AFTER (LAST 2 OF 4 IMAGES) BREAKAGE     Appendix 6 
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T5 Front View 
 
FIGURE 711:  X DIRECTION PIV SEQUENTIAL ENGINEERING STRAIN OVER TIME 
 
FIGURE 712:  Y DIRECTION PIV SEQUENTIAL ENGINEERING STRAIN OVER TIME Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 713:  XY DIRECTION PIV SEQUENTIAL ENGINEERING SHEAR STRAIN OVER TIME 
 
FIGURE 714:  X DIRECTION PIV SEQUENTIAL TRUE STRAIN OVER TIME     Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 715:  Y DIRECTION PIV SEQUENTIAL TRUE STRAIN OVER TIME 
 
FIGURE 716:  XY DIRECTION PIV SEQUENTIAL TRUE SHEAR STRAIN OVER TIME Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 717:  X DIRECTION PIV FIRST-LAST DITCH ENGINEERING STRAIN OVER IMAGE 
 
FIGURE 718:  Y DIRECTION PIV FIRST-LAST DITCH ENGINEERING STRAIN OVER IMAGE     Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 719:  XY DIRECTION PIV FIRST-LAST DITCH ENGINEERING SHEAR STRAIN OVER 
IMAGE 
 
FIGURE 720:  X DIRECTION PIV FIRST-LAST DITCH TRUE STRAIN OVER IMAGE Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 721:  Y DIRECTION PIV FIRST-LAST DITCH TRUE STRAIN OVER IMAGE 
 
FIGURE 722:  XY DIRECTION PIV FIRST-LAST DITCH TRUE SHEAR STRAIN OVER IMAGE     Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 723:  XY DIRECTION PIV FIRST-SEQUENTIAL ENGINEERING SHEAR STRAIN OVER 
IMAGE 
 
FIGURE 724:  XY DIRECTION PIV FIRST-SEQUENTIAL ENGINEERING SHEAR STRAIN OVER TIME Appendix 6 
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T5 Side View 
 
FIGURE 725:  X DIRECTION PIV SEQUENTIAL ENGINEERING STRAIN OVER TIME 
 
FIGURE 726:  Y DIRECTION PIV SEQUENTIAL ENGINEERING STRAIN OVER TIME     Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 727:  XY DIRECTION PIV SEQUENTIAL ENGINEERING SHEAR STRAIN OVER TIME 
 
FIGURE 728:  X DIRECTION PIV SEQUENTIAL TRUE STRAIN OVER TIME Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 729:  Y DIRECTION PIV SEQUENTIAL TRUE STRAIN OVER TIME 
 
FIGURE 730:  XY DIRECTION PIV SEQUENTIAL TRUE SHEAR STRAIN OVER TIME     Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 731:  X DIRECTION PIV FIRST-LAST DITCH ENGINEERING STRAIN OVER IMAGE 
 
FIGURE 732:  Y DIRECTION PIV FIRST-LAST DITCH ENGINEERING STRAIN OVER IMAGE Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 733:  XY DIRECTION PIV FIRST-LAST DITCH ENGINEERING SHEAR STRAIN OVER 
IMAGE 
 
FIGURE 734:  X DIRECTION PIV FIRST-LAST DITCH TRUE STRAIN OVER IMAGE     Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 735:  Y DIRECTION PIV FIRST-LAST DITCH TRUE STRAIN OVER IMAGE 
 
FIGURE 736:  XY DIRECTION PIV FIRST-LAST DITCH TRUE SHEAR STRAIN OVER IMAGE Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 737:  XY DIRECTION PIV FIRST-SEQUENTIAL ENGINEERING SHEAR STRAIN OVER 
IMAGE 
 
FIGURE 738:  XY DIRECTION PIV FIRST-SEQUENTIAL ENGINEERING SHEAR STRAIN OVER TIME     Appendix 6 
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T7 
 
FIGURE 739: T7 TENSILE STRESS VS. MACHINE MEASURED/PIV STRAINS 
 
FIGURE 740: T7 TENSILE LOAD VS. TIME Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 741: T7 CREEP LOADING:  INCREMENTS AND RELAXATION 
 
FIGURE 742: T7 MACHINE MEASURED SECANT AND TANGENT MODULUS VS. TIME     Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 743: T7 FRONT VIEW PIV SECANT AND TANGENT MODULUS VS. TIME 
 
FIGURE 744: T7 SIDE VIEW PIV SECANT AND TANGENT MODULUS VS. TIME Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 745: T7 COMPARISON OF MACHINE MEASURED AND PIV SECANT MODULUS VS. TIME 
 
FIGURE 746: T7 COMPARISON OF MACHINE MEASURED AND PIV TANGENT MODULUS VS. 
TIME     Appendix 6 
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T7 Sample 
   
FIGURE 747:  SAMPLE GRAIN ORIENTATIONS OF THE FRONT (LEFT 4 IMAGES) AND SIDE (RIGHT 
4 IMAGES) VIEW BEFORE (FIRST 2 OF 4 IMAGES) AND AFTER (LAST 2 OF 4 IMAGES) BREAKAGE Appendix 6 
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T7 Front View 
 
FIGURE 748:  X DIRECTION PIV SEQUENTIAL ENGINEERING STRAIN OVER TIME 
 
FIGURE 749:  Y DIRECTION PIV SEQUENTIAL ENGINEERING STRAIN OVER TIME     Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 750:  XY DIRECTION PIV SEQUENTIAL ENGINEERING SHEAR STRAIN OVER TIME 
 
FIGURE 751:  X DIRECTION PIV SEQUENTIAL TRUE STRAIN OVER TIME Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 752:  Y DIRECTION PIV SEQUENTIAL TRUE STRAIN OVER TIME 
 
FIGURE 753:  XY DIRECTION PIV SEQUENTIAL TRUE SHEAR STRAIN OVER TIME     Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 754:  X DIRECTION PIV FIRST-LAST DITCH ENGINEERING STRAIN OVER IMAGE 
 
FIGURE 755:  Y DIRECTION PIV FIRST-LAST DITCH ENGINEERING STRAIN OVER IMAGE Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 756:  XY DIRECTION PIV FIRST-LAST DITCH ENGINEERING SHEAR STRAIN OVER 
IMAGE 
 
FIGURE 757:  X DIRECTION PIV FIRST-LAST DITCH TRUE STRAIN OVER IMAGE     Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 758:  Y DIRECTION PIV FIRST-LAST DITCH TRUE STRAIN OVER IMAGE 
 
FIGURE 759:  XY DIRECTION PIV FIRST-LAST DITCH TRUE SHEAR STRAIN OVER IMAGE Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 760:  XY DIRECTION PIV FIRST-SEQUENTIAL ENGINEERING SHEAR STRAIN OVER 
IMAGE 
 
FIGURE 761:  XY DIRECTION PIV FIRST-SEQUENTIAL ENGINEERING SHEAR STRAIN OVER TIME     Appendix 6 
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T7 Side View 
 
FIGURE 762:  X DIRECTION PIV SEQUENTIAL ENGINEERING STRAIN OVER TIME 
 
FIGURE 763:  Y DIRECTION PIV SEQUENTIAL ENGINEERING STRAIN OVER TIME Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 764:  XY DIRECTION PIV SEQUENTIAL ENGINEERING SHEAR STRAIN OVER TIME 
 
FIGURE 765:  X DIRECTION PIV SEQUENTIAL TRUE STRAIN OVER TIME     Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 766:  Y DIRECTION PIV SEQUENTIAL TRUE STRAIN OVER TIME 
 
FIGURE 767:  XY DIRECTION PIV SEQUENTIAL TRUE SHEAR STRAIN OVER TIME Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 768:  X DIRECTION PIV FIRST-LAST DITCH ENGINEERING STRAIN OVER IMAGE 
 
FIGURE 769:  Y DIRECTION PIV FIRST-LAST DITCH ENGINEERING STRAIN OVER IMAGE     Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 770:  XY DIRECTION PIV FIRST-LAST DITCH ENGINEERING SHEAR STRAIN OVER 
IMAGE 
 
FIGURE 771:  X DIRECTION PIV FIRST-LAST DITCH TRUE STRAIN OVER IMAGE Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 772:  Y DIRECTION PIV FIRST-LAST DITCH TRUE STRAIN OVER IMAGE 
 
FIGURE 773:  XY DIRECTION PIV FIRST-LAST DITCH TRUE SHEAR STRAIN OVER IMAGE     Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 774:  XY DIRECTION PIV FIRST-SEQUENTIAL ENGINEERING SHEAR STRAIN OVER 
IMAGE 
 
FIGURE 775:  XY DIRECTION PIV FIRST-SEQUENTIAL ENGINEERING SHEAR STRAIN OVER TIME Appendix 6 
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T8 
 
FIGURE 776: T8 TENSILE STRESS VS. MACHINE MEASURED/PIV STRAINS 
 
FIGURE 777: T8 TENSILE LOAD VS. TIME     Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 778: T8 CREEP LOADING:  INCREMENTS AND RELAXATION 
 
FIGURE 779: T8 MACHINE MEASURED SECANT AND TANGENT MODULUS VS. TIME Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 780: T8 FRONT VIEW PIV SECANT AND TANGENT MODULUS VS. TIME 
 
FIGURE 781: T8 SIDE VIEW PIV SECANT AND TANGENT MODULUS VS. TIME     Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 782: T8 COMPARISON OF MACHINE MEASURED AND PIV SECANT MODULUS VS. TIME 
 
FIGURE 783: T8 COMPARISON OF MACHINE MEASURED AND PIV TANGENT MODULUS VS. 
TIME Appendix 6 
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T8 Sample 
   
FIGURE 784:  SAMPLE GRAIN ORIENTATIONS OF THE FRONT (LEFT 4 IMAGES) AND SIDE (RIGHT 
4 IMAGES) VIEW BEFORE (FIRST 2 OF 4 IMAGES) AND AFTER (LAST 2 OF 4 IMAGES) BREAKAGE     Appendix 6 
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T8 Front View 
 
FIGURE 785:  X DIRECTION PIV SEQUENTIAL ENGINEERING STRAIN OVER TIME 
 
FIGURE 786:  Y DIRECTION PIV SEQUENTIAL ENGINEERING STRAIN OVER TIME Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 787:  XY DIRECTION PIV SEQUENTIAL ENGINEERING SHEAR STRAIN OVER TIME 
 
FIGURE 788:  X DIRECTION PIV SEQUENTIAL TRUE STRAIN OVER TIME     Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 789:  Y DIRECTION PIV SEQUENTIAL TRUE STRAIN OVER TIME 
 
FIGURE 790:  XY DIRECTION PIV SEQUENTIAL TRUE SHEAR STRAIN OVER TIME Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 791:  X DIRECTION PIV FIRST-LAST DITCH ENGINEERING STRAIN OVER IMAGE 
 
FIGURE 792:  Y DIRECTION PIV FIRST-LAST DITCH ENGINEERING STRAIN OVER IMAGE     Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 793:  XY DIRECTION PIV FIRST-LAST DITCH ENGINEERING SHEAR STRAIN OVER 
IMAGE 
 
FIGURE 794:  X DIRECTION PIV FIRST-LAST DITCH TRUE STRAIN OVER IMAGE Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 795:  Y DIRECTION PIV FIRST-LAST DITCH TRUE STRAIN OVER IMAGE 
 
FIGURE 796:  XY DIRECTION PIV FIRST-LAST DITCH TRUE SHEAR STRAIN OVER IMAGE     Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 797:  XY DIRECTION PIV FIRST-SEQUENTIAL ENGINEERING SHEAR STRAIN OVER 
IMAGE 
 
FIGURE 798:  XY DIRECTION PIV FIRST-SEQUENTIAL ENGINEERING SHEAR STRAIN OVER TIME Appendix 6 
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T8 Side View 
 
FIGURE 799:  X DIRECTION PIV SEQUENTIAL ENGINEERING STRAIN OVER TIME 
 
FIGURE 800:  Y DIRECTION PIV SEQUENTIAL ENGINEERING STRAIN OVER TIME     Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 801:  XY DIRECTION PIV SEQUENTIAL ENGINEERING SHEAR STRAIN OVER TIME 
 
FIGURE 802:  X DIRECTION PIV SEQUENTIAL TRUE STRAIN OVER TIME Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 803:  Y DIRECTION PIV SEQUENTIAL TRUE STRAIN OVER TIME 
 
FIGURE 804:  XY DIRECTION PIV SEQUENTIAL TRUE SHEAR STRAIN OVER TIME     Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 805:  X DIRECTION PIV FIRST-LAST DITCH ENGINEERING STRAIN OVER IMAGE 
 
FIGURE 806:  Y DIRECTION PIV FIRST-LAST DITCH ENGINEERING STRAIN OVER IMAGE Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 807:  XY DIRECTION PIV FIRST-LAST DITCH ENGINEERING SHEAR STRAIN OVER 
IMAGE 
 
FIGURE 808:  X DIRECTION PIV FIRST-LAST DITCH TRUE STRAIN OVER IMAGE     Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 809:  Y DIRECTION PIV FIRST-LAST DITCH TRUE STRAIN OVER IMAGE 
 
FIGURE 810:  XY DIRECTION PIV FIRST-LAST DITCH TRUE SHEAR STRAIN OVER IMAGE Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 811:  XY DIRECTION PIV FIRST-SEQUENTIAL ENGINEERING SHEAR STRAIN OVER 
IMAGE 
 
FIGURE 812:  XY DIRECTION PIV FIRST-SEQUENTIAL ENGINEERING SHEAR STRAIN OVER TIME     Appendix 6 
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T9 
 
FIGURE 813: T9 TENSILE STRESS VS. MACHINE MEASURED/PIV STRAINS 
 
FIGURE 814: T9 TENSILE LOAD VS. TIME Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 815: T9 CREEP LOADING:  INCREMENTS AND RELAXATION 
 
FIGURE 816: T9 MACHINE MEASURED SECANT AND TANGENT MODULUS VS. TIME     Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 817: T9 FRONT VIEW PIV SECANT AND TANGENT MODULUS VS. TIME 
 
FIGURE 818: T9 SIDE VIEW PIV SECANT AND TANGENT MODULUS VS. TIME Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 819: T9 COMPARISON OF MACHINE MEASURED AND PIV SECANT MODULUS VS. TIME 
 
FIGURE 820: T9 COMPARISON OF MACHINE MEASURED AND PIV TANGENT MODULUS VS. 
TIME     Appendix 6 
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T9 Sample 
  
FIGURE 821: SAMPLE GRAIN ORIENTATIONS OF THE FRONT (LEFT 4 IMAGES) AND SIDE (RIGHT 
4 IMAGES) VIEW BEFORE (FIRST 2 OF 4 IMAGES) AND AFTER (LAST 2 OF 4 IMAGES) BREAKAGE Appendix 6 
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T9 Front View 
 
FIGURE 822:  X DIRECTION PIV SEQUENTIAL ENGINEERING STRAIN OVER TIME 
 
FIGURE 823:  Y DIRECTION PIV SEQUENTIAL ENGINEERING STRAIN OVER TIME     Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 824:  XY DIRECTION PIV SEQUENTIAL ENGINEERING SHEAR STRAIN OVER TIME 
 
FIGURE 825:  X DIRECTION PIV SEQUENTIAL TRUE STRAIN OVER TIME Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 826:  Y DIRECTION PIV SEQUENTIAL TRUE STRAIN OVER TIME 
 
FIGURE 827:  XY DIRECTION PIV SEQUENTIAL TRUE SHEAR STRAIN OVER TIME     Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 828:  X DIRECTION PIV FIRST-LAST DITCH ENGINEERING STRAIN OVER IMAGE 
 
FIGURE 829:  Y DIRECTION PIV FIRST-LAST DITCH ENGINEERING STRAIN OVER IMAGE Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 830:  XY DIRECTION PIV FIRST-LAST DITCH ENGINEERING SHEAR STRAIN OVER 
IMAGE 
 
FIGURE 831:  X DIRECTION PIV FIRST-LAST DITCH TRUE STRAIN OVER IMAGE     Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 832:  Y DIRECTION PIV FIRST-LAST DITCH TRUE STRAIN OVER IMAGE 
 
FIGURE 833:  XY DIRECTION PIV FIRST-LAST DITCH TRUE SHEAR STRAIN OVER IMAGE Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 834:  XY DIRECTION PIV FIRST-SEQUENTIAL ENGINEERING SHEAR STRAIN OVER 
IMAGE 
 
FIGURE 835:  XY DIRECTION PIV FIRST-SEQUENTIAL ENGINEERING SHEAR STRAIN OVER TIME     Appendix 6 
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T9 Side View 
 
FIGURE 836:  X DIRECTION PIV SEQUENTIAL ENGINEERING STRAIN OVER TIME 
 
FIGURE 837:  Y DIRECTION PIV SEQUENTIAL ENGINEERING STRAIN OVER TIME Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 838:  XY DIRECTION PIV SEQUENTIAL ENGINEERING SHEAR STRAIN OVER TIME 
 
FIGURE 839:  X DIRECTION PIV SEQUENTIAL TRUE STRAIN OVER TIME     Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 840:  Y DIRECTION PIV SEQUENTIAL TRUE STRAIN OVER TIME 
 
FIGURE 841:  XY DIRECTION PIV SEQUENTIAL TRUE SHEAR STRAIN OVER TIME Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 842:  X DIRECTION PIV FIRST-LAST DITCH ENGINEERING STRAIN OVER IMAGE 
 
FIGURE 843:  Y DIRECTION PIV FIRST-LAST DITCH ENGINEERING STRAIN OVER IMAGE     Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 844:  XY DIRECTION PIV FIRST-LAST DITCH ENGINEERING SHEAR STRAIN OVER 
IMAGE 
 
FIGURE 845:  X DIRECTION PIV FIRST-LAST DITCH TRUE STRAIN OVER IMAGE Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 846:  Y DIRECTION PIV FIRST-LAST DITCH TRUE STRAIN OVER IMAGE 
 
FIGURE 847:  XY DIRECTION PIV FIRST-LAST DITCH TRUE SHEAR STRAIN OVER IMAGE     Appendix 6 
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FIGURE 848:  XY DIRECTION PIV FIRST-SEQUENTIAL ENGINEERING SHEAR STRAIN OVER 
IMAGE 
 
FIGURE 849:  XY DIRECTION PIV FIRST-SEQUENTIAL ENGINEERING SHEAR STRAIN OVER TIME     Appendix 7 
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Appendix 7 - Code Map for Results Analysis 
Modelling  
This flowchart shows the coding process of all data results. The bold elements 
highlight the main processes in the sequence. The coloured backgrounds 
indicate various chapter; yellow –Chapter 5, and orange – Chapter 6. 
Appendix 7 
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Appendix 8 - Proposal for Live Branch Testing  
This chapter shows the proposed methodology and interpretation of live tree 
branch winch testing to be conducted at a future date. 
Introduction 
The determination of tree joint strength is still under question. The 
interconnection of fibres and the tapered cantilever of the tree have previously 
meant that few predictions outside that of disease risk can determine whether 
a branch will fall. It is recorded that a healthy branch from a tree can just fall 
due to ‗summer branch drop.‘ Branches can fall from trees in two ways pull out 
or shearing, though again this failure mode is not known until the tree branch 
fails. Many previous investigations have concentrated on the overturning or 
stem fracture of the tree trunk; these reactions are primarily about soil root 
interaction rather than about tree strength. Miller (1959) determined by testing 
apple tree branches whether the Arborists‘ previous view of the crotch angle 
affects the joint strength. This found that as the crotch angle decreased, the 
percentage of branches breaking at the crotch increased, but did not make the 
joint weaker. However there was a greater correlation between size of branch 
and stem than the crotch angle, and that narrow crotch angles tend to fail by 
bark inclusion. 
Gilman (2003) highlights previous investigations has shown the force required 
to break the branch joint decreased as the aspect ratio tend to one. A 
technique was shown in a further investigation into the strength and aspect 
ratio of red maple (Acer Rubrum). A hundred branches were pulled by 
unstretchable rope. The trunk was secured horizontally, while the branch was 
pulled vertically down until the crotch split down the trunk. The branch Appendix 8 
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diameter was measured beyond any swelling of the collar. The aspect ratio was 
calculated with branch diameters ranging from 5 to 20mm (expected to have 
more juvenile wood). The angle was also noted. A stepwise regression model 
was built to predict ultimate load using angles, and diameters. This found that 
there was no relationship between angle of branch attachment and strength 
(secured all the same). Instead the branch strength correlated with diameter 
ratio and branch diameter. 
Basically larger branches require more force to break provided they are small 
compared to the trunk; however the exception was co-dominant stems that 
were easier to pull apart. The stress against aspect ratio showed a negative 
linear correlation, though there appears to be no definitively strong 
connection. 
Lilly and Syndor (1995) simulated static load of branches such as that seen by 
ice or snow load, to identify factors to predict failure. Their winching test to 
find bending stress (σb ) on living tree branches, agreed with Hauer et al (1993) 
that there was no correlations between specific gravity and bending stress and 
that the crotch angle made no difference either. It may be necessary to think 
about the real live tree test situation and thus use Lilly equations from live 
tests, to determine the mechanical properties of the joint:  
EQUATION 12:         
    
   
   
where σb is bending stress at the crotch, F is the force applied, LF is the 
horizontal distance from the crotch to loading point, and rb is the radius of the 
branch at the breaking point (see Figure 850).     Appendix 8 
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FIGURE 850:  LILLY BRANCH MORPHOLOGY FOR CALCULATION DERIVATION 
Methods for winching branches have been tried, though these procedures need 
to be well planned as they may cause a dangerous hazard during testing, as 
Finch (1997) warns. This leads to some further climbing details by Kane et al 
(2008) given to tree surgeons to ensure the ascent of the tree is safe, this 
generalises equations for estimating the strength capacity of the tree joint:   
EQUATION 13:      
    
  
   
where ν is the shear stress, F is the force, and dB is the branch diameter 
EQUATION 14:       
       
  
   
where σb is the bending stress, F is the force, LB is the branch length to force 
application and dB is the branch diameter. These equations follow from a 
previous investigation by Kane (2007) on Bradford Pear trees which found that 
aspect ratio of the branch diameter was a better predictor of branch strength, 
though a more accurate branch cross-section could improve branch strength 
prediction. 
 
Fcosθ 
F 
Lb 
LF 
θ  θ Appendix 8 
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Knowing how a tree branch connection fails can not only help in the hazard 
investigation of trees within the built environment, but in the biomimicry 
simulation of composite materials and connection within a structural context. 
Previous investigation of the branch strength has been done by Cannell and 
Morgan (1987) but of more relevance to this work is the research done by 
Shigo (1985), and Müller (2006). These investigations have been limited in 
their depth and the published work limited. There is a lack of knowledge of the 
true strength and capabilities of the branch joint/junction. This paper seeks to 
find a preliminary relationship between the branch dimensions and the load 
capacity through an original testing technique. 
Methodology 
1.  Find suitable tree with stem and branch connection, measure the test 
samples  height  from  ground,  circumference  etc.  possibly  using  the 
LiDAR technology. To reduce the waste of trees pulling branches could 
be done from top to bottom, or bottom to top on the same tree though 
balance may affect results. 
2.  The equipment will need to be set-up. The holding straps on the branch 
need to be positioned nearer to the stem away from any major kinks or 
deformations.  The  holding  straps  aim  to  create  a  uniform  load  to 
prevent  premature  breakage.  The  branches  will  be  left  with  all  other 
sub-branches on as unloading prior to test will alter the results. 
3.  The branch will be pulled in a controlled fashion and monitoring will be 
done on the movement and load required. The pull direction should be 
at right angles to the ground, giving a vertical load (Figure 851), or at 
right-angle transverse (Figure 852) to the trunk on branch pulling. The 
testing should only be done on a fair day, to prevent the wind creating     Appendix 8 
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extra deformations. A control tree will be scanned to give an idea of 
data inaccuracy during testing. 
4.  Once completely broken off (assuming the branch is pulled away from 
the stem), the stem should be cut to find the depth of break intrusion. 
The branch should be sawn to find the ring pattern and the off shoots 
weighed and position of them to the branch measured. 
5.  If electrical resistance testing is to be done then the needles for the test 
will be positioned either side of the branch strap point and wires will go 
into a Wheatstone bridge. 
 
FIGURE 851:  VERTICAL LOADING TEST ONSITE 
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FIGURE 852:  TRANSVERSE LOADING TEST ONSITE 
Results  
The 3D laser scanning will be used to create a point cloud model, this is a 
relatively new technology and as such using the 3D scanner will be a 
developing method, and will be used alongside other measurement methods. 
Using the 3D scanning method the living tree can be measured accurately as it 
stands and as the loading takes place, it will record the movement of the whole 
branch and trunk during testing detecting any lever arm movement changes.  
This technology is also coming into the Forestry Commission (unknown 
(2010))‘s techniques for monitoring forests. The testing should only be done 
on a fair day, to prevent the wind creating extra deformations. A control tree 
will be scanned to give an idea of data inaccuracy during testing. The before 
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and after testing measurement methods will be used to show the displacement 
of the branch under loading and compared to point cloud data found with the 
3D scanner. 
The structural properties such as the Young‘s Modulus etc. will be found and 
compared to similar dimensioned cut joints to find any relationship. Any 
dimensions and structural property relationships will be investigated, and a 
finite element analysis done for prediction of strength for further live tests. 
The failure loads will be compared to estimated storms to see the likelihood of 
branch breakage due to storm damage. The photographic images used to 
show the displacement of the branch under loading will be compared to point 
cloud data found with the 3D scanner. Further the model created in the 
component test will be verified through the global tests and further used to 
predict the live tests failure. 
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Glossary 
Active Area – sometimes known as an interrogation window 
Allometry - study of the relationship of body size to shape, anatomy, 
physiology and finally behaviour. 
Anisotropic - having different reactions in different directions 
Aspect Ratio – the ratio of branch to main stem diameter 
Atmospherics - the mood creation through design. 
Bark inclusion – where bark comes between touching surfaces of the growing 
tree and prevents annual wood growing together 
Biomechanical- movement of living organisms 
Biomimicry – a way of using nature to influence and improve technological 
solutions 
Branch fracture – where the branch splits from the rest of the branch 
Branch/Secondary Growth –leads off and supported from primary growth 
BS – British Standards 
Collar - stem tissue wrapping around the tissue of the branch, enveloping the 
branch structurally every season to secure it in place 
Component- a batten of timber cut from a global joint to be tested 
Creep – when a material takes time to deform under continuous loading 
Crotch – the join on the leading growth side between the primary and 
secondary growth (topside of the collar) Glossary 
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Crotch Angle – The angle between the primary growth and the secondary 
growth at the crotch 
Dead Load- permanent load of a structure 
DIC- Digital Image Correlation compares digital images to find the movement 
of the subject 
Electric Treeing – electrical breakdown phenomena detected through a process 
of cable manufactured knowledge and partial discharge test results 
EPSI - Electronic Speckle Pattern Interferometry 
Fork – two primary positive phototropic growths from a main stem that are of 
similar dimension 
Fractometer – A device used to measure the strength of bores of wood 
GIGO – ‗Garbage In, Garbage Out‘ Technical computing term for having the 
wrong information 
Global Joint – a section of harvested primary and secondary growth (main stem 
with branch) from a tree 
Green Infrastructure -the importance of the natural environment in land use 
planning 
Greenwood – unseasoned timber with high moisture content, liable to move 
during drying 
GUI –Graphical user interface, the windows and menus used onscreen with 
computers     Glossary 
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Heat Island – The increase in temperature found in cities due to the high 
density of buildings and population. 
Junction/Intersection - meeting of growths within a tree 
Live Load- temporary loading on a structure 
Main/Primary Growth/Stem –principle structure supporting further growth 
Microfibrils- fibre-like strands made of cellulose 
MoE- short for Modulus of Elasticity 
Morphology- study of forms in a structure 
NHS – National Health Service 
Notch – the hole created when a branch is formed. 
PIV- Particle Image Velocimetry compares digital images to find the movement 
of the subject 
Reaction Wood – wood that grows to reduce the stress found in the tree 
Socket tear out – where the branch pulls out from the primary growth 
Specific Gravity – ratio of density of a structure compared to water 
Stiffness – ability to deform or stretch a material 
Strength – ability to withstand stress without failure 
Summer branch drop – ―sudden limb failure,‖ when an apparently sound and 
healthy tree limb fails during periods of hot weather. 
Sustainability - ability to meet the needs of today without compromising the 
needs of the future Glossary 
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Upper Growth – growth in the phototropism direction 
Urban Forest – Trees that line streets, or are in parks and gardens within cities. 
Viscoelastic – responds both elastically and viscously in property deformation 
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